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2008 SDSU Women’s Soccer
Top row left to right: Lang Wedemeyer, Brock Thompson, Meaghan McArthur, Jessica Heine, Chelsea Goosen, Kellie Van Gerpen, JoLynn Janckila, Kayla Braffet, Kelsey Ferguson, Steph Peterson, Emily 
Quigley, Kerry Sarvis and Brittney Watt.  Middle Row: Vanessa Paswaters, Kelli Herman, Besty Yungbauer, Daniella Pappas, Brienna Rogers, Nicole Lograsso, Danni Healy, Cori Bonte and Danielle Neuhalfen. 
Bottom Row: Kelly Larson, Kellyn Farrell, Elizabeth Nagelhout, Alex Schaller, Lexy Drayton, Kaitlin Justice, Tory Schiltgen, Erin Kasmarik and Kerstyn Farrell.
Assistant Coach Brock Thompson, left, and Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer lead the Jacks in 2008.  
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South Dakota State University
Location ............................................ Brookings, S.D.
Founded/Enrollment .............................1881 (11,706)
Affiliation ........................................... NCAA Division I
Nickname ................................................Jackrabbits
Colors ................................................Blue and Yellow
Conference .................................The Summit League
 Centenary, IPFW, IUPUI, Missouri-Kansas City, 
 North Dakota State, Oakland, Oral Roberts, SDSU, 
 Southern Utah, and Western Illinois.
Home Field ...............................Fishback Soccer Park
 Year Opened ...................................................2003
 Capacity ........................................................1,500
President .......................................Dr. David Chicoine
Athletics Director ...................................Dr. Fred Oien
Head Trainer ....................................... Dr. Jim Booher
Assistant Trainer .............................. Mary Beth Zwart
 Trainer Phone ................................ (605) 688-5824
Compliance Coordinator .......................Kathy Heylens
 Compliance Phone ........................ (605) 688-5308
Equipment Manager..................................Tim DeWitt
 Equipment Phone .......................... (605) 688-5722
Athletics Secretary ................................ Diane Rieken
Athletics Phone ................................. (605) 688-5625
Athletics Fax ..................................... (605) 688-5999
Sports Information Office
Director ................................................... Jason Hove
 Alma mater ........................ South Dakota State ‘96
 Office ............................................ (605) 688-4623
 Cell ............................................... (605) 695-1827
 e-mail .............................. jason.hove@sdstate.edu
Assistant .............................................. Ryan Sweeter
 Alma mater ........................ South Dakota State ‘01
 Office ............................................ (605) 688-4822
 Cell ............................................... (605) 376-4422
 e-mail .......................... ryan.sweeter@sdstate.edu
Graduate Assistant/Soccer SID ...........Chris McKeown
 Alma mater ..............Minnesota State, Mankato ‘08
 Office ............................................ (605) 688-4822
 Cell ............................................... (605) 695-6698
 e-mail .......................chris.mckeown@sdstate.edu
SID Fax ............................................. (605) 688-5999
Soccer Press Box .............................. (605) 695-6698
Web ....................................http://www.GoJacks.com
Mailing Address
 Sports Information Office
 Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center
 1047 16th Ave.
 Brookings, SD 57007-1497
Team Information
2007 Record .....................................................9-4-4
 The Summit League Record ................5-1-2 (third)




First Year of Soccer ............................................2000
 First Season in Division I ................................2004
Overall Record ............................................63-67-16
 Years / Winning Pct. ....................................8 / .486
Conference Championships ...............................None
 Tournament Champions.............................1 (2006)
NCAA Postseason Appearances ..........................None
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .................................... Lang Wedemeyer
Alma mater ................................. Old Dominion ‘94
 Office ............................................ (605) 688-4070
 e-mail ..................... lang.wedemeyer@sdstate.edu
Record at SDSU ....................... 63-67-16 (ninth year)
Career Record .......................... 63-67-16 (ninth year)
Assistant ..........................................Brock Thompson
 Alma mater .......................... University of Mary ‘00
 e-mail ......................brock.thompson@sdstate.edu
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2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Senior Class Picture
SENIORS back row from left: Vanessa Paswaters, Chelsea Goosen, Kellie Van Gerpen and Erin Kasmarik. Front row: Kelly Larson, Kerstyn Farrell, Nicole Lograsso, Kellyn 
Farrell and Alex Schaller.
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Entering Lang Wedemeyer’s ninth season as women’s soccer coach,  it’s not a surprise he is once again doing something SDSU women’s soccer has never done — be eligible for a Division I post-season. It all started in 2000 when 
Wedemeyer was asked to put together a soccer team from scratch. In 2004, SDSU 
made the jump to D-I athletics and Wedemeyer was asked to put a team on the 
field that could compete at that level. In 2006, SDSU joined the United Soccer 
Conference but moved to a more permanent home in The Summit League in 2007. 
Now, after the four-year transition period, SDSU is eligible to compete in Div. I 
postseason play. 
 “The ability to compete for a championship, in a well-established conference, 
means so much to the team.  The chance to represent SDSU in the Summit 
League, along with the rest of the teams, strengthens our university’s athletic 
identity,” said Wedemeyer.
 This years team holds a unique characteristic for Wedemeyer at SDSU, it’s 
senior dominated. The roster boasts nine seniors: Kellyn Farrell, Kerstyn Farrell, 
Nicole Lograsso, Kellie Van Gerpen, Alex Schaller, Chelsea Goosen, Erin Kasmarik, 
Vanessa Paswaters and Kelly Larson. Many of these players have started most of the 
games in their careers at SDSU and according to Wedemeyer, will continue to do 
so this year. 
 “To have so many seniors come through together as integral components of 
our transition is really unique.  They have played high quality soccer in their first 
three years, but more importantly, they have created the standards for our program. 
These seniors have played in more Division I  games than any group before them 
and most likely, any class to follow,” said Wedemeyer.
 Juniors Jessica Heine and Daniella Pappas finish out the SDSU veterans. 
Heine, a starter on defense, scored two game-winning goals for the Jackrabbits 
last season. She also started all 17 games. Pappas, who plays behind all-conference 
goalkeeper Nicole Lograsso stepped in and contributed when Lograsso when down 
with an injury. She saw action in four games and recorded a 1-1-0 record allowing a 
1.00 goals-against average.
 The Jacks also return a solid group of sophomores that came in and 
preformed immediately last season. Kaitlin Justice and Tory Schiltgen return as 
starters in the midfield position for the Jacks. The two of them combined for 21 
points (8 goals, 5 assists) last season. Wedemeyer likes the way they are coming 
along,  understanding the game, and expects big things from this quality group.  
Coming off of a stellar 2007 campaign, the Jacks look to continue their winning 
ways. The Jacks posted a 9-4-4 record and placed third in the Summit League 
standings. However, because of the mandatory transition period, the Jacks were not 
eligible for postseason play. This will be the first season SDSU, and the seniors, will 
have an opportunity for an NCCA postseason tournament appearance. Wedemeyer 
said it was great to find a  permanent home in the Summit League and get a dry-
run of conference play, but the Jacks are looking for more.
 “The team wants this opportunity to compete for a championship more than 
I can express.  They can’t wait to get back on the field to accomplish their long-
awaited goals,” said Wedemeyer. 
 
   
Senior Kellyn Farrell (8) and Sophomore Tory Schiltgen (20) look to lead the Jacks’ attack in 
2008. The two reached double figures in points, scoring 16 points (five goals, six assists) and 10 
points (three goals, four assists), respectively.
Date Opponent Location Time
Aug. 14 Minn. State, Mankato (exh) Brookings, S.D. 1 p.m.
Aug. 16 Winona State (exh) Brookings, S.D 1 p.m.
Aug. 24 at Creighton Omaha, Neb. 1 p.m.
Aug. 26 Minnesota Brookings, S.D. 6 p.m.
Aug. 29 at Drake (Iowa) Des Moines, Iowa 7 p.m.
Aug. 31 at Iowa Iowa City, Iowa 1 p.m.
Sept. 12 ^Eastern Washington Brookings, S.D. 7 p.m.
Sept. 14 ^Iowa State Brookings, S.D. 1 p.m.
Sept. 19 at Northern Iowa Cedar Falls, Iowa 6 p.m.
Sept. 26 *at IUPUI Indianapolis, Ind. 7 p.m. 
Sept. 28 *at IPFW Fort Wayne, Ind. 1 p.m.
Oct. 3 *Western Illinois Brookings, S.D. 6 p.m.
Oct. 5 *Southern Utah Brookings, S.D. 1 p.m.
Date Opponent Location Time
Oct. 10 *Centenary (La.) Brookings, S.D. 7 p.m.
Oct. 12 *Oral Roberts (Okla.) Brookings, S.D. noon
Oct. 16 Seattle (Wash.) Brookings, S.D. 7 p.m.
Oct. 20 *at North Dakota State Fargo, N.D. 3 p.m.
Oct. 24 *at Oakland (Mich.) Rochester, Mich. 4 p.m.
Oct. 26 at Michigan State East Lansing, Mich. noon
#The Summit League Championships
Nov. 7 Summit Semifinals Macomb, Ill. TBA
Nov. 9 Summit Championship Macomb, Ill. TBA
2008 Schedule
2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Season Outdook
All times local
Home games in bold
* Summit League game
^ Jackrabbit Invitational
# Top four teams advance
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FORWARD / MIDFIELD
RETURNING Year GP G-A=P
Kellyn Farrell Sr. 15 5-6=16
Kaitlin Justice So. 17 5-1=11
Tory Schiltgen So. 17 3-4=10
Danni Healy So. 17 3-3=9
Chelsea Goosen Sr. 16 2-3=7
Erin Kasmarik Sr. 16 2-3=7
Emily Quigley So. 17 1-0=2
TOTAL 21-21=63
LOST
Kelsey Worcester 17 5-2=12
TOTAL 5-2=12
Scoring 2007 Returning Lost % Back
Goals 32 23 9 71.86
Assists 26 24 2 92.31
Points 90 70 20 77.78
Shots 233 174 59 74.68
Game-Winners 9 8 1 88.89
Goaltending
Goalie Wins 9 9 0 100.00
Goals Allowed 15 15 0 100.00
Shutouts 7 7 0 100.00
Leaders Returning 2007 Leader
Points Kellyn Farrell 16 Kellyn Farrell 16
Goals Kellyn Farrell 5 Kelsey Worcester 5
Kaitlin Justice 5 Kellyn Farrell 5
Kaitlin Justice 5
Assists Kellyn Farrell 6 Kellyn Farrell 6
Shots Kellyn Farrell 55 Kellyn Farrell 55
Shots-on-Goal Kellyn Farrell 28 Kellyn Farrell 28
Game-Winners Kaitlin Justice 3 Kaitlin Justice 3
Forwards
The Jacks look to continue to be strong at the forward position with two of three 
starters returning. Kellyn Farrell and Erin Kasmarik look to continue their starting 
rolls with Kelsey Worcester being the only departing starting forward. 
Kellyn Farrell is coming off an all-conference season scoring 16 points, (five 
goals, six assists) including two game-winners. Farrell has great speed and is one 
of the best attack-minded players on the team. She currently ranks fifth all-time at 
SDSU in scoring, sixth in goals scored and second in assists. 
“Kellyn Farrell has been one of our most dangerous attacking players over the 
course of her career. She has scored some great goals and we are really looking for 
her to step-up and add some consistency with her scoring this season,” Wedemeyer 
said. 
Erin Kasmarik also returns for the Jacks at the forward position. She brings with 
her two goals and three assists from last season. Wedemeyer says she is one of the 
smartest players on the field he has ever coached. 
“Kasmarik, I think, is one the best soccer minds I have ever coached. She is almost 
an extension of the coach in her ability to read the game, disseminate information, 
organize her team and breakdown defenses. She is a soccer junkie that will be tough 
to replace after this season,” Wedemeyer said. 
The Jacks did lose one of the best players in SDSU history in Kelsey Worcester. 
In her career, she is third all-time in scoring with 57 points. Worcester also ranks 
third in goals scored with 24 and sixth in assists with nine. 
The Jacks, however, do return sophomores Danni Healy, Lexy Drayton, Elizabeth 
Nagelhout and Emily Quigley. 
Danni Healy had a great year and really came on strong at the end of the season, 
said coach Wedemeyer. Healy tallied 9 points (three goals, three assists) for the Jacks 
last season. Healy is described by Wedemeyer as having “tremendous speed to break 
down opponents.” With a year under her belt and a bit more confidence, look for 
Healy to compete for a starting spot.
Quigley played in all 17 games last season and recorded one goal and one assist 
on 10 shots. She is described as one of the most consistent players from last years’ 
freshman class. Quigley should see lots of minutes at forward and at the midfield 
position. 
Drayton is coming off an injury in 2007 and looks to have a breakout season for 
the Jacks after playing only six games last season. Nagelhout had one assist in 2007 
and logged plenty of minutes near the end of the season.  
The Jacks also have a nice group of incoming freshman players. According to 
Wedemeyer, it is a small class, but a very talented one. These five newcomers are 
players he feels can come in a contribute right away. The three looking to log time at 
the forward position are: Kayla Braffet, Kelsey Ferguson and red-shirt freshman Kelli 
Herman. 
Ferguson (Parker, Colo.) is an attacking-minded forward. She has good speed, 
good size and is tough on the ball. Look for Ferguson to add a lot of flair to the Jacks’ 
attack this season. 
Braffet (Carlock, Ill.) is a very versatile player who will help the Jacks attack this 
season. Braffet is solid one-on-one with speed and size. Wedemeyer describes her as 
a prolific scorer as well. Look for Braffet to contribute for years to come. 
Herman (Sioux City, Iowa) is a redshirt freshman coming off an injury. She 
has been with the team for a year and trained a bit this spring. Herman is a tough 
attacking player, very smooth on the ball, fast and has a great header. 
Overall, the Jacks look 
to be tough at the forward 
position. Kellyn Farrell is 
no doubt the leader in this 
group and is coming off an 
all-conference season in 2007. 
Kasmarik, the other senior at 
this position, wont light up a 
scoresheet but always seems to 
create goals for others from a 
few passes away. 
The Jacks are loaded at 
the forward position in 2008. 
Look for the Jacks to put up 
plenty of goals from a variety 
of scorers. With more than 
one lethal weapon, it will be tough to stop the Jacks on the attack. 
Midfielders
The Midfield is believed to be one of the strongest and deepest part of the 2008 
team according to Wedemeyer. The Jacks return Chelsea Goosen, Kaitlin Justice and 
Tory Schiltgen as starters from last season. Vanessa Paswaters also returns again for 
the Jacks after receiving a medical hardship. 
Goosen, Oct. 22 Summit League Offensive Player of the Week, comes back as the 
most experienced midfielder. Goosen who started her career playing mostly forward 
has adjusted to a deeper position in the midfield and has been great. In 2007, Goosen 
scored her only two goals of the season against North Dakota State. Don’t be fooled 
by the numbers, Goosen is very dangerous and has proven that putting up eight goals 
in 2006. Wedemeyer says he is happy with the move and Goosen has really turned 
into a play-maker and ball-winner from her midfield position. 
Kaitlin Justice returns after a stellar freshman season. In 2007, she scored 11 
points, (five goals, one assist) for third on the team in scoring. Justice is a very 
dangerous player being able to score with her left or right foot and even from a ways 
out. Justice is an electrifying player and if she can stay on the scoresheet consistently, 
she could be a very dangerous player in The Summit League. 
Tory Schiltgen is another sensational sophomore. Schiltgen started the year 
strong in 2007 and has had a very nice spring for the Jacks. Last season, she put up 
three goals and four assists for 10 points, ranking her fourth on the team. Wedemeyer 
likes the things he is seeing from this young midfielder and says she is a great leader 
in the sophomore class. 
Paswaters, a senior, is a great ball-winner and a leader on and off the field. She 
received a medical hardship for her 2006 season on a retroactive rule change by the 
NCAA. Wedemeyer is happy to have her back and should be a great addition to an 
already talented midfield.  
The incoming freshman class also looks to be very talented and could challenge 
some starters for minutes. 
Meaghan McArthur (Parker, Colo.) is a talented player that can play a variety 
of positions. Due to injuries on her high shcool team, McArthur was forced to play 
the forward position and did very well. Wedemeyer looks to play her in more of a 
2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Season Outlook
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Kaitlin Justice (19) stepped up in a big way for the Jacks from her midfielder position in 2007. 
She netted five goals and made one assist for 11 points. 
midfield position or maybe a 
bit of defense. She also played 
with Jackrabbit freshman 
Kelsey Ferguson in high 
school. 
 South Dakota native 
Cori Bonte (Beresford, S.D.) 
was a multi-sport athlete in 
high school. Bonte brings a 
lot of versatility and speed 
to the Jacks. Look for her to 
spend more of her time in the 
midfield with her hard-nosed, 
ball-winning attitude. 
 With a solid group of 
starters returning and a great 
group of newcomers, the Jacks improve on an already sound midfield in 2008. Talent 
is deep at this position which should make good competition for minutes. 
 
Defense
The Jacks return all starters from last year at the defensive positions, Kelly Larson, 
Jessica Heine,  Alex Schaller and Kerstyn Farrell. 
“With all four starters back, this is one of the best groups of defending lines in 
the conference,” Wedemeyer said.
Larson, The Summit League Defensive Player of the Year, returns to an already 
potent line. Larson was also selected as a first-team all-conference selection. She pairs 
up with Heine to form one of the best defensive tandems in the conference. 
“Kelly Larson and Jess Heine are two of the most formidable centerbacks in the 
conference. Kelly, obviously winning the award last year, I think that is as much to 
her credit as a leader and what she is able to do with the players around her as it is to 
her play on the field,” Wedemeyer said. 
Heine forms a dominant pair with Larson in the back. From her defensive 
position she is able to win a lot of balls and help control the flow of the game as well 
as being very calm under pressure. Heine was also the only Jackrabbit to attempt and 
score on a penalty kick in 2007. 
Schaller is described by Wedemyer as one of the toughest kids on the team. “She 
could have four broken limbs and still be playing in a game,” said Wedemeyer. In 
most cases she is matched up against the opponents best player.
Kerstyn Farrell is listed on defense for the time being but could see some time 
at other positions. Although she is one of the best players to play for SDSU, with a 
large group of defensive players coming in, look for Kerstyn Farrell to move around 
a bit this season. 
Others looking to see some playing time are JoLynn Janckila, Kellie Van Gerpen 
and Steph Peterson. Janckila with a year of experience under her belt could challenge 
for some time on the defensive line. 
Kellie Van Gerpen has changed positions from last season. Van Gerpen will move 
from her forward position to a defensive position this year. “She is one of our iron 
Jacks, with her strength and speed and tenacity should lend itself to having a good 
senior year,” said Wedemeyer. 
One person to watch out for is Steph Peterson. Considered one of the best 
defenders to come out of Minnesota this season, she could see playing time 
immediately. 
Along with solid goaltending, the defense held opponents to .064 shot percentage 
and only 15 goals. Look for these types of numbers to continue with everyone 
returning plus a solid group of incoming freshman.
The defense should anchor the Jacks in 2008. This group of players has years of 
experience and the talent to shutdown any opposing attack. 
Senior Kellyn Farrell (8) Sophomore Tory Schiltgen (20) 
MIDFIELD / DEFENSE
RETURNING Year GP G-A=P
Jessica Heine Sr. 17 2-0=4
Kerstyn Farrell Sr. 17 0-1=1
Kelly Larson Sr. 17 0-1=1
JoLynn Janckila So. 8 0-0=0
Alex Schaller Sr. 17 0-1=1
Vanessa Paswaters Sr. 9 0-0=0
TOTAL 2-3=7
LOST
Heather Hill 15 3-0=6
Liz Lane 8 0-0=0
TOTAL 3-0=6
2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Season Outlook
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2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Player Profiles
Sophomore Emily Quigley (17) Junior Jessica Heine (15)
Goalkeepers
Sitting in the top five of all major goaltending statistical categories in SDSU 
women’s soccer history is Nicole Lograsso. Currently, second in wins (15), save 
percentage (.835) and shutouts (10), Lograsso should carry the load of goaltending 
duties for the Jacks this season. Lograsso also sits third in saves (177) and goals 
against average (1.00), and ranks tenth in minutes played (2749). 
Last season Lograsso tallied a 7-2-4 record to go with 68 saves and five shutouts 
including four in the final four games of the season. Opponents were only able to 
get eight goals past Lograsso for a .61 goals against average. This would have ranked 
her 17th in the nation but due to reclassification, SDSU’s totals don’t count in final 
rankings. Lograsso also posted a .895 save percentage which would have ranked third 
best in the nation for D-I schools. 
“Niki has played a lot since her freshman year and has really developed into a 
quality-class goalkeeper. She is someone that can win a game for us and keep us in 
a game when we are under the gun. The key is keeping her healthy for the entire 
season,” said Wedemeyer. 
The Jacks also have two other solid net-minders up their sleeve, Daniella Pappas 
and Brienna Rogers. 
Pappas is a “rising junior” according to Wedemeyer. When Lograsso when down 
with an injury last season Pappas split time in the net with Brienna Rogers. Pappas 
played in four games with two starts and recorded a .818 saves percentage and a 1-1-
0 record in net and only allowed 1.00 goals per game.
As a freshman, Rogers played in five games with one start. She allowed five goals 
for a 1.67 GAA and made 13 saves for a .722 save percentage while going 1-1-0. 
With a solid defense in front of Lograsso and her skill in the net, opposing 
offenses may find it hard to find the back of the net in 2008. 
Schedule
The SDSU women’s soccer schedule features a 17-game slate and easily one of the 
most difficult non-conference schedules in the young program’s history. 
“We have the best of both worlds with our schedule. We have a very difficult 
non-conference schedule with Big Ten, Big 12 and Missouri Valley Conference 
schools. As a non-conference schedule, that is going to challenge us right away,” said 
Wedemeyer. “The idea, obviously, is to be as competitive as we can in those games 
and to win as often as possible, but most importantly to mentally and physically 
prepare ourselves for the conference so we are feeling very confident and capable of 
playing in those big games.”
The Jacks open their non-conference schedule on the road at Creighton (Aug. 
24). Last year, the Bluejays beat the Jacks 2-1 and finished third in the Missouri 
Valley Conference. Jacks are 0-4-0 against the Bluejays all-time. 
The first of three Big Ten opponents brings Minnesota to town on Aug. 26 for 
the Jacks’ first home game of the season at Fishback Soccer Park. The Jacks hold a 
0-2-1 record all-time vs. the Gophers. 
After just one game at home the Jacks hit the road for an Iowa road trip which 
takes them to Drake (Aug. 29) and University of Iowa (Aug. 31). Drake plays in the 
Missouri Valley Conference and Iowa is from the Big Ten. 
After some much needed time off, the Jacks return home to host the Jackrabbit 
Invitational on Sept. 12 and 14. Eastern Washington, Iowa State, North Dakota 
State and the Jacks round out the four teams. The Jacks host Eastern Washington on 
Sept. 12 for the teams first ever match-up. In the nightcap, North Dakota State takes 
on Iowa State. In the second day of play, the Jacks play Big Twelve opponent Iowa 
State and first year head coach Wendy Dillinger in the late game. North Dakota State 
takes on Eastern Washington in the morning match-up. 
The last half of September takes the Jacks on the road for a three-game road trip. 
Northern Iowa (Sept. 19) is first on the slate where the Jacks hold a 2-0-1 record all-
time vs the Panthers. Last year, the two teams played to a 1-1 tie. 
IUPUI (Sept. 26) and IPFW (Sept. 28) mark the beginning of Summit League 
conference play. The Jacks have a 3-1-0 record against the two Indiana schools.
The beginning of October marks a five-game homestand, including four 
conference matchups. Western Illinois (Oct. 3), Southern Utah (Oct. 5), Centenary 
(Oct. 10) and Oral Roberts (Oct. 12) round out the conference portion of the 
schedule. Western Illinois was perfect in conference play in 2007 going 8-0-0 and 
making the conference tournament. Southern Utah placed fourth in the conference 
behind SDSU and also made the tourney. Oral Roberts finished sixth and made the 
postseason by default due to the transition period for SDSU and NDSU. 
Seattle will round out the homestand on Oct 16. Seattle is in their first year of 
the transition period to Division I athletics. 
The Jack then hit the road to end the season with games at NDSU (Oct. 20), 
Oakland (Oct. 24) and Michigan State (Oct. 26). NDSU was the victim of a 2-1 
overtime Jack’s victory last season. Oakland finished second in the Summit League 
standings and suffered a 3-0 loss early in the season to the Jacks. This will be the first-
ever match up with Big Ten opponent Michigan State to round out the 2008 regular 
season. 
Outlook 
In 2007, the Jacks finished 9-4-4 (.647) with a 5-1-2 (.750) record in conference 
play. This placed the Jacks third in the final standings but due to the mandatory 
transition period, the Jacks were not eligible for postseason play.  
2008 undoubtably marks the most challenging non-conference schedule in 
school history. During the season, the Jacks will play three Big Ten Schools, two 
Missouri Valley schools and Iowa State out of the Big 12 as well as a demanding 
conference schedule. 
The Jacks enter the season with a large senior class of nine, including seven 
starters from 2007. They also bring back 78 percent of the points from last season 
and 100 percent of all goaltending. 
With so much talent and experience returning, the obvious goal, like every other 
team, is to be conference champs. 
A senior dominated class looks to lead the Jacks deep into the postseason. With 
talent and experience returning at all positions it will be tough to count the Jacks 
out this season. Look for the Jacks to be at the top of the conference standings and 
compete for a high seed in the conference tournament. A tough non-conference 
schedule will only help the Jacks to make their first-ever run in a Division I 
postseason.
The Jacks have starters returning at key positions including all-conference 
performers Kellyn Farrell, Kelly Larson and Nicole Lograsso. Farrell led the offense 
while Larson and Lograsso led the defense. Look for them to do the same in 2008.
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In the Beginning...
When starting a new program, many schools will allow for a grace period before evaluating the success of that 
program. South Dakota State University did not have to wait long before it was able to start compiling a list of 
accomplishments that its lone women’s soccer coach, Lang Wedemeyer, has amassed in his eight-year tenure at 
the helm.
Furthermore, many coaches are not asked to do what SDSU has asked Wedemeyer to do since he joined the 
staff in February of 2000.
From the beginning Wedemeyer has accepted every challenge that has been placed in front of him and faces 
yet another as the Jack begin their eighth season of women’s soccer and their first as a member of The Summit 
League.
From The Ground Up
Eight years ago Wedemeyer started at SDSU with the task of building an NCAA Division II women’s soccer 
program. His first roster of 19 included just six women that had any collegiate experience, six freshmen, and a mix 
of seven others, including four that had played club soccer at SDSU in 1999. The roster was put together in just six 
months before the inexperienced Jackrabbit team took to the field for its inaugural season. In 2000, SDSU posted 
a 5-12-0 record, including a 1-8 record in the North Central Conference.
Youth Lead SDSU to Postseason Berth
The following season the Jacks welcomed a freshman class of 14 to its roster. Although the team was young in age, 
they were able to post the best record in SDSU history as Wedemeyer marched his second-year program into the 
North Central Conference’s four-team postseason tournament with a 13-6-1 record. Along the way, Wedemeyer’s 
team recorded record-highs in goals (57), assists (46), points (160), shots (429), shots on goal (239), corner kicks 
(79), and penalty kicks (5). For his efforts Wedemeyer was named the North Central Conference Coach of the 
Year following his 2001 campaign.
During the 2001 season SDSU made its first appearance in school history on the NCAA Division II Central 
Region rankings.
After finishing the 2002 season with a 10-8-0 record, SDSU missed the postseason, struggling with a 2-6-0 
record through the conference portion of its schedule.
In 2003, the Jacks rebounded with their third consecutive winning season. After posting an 8-5-6 overall 
record and a 2-2-3 record in NCC action, the Jacks were back in the postseason for the second time in three years. 
Behind the net-minding skills of senior Erin Miller, Wedemeyer’s team posted the fifth lowest goals-against average 
in Division II. Miller later became the first player in SDSU history to be named North Central Conference Player 
of the Year. She was also the first Jackrabbit soccer player to be named an All-American, earning second team 
honors.
The 2003 season turned out to be SDSU’s last in Division II as the school had announced its plan to transition 
to Division I status during the following school year.
Personal Information
Home town Roanoke, Va.
Alma Mater Old Dominion ‘94
Family Wife: Tabitha
children Brooks (4) and Isabella (2)
Coaching Honors
2001 NCC Coach of the Year
Player Honors
2007 - Summit League Defensive Player of the Year
2007 - Two first team All-Summit League Selections
2007- One second team All-Summit League Selection
2007 - 21 Academic All-Summit League Selections
2007 - 11 Summit League Commissioner’s List of 
Academic Excellence selections
2007 - ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District selections
2007 - Six NSCAA Academic Scholar Athlete All-Region
2007 - NSCAA Academic Scholar Athlete All-America 
Team
2006 - USC Tournament Most Valuable Player
2006 - ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District selec-
tions
2005 - Division I All-Independent selection
2005 - ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District selec-
tion
2004 - Division I All-Independent selection
Three Division I All-Independent honorable mentions
Five Division I All-Academic selections
2004 - Division I co-Independent Newcomer of the 
Year
2003 - Division II NSCAA All-American Second Team 
selection
2003 - All-Central Region selection
2003 - North Central Conference co-Most Valuable 
Player
2001 - Second Team All-Region selection
7 All-North Central Conference selections
19 Academic All-North Central Conference selections
Team Honors
2007 NSCAA Team Academic Award
2006 United Soccer Conference Tournament Champions
2006 NSCAA Team Academic Award
Two-time NCC postseason tournament qualifier
2001 Division II Central Region rankings
Head Coaching History
2000 South Dakota State 5-12-0
2001 South Dakota State 13-6-1
2002 South Dakota State 10-8-0
2003 South Dakota State 8-5-6
2004 South Dakota State 5-11-1
2005 South Dakota State 5-12-1
2006 South Dakota State 8-9-3
2007 South Dakota State 9-4-4
Total: 63-67-16
Milestone Victories
1 Sept. 19, 2000 vs Sioux Falls
25 Sept. 21, 2002 vs Southwest Baptist
50 Oct. 13, 2006 vs IPFW
54* Nov. 5, 2006 vs North Dakota State
* won first conference title in SDSU history
Lang Wedemeyer pictured with his wife Tabitha and children Brooks and Isabella.
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
Old Dominion ‘94  • ninth season at South Dakota State  •  63-67-16 overall record
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SDSU Makes Transition to Division I
After leading the four-year-old program to a 36-31-7 
record, South Dakota State decided to take its athletic 
department to the Division I level, leaving Wedemeyer 
with the task of recruiting players into a program that 
was not eligible for the NCAA postseason and was 
without a conference affiliate.
Wedemeyer accepted the challenge even though 
it came with its low points. The program returned to 
where it was just three years earlier, posting a 5-11-
1 record during its first season at the Division I level. 
Although the wins were not rolling in as quickly any 
more, SDSU was making solid strides. The program 
faced 10 new opponents during the 2004 season and 
saw 11 Division I opponents. Five games into the 
season, the Jacks earned their first Division I win with 
a victory over Western Illinois, 2-0, at the Diadora 
Classic in Omaha, Neb., on Sept. 12.
In 2005, the team recorded another five-win 
season, posting a 5-12-1 record in its second year of 
Division I play. The Jacks recorded Division I victories 
over Northern Iowa, Montana and Murray State, while 
also holding Big 10 member Minnesota scoreless on 
Sept. 11.
Wedemeyer Leads Jacks to First Title
South Dakota State joined the United Soccer 
Conference for its 2006 campaign. After starting the 
season with wins over Northern Iowa and Northern 
Illinois, the Jacks were holding their heads high with 
a 3-1-1 record through five games. However, SDSU 
struggled through the middle portion of its schedule. 
The Jacks went 0-7-1 in their next eight games, scoring 
just one goal during that stretch. Four of those losses 
were by scores of 1-0 and the Jacks knew the season 
was not over yet.
Over the course of the final seven games of the 
season the Jacks posted a 5-1-1 record, which included 
a 2-0-1 record in the United Soccer Conference 
tournament to claim the USC championship. During 
SDSU’s three tournament games, goalkeepers Nicole 
Lograsso and Jenn Davis combined for three straight 
shutouts.
The conference tournament title was the first for 
SDSU at any level and especially a nice reward for 
Wedemeyer after starting a program from scratch in 
2000 and leading it to a Division I conference title.
A New Home For SDSU Athletics, Soccer
The 2007 season marked the first year for SDSU as 
a member of The Summit League. In 2008, the Jacks 
become a full Division I member and eligible for 
NCAA postseason competition. Having permanent 
affiliation will help aide in the recruiting process, bring 
high-quality student-athletes to SDSU. After settling 
in for a season, Wedemeyer and the Jacks will gear up 
for their first run at a Division I post-season berth in 
2008.
Wedemeyer enters the 2008 season with a 63-67-
16 career record, a .486 winning percentage.
Outside of South Dakota State
In addition to starting the women’s soccer program 
at SDSU, Wedemeyer has also been involved in 
other aspects of the South Dakota and national 
soccer community. He is a National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America regional director, overseeing 
all the coaching certification in South Dakota, 
North Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Wyoming and 
Colorado.
Wedemeyer is currently a NSCAA National Staff 
Coach and regional technical director. He has traveled 
throughout the state conducting coaching certification 
and running clinics over the past six years.
In the summer of 2002, Wedemeyer added another 
title to his list of coaching credentials as he served as an 
assistant coach for the Olympic Development Program 
Region II 1990 Team, taking the team to a national 
camp in Houston, Texas. He was an assistant coach for 
the Region II 1987 Team in 2003-04, taking the team 
on a European tour. In 2005, he was selected from 
Region II to help evaluate and select members of the 
Girl’s Under-17 National Team at the Home Depot 
Center in California.
Prior to SDSU
Wedemeyer joined the SDSU staff in 2000 as the first 
coach in women’s soccer history. Before taking his 
current post, Wedemeyer was the director of coaching 
and women’s coordinator for the Roanoke Valley Youth 
Soccer Club. His three-year tenure as the club’s assistant 
executive director included overseeing all 28 teams 
and their coaches, as well as coaching under-18 and 
under-14 girls soccer teams. Wedemeyer also served 
three years as the director of the Western District 
Olympic Development Program for girls and boys and 
coached the under-14 Virginia Olympic Development 
Team for two seasons.
One of the youngest coaches in the United States to 
obtain all levels of coaching certification, Wedemeyer 
holds nine professional soccer coaching licenses, 
including a United State Soccer Federation “A” license 
and the NSCAA Premier diploma.
While working on his master’s degree at Old 
Dominion, Wedemeyer served as an assistant coach 
for the men’s soccer program. In addition, his coaching 
experience consists of appearances at several soccer 
camps and clinics, including serving as head counselor 
of the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Camp since 1995.
Playing Career
Wedemeyer began his collegiate playing career at 
Virginia Tech University, where he was voted the 
‘Hokies best defensive player two years in a row. He 
later transferred to Old Dominion University (Va.), 
where he captained the team and earned second-team 
academic All-America honors in 1994.
Wedemeyer also has extensive professional playing 
experience in the United Soccer Leagues. He played 
three years for his hometown Roanoke Wrath before 
playing with the Sioux Falls Spitfire at the beginning of 
the team’s first season in 2001.
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
Old Dominion ‘94  •  ninth season at South Dakota State  •  63-67-16 overall record
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     Liz Lane joins the SDSU soccer staff as a student 
assistant after playing collegiate level soccer at 
SDSU. 
       Lane, a native of West Des Moines, Iowa, played 
for four years under Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer.  
      During her playing career, Lane compiled a 27-
35-9 record, seeing action in 47 games. She was also 
a member of the 2006 soccer team which took home 
SDSU’s lone soccer conference championship.
    As a midfielder for the Jacks from 2004-2007, 
Lane was one of the first athletes to complete her 
entire player career as a member of a Division I 
institution.  
    Lane has previous coaching experience at the club level. Over the past few seasons 
Lane has coached the Sioux River United in Brookings.  Her coaching experience 
should help the Jacks in 2008. 
    “We feel like the combination of her experience in our program, knowing where 
we’ve come from, where we’re going and her overall intelligence should bode well to 
assist in our program,”  Wedemeyer said.
     Lane is currently pursuing her master’s degree in mathematics from SDSU. 
Assistant Coaches
      Brock Thompson, formerly the head coach at 
the University of Mary (N.D.) and the University of 
North Dakota, has been hired as assistant women’s 
soccer coach at South Dakota State University.
       Thompson joins Lang Wedemeyer’s coaching 
staff after compiling a 61-36-7 career record over 
three seasons at Mary (2001-03) and two years at 
North Dakota (2005-06). He led Mary to NAIA 
Region III championships in 2002 and 2003 and 
berths in the NAIA National Tournament.
       In his first season at UND, Thompson was 
named North Central Conference Coach of the Year 
after leading his squad to a 12-5-1 record and a berth 
in the 2005 NCAA Division II Tournament. He stepped down from his coaching 
post following the 2006 season to become UND’s director of compliance. 
       A native of Blair, Neb., Thompson was a three-time team most valuable player 
for the Mary men’s soccer team, earning honorable mention All-America honors as 
a senior. He stayed on as assistant men’s soccer coach until being named women’s 
soccer head coach in 2001. The 2002 National Soccer Coaches Association of 
America Midwest Senior College Coach of the Year, Thompson left Mary in 2004 to 
become an assistant coach at Indiana State, while pursuing a master’s degree in sport 
management.
       Thompson also has extensive coaching experience at the club and high school 
ranks. He won three state titles as head girls’ soccer coach at Century High School 
in Bismarck, N.D., from 2000-04 and was director of coaching for North Dakota 
Youth Soccer from 2002-04. In addition, he served as regional staff coach for the 
Region II Olympic Development Program from 2003-05.
Brock Thompson
University of Mary ’00 • first season at South Dakota State
Liz Lane
 South Dakota State ’08 • Student Assistant
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Geographical Breakdown
























No. Name Pos Ht Yr Yrs  Lettered Hometown (previous school)
22 Cori Bonte M 5-5 Fr. — Beresford, S.D. (Beresford HS)
12 Kayla Braffet F 5-9 Fr. — Carlock, Ill. (Normal Community West HS)
26 Lexy Drayton M/F 5-3 So. 1 Burnsville, Minn. (Burnsville HS)
8 Kellyn Farrell M/F 5-4 Sr. 3 Littleton, Colo. (Chatfield HS)
3 Kerstyn Farrell D 5-4 Sr. 3 Littleton, Colo. (Chatfield HS)
18 Kelsey Ferguson F 5-7 Fr. — Parker, Colo. (Chapparal HS)
5 Chelsea Goosen M 5-9 Sr. 3 Olathe, Kan. (Olathe South HS)
24 Danielle Healy F 5-4 So. 1 Edina, Minn. (Edina HS)
15 Jessica Heine D 5-7 Jr. 2 Sioux Falls, S.D. (O’Gorman HS)
23 Kelli Herman F 5-6 R-Fr. — Sioux City, Iowa (Sioux City East HS)
16 JoLynn Janckila D 5-8 So. 1 Appleton, Wis. (Appleton West HS)
19 Kaitlin Justice M 5-3 So. 1 Omaha, Neb. (Millard North HS)
9 Erin Kasmarik M/F 5-6 Sr. 3 Coon Rapids, Minn. (Coon Rapids HS)
14 Kelly Larson D 5-4 Sr. 3 Mahtomedi, Minn. (Mahtomedi HS)
1 Nicole Lograsso GK 5-6 Sr. 3 Ames, Iowa (Ames HS)
16 Meaghan McArthur M/D 5-6 Fr. — Parker, Colo. (Chapparal HS)
13 Elizabeth Nagelhout F 5-4 So. 1 Sioux Falls, S.D. (Lincoln HS)
27 Danielle Neuhalfen M 5-6 R-Fr. — Lincoln, Neb. (Waverly HS)
0 Daniella Pappas GK 5-8 Jr. 1 Des Moines, Iowa (Valley HS)
11 Vanessa Paswaters M/D 5-6 Sr. 4 Longmont, Colo. (Niwot HS)
7 Steph Peterson D 5-8 Fr. — Lakeville, Minn. (Lakeville South HS)
17 Emily Quigley F/D 5-7 So. 1 Lenexa, Kan. (Shawnee Mission Northwest HS)
00 Brienna Rogers GK 5-9 So. 1 Wauwatosta, Wis. (Wauwatosa West HS)
4 Alex Schaller M/D 5-3 Sr. 3 Maple Grove, Minn. (Wayzata HS)
20 Tory Schiltgen M 5-4 So. 1 Hugo, Minn. (Mahtomedi HS)
2 Kellie Van Gerpen F 5-4 Sr. 3 Brookings, S.D. (Brookings HS)
HEAD COACH: Lang Wedemeyer (Old Dominion ‘94) / 63-67-16 (ninth year)
ASSISTANT COACH: Brock Thompson (University of Mary ‘00) / (first year)
STUDENT ASSISTANT: Liz Lane (South Dakota State ’08) / (first year)
2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Numerical Roster
No. Name Pos Yr
00 Brienna Rogers GK So.
0 Daniella Pappas GK Jr.
1 Nicole Lograsso GK Sr.
2 Kellie Van Gerpen F Sr.
3 Kerstyn Farrell D Sr.
4 Alex Schaller M/D Sr.
5 Chelsea Goosen M Sr.
6 JoLynn Janckila M So.
7 Steph Peterson D Fr.
8 Kellyn Farrell M/F Sr.
9 Erin Kasmarik M/F Sr.
10 Kelli Herman F Fr.
11 Vanessa Paswaters M/D Sr.
12 Kayla Braffet F Fr.
13 Elizabeth Nagelhout F/M So.
14 Kelly Larson D Sr.
15 Jessica Heine D Jr.
16 Meaghan McArthur M/D Fr.
17 Emily Quigley D/F So.
18 Kelsey Ferguson F Fr.
19 Kaitlin Justice M/D So.
20 Tory Schiltgen M So.
22 Cori Bonte M Fr.
24 Danni Healy F So.
26 Lexy Drayton M So.
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8 kellynfarrell
Career Notes
Fifth on SDSU career points scoring list (12-12=36)... 
Tied for sixth on SDSU career goals list (12)... Tied for 
fourth on SDSU career game-winning goals list (5)... 
Fourth on SDSU career shots attempted list (143)... 
Third on SDSU career shots on goal list (69)... Fourth 
on SDSU career minutes played list (3,921)... Second 
on SDSU career assists list (12). 
2007 (junior)
Started in all 15 games in which she appeared... 
Tied for the team lead in goals (5)... Led the team 
in assists (6)... Led the team in points (16)... Led the 
team in shots and shots-on-goal with (55) and (28), 
respectively... Second on the team in game winners 
(2)... Started the season on a three-game scoring 
streak... Recorded her first point of the season against 
Northern Iowa (Aug. 31),  in a 1-1 tie... Scored two 
assists in a 3-0 win over Oakland... Scored the game 
winning goal in a 2-0 win over Mary... 
Farrell went scoreless over the next two games while 
SDSU went 0-1-1... Started her second three-game 
scoring streak of the season tallying one assist apiece 
against Weber State (Sept. 21) and Iowa (Sept. 23)... 
Finished the streak with two goals against IPFW in 
a 4-0 win... Finished the regular season on a cold-
streak, 2-1=5 points in the final seven games... Scored 
her final two goals in a 7-1 rout of Utah Valley... 
2007 Awards: 
All-Summit League Second Team Selection
Academic All-Summit League
ESPN the Magazine Academic All-District First-
Team
NSCAA Academic Scholar Athlete All-Region Team
Summit League Commissioner’s List of Academic Excellence
Earned Summit League Offensive Player of the Week honors (Oct. 10) for her 1-2=4 point effort, including a game-winner, against Oakland and Mary. 
2006 (sophomore)
Started in 16-of-20 games played... led the team with four assists and finished second in goals (5) and points (14)... Scored an assist in the second game of the season against 
Northern Illinois (Aug. 27) and did not score again until Oct. 13 against IPFW when she started a career-long five game scoring streak and scored 13 points in the final seven 
games of the season... Began the five-game scoring streak with a goal against IPFW... Scored the lone goal in a 2-1 loss to Minnesota (Oct. 15)... Finished the regular season 
with two assists, scoring one point each in games against Utah Valley State (Oct. 20) and Dixie State (Oct. 21).
USC Tournament Most Valuable Player after collecting a career-high 2-1=5 points in the opening round of the United Soccer Conference tournament including the first 
game-winner of her career... Scored her second game-winner of the tournament with the lone goal of a 1-0 win in the championship game against NDSU (Nov. 5).
2005 (freshman)
Made her collegiate debut on Aug. 26 and scored a goal in a 4-1 win over Minnesota State... Played and started in all 18 games as a freshman... Scored her second goal of the 
season against Northern Iowa (Sept. 2)... Tallied her first collegiate assist against Montana (Oct. 14), aiding on the first of Kelsey Worcester’s two goals... Added her team-
leading second assist of the season in the regular season finale against Murray State, scoring an assist on the game-winner... Was named to the first-team all-Independent 
squad... Was third on the team in shots on goal with 10. Led the Jacks in minutes played with 1,470.
Before SDSU
Was a three-year letterwinner for the 2004 state Class 5A champions and nationally ranked Chatfield High School... Member of the Colorado State Olympic Development 
Program team in 2003 and 2004... Member of the Colorado Rush Nike club team... Earned state cup MVP honors while playing for Colorado Rush... earned academic 
all-star recognition... Member of National Honor Society.
Kellyn Farrell: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2005 18 2 2 6 20 .100 1
2006 20 5 4 14 67 .074 2
2007 15 5 6 16 55 .091 2
Career 53 12 12 36 143 .084 5
Career Highs
Goals: 2 (3x, last: vs Utah Valley, 10/14/07); Assists: 2 (vs Oakland, 9/7/07); Points: 5 (vs Howard, 
11/2/06); Shots: 7 (2x, last: vs IPFW, 10/5/07); SOG: 4 (2x, last: vs IPFW, 10/5/07)
Player Profiles
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Career Notes
Third on SDSU career minutes 
played list (4,452)... Seventh 
on SDSU’s games started list 
(55).
2007 (junior) 
Started in all 17 games for the 
Jacks... Scored her only point of 
the season on an assist against 
Mary (Oct. 3)... Fired three 
shots on the season, putting 
two of them on goal for a .667 
shot-on-goal percentage... 






Commissioner’s List of 
Academic Excellence
NSCAA Academic Scholar 
Athlete All-Region Team
2006 (sophomore)
Started all 20 games for the 
Jacks... Scored in four of the 
first five games, including 
goals against both Northern 
Iowa (Aug. 25) and Northern 
Illinois (Aug. 27), and an 
assist against both College of 
St. Mary (Sept. 4) and Weber 
State (Sept. 8)... Scored her 
only other point of the season 
on an assist against IPFW 
(Oct. 13)... SDSU posted a 
3-0-2 record in games that 
she scored in... Played a team-
high 1,547 minutes during the 
2006 season.
USC Offensive Player of 
the Week after scoring two 
unassisted goals in the first two 
games of the season, including 
the game-winner against 
Northern Illinois (Aug. 27) on the road.
2005 (freshman)
Started all 18 games as a freshman... Scored her first collegiate point against Creighton (Aug. 28) in a 5-1 loss, recording one assist... Recorded her first collegiate goal in the 
final game of the season against Murray State.
Before SDSU
A three-year letterwinner for the 2004 state Class 5A champion and nationally ranked Chatfield High School... Member of the Colorado State Olympic Development 
Program team in 2003 and 2004... Member of the Colorado Rush Nike team... Earned academic all-star recognition... Member of the National Honor Society.
Kerstyn Farrell: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2005 18 1 1 3 19 .053 0
2006 20 2 3 7 15 .133 1
2007 17 0 1 1 3 .000 0
Career 55 3 5 11 37 .081 1
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (3x, last: vs Northern Illinois, 8/27/06); Assists: 1 (5x, last: vs Mary, 9/9/07); Points: 2 
(3x, last: vs Northern Illinois, 8/27/06) ; Shots: 5 (vs Minnesota State, 8/26/05); SOG: 2 (5x, last: vs 
North Dakota State, 10/4/06)
Player Profiles
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Chelsea Goosen: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2005 18 4 0 8 23 .174 1
2006 20 8 2 18 35 .229 3
2007 16 2 3 7 22 .091 1
Career 54 14 5 33 80 .175 5
Career Highs
Goals: 2 (5x, last: vs North Dakota State, 10/18/07); Assists: 2 (vs College of St. Mary, 9/4/06); 
Points: 6 (vs College of St. Mary, 9/4/06); Shots: 5 (3x, last: vs Centenary College, 10/26/07); SOG: 
3 (4x, last: vs Howard, 11/2/06)
Career Notes
Seventh on SDSU career points list (33)... Fifth on 
SDSU career goals scored list (12)... Tied for fourth 
on SDSU’s career game-winning goals list (5)... 
Eighth on SDSU’s career shot-on-goal list (41)... 
Tenth on SDSU shots list (80)... Sixth on SDSU’s 
career minutes played list (3,811).
2007 (junior) 
Started in all 16 games she appeared... Recorded her 
first points of the season on an assist against Mary 
(Sept. 9) in a 2-0 win... Tallied an assist against 
IPFW in a 4-0 win... Started a two-game scoring 
streak with an assist against Utah Valley (Oct. 14) 
and Goosen’s only goals of the season versus North 
Dakota State (Oct. 18) for a 2-0=4 point outing.... 
Her multi-goal effort was rewarded by the league 
office naming her The Summit League  Offensive 
Player of the Week (Oct. 22)...
2007 Awards: 
The Summit League Offensive Player of the 
Week (Oct. 22)
Academic All-Summit League
Summit League Commissioner’s List of 
Academic Excellence
NSCAA Academic Scholar Athlete All-Region 
Team
2006 (sophomore)
Began her second consecutive season scoring two 
goals in the season-opener... Started 19 games, 
playing a total of 1,320 minutes for the Jacks... 
Recorded a team-best eight goals and team-high 
18 points (8-2=18)... Had three multi-goal games 
including two goals against Northern Iowa, (Aug. 
25), 6 point (two goals, two asists) effort against 
College of St. Mary (Sept. 4), and a two goal effort 
in the first round of the United Soccer Conference 
tournament against Howard (Nov. 2)... Had the 
second three-game scoring streak of her career 
between Oct. 20 and Nov. 2, totaling 4-0=8 
points... Led the Jacks with three game-winning 
goals.
2005 (freshman)
Started in 17 games as a freshman... Was second on the team in goals scored with four... Made her collegiate debut against Minnesota State (Aug. 26) and scored two goals... 
Followed her first game with back-to-back one goal games for a three-game scoring streak to begin her collegiate career... Recorded her first game-winning goal against 
Northern Iowa (Sept. 2)... Ranked ninth overall in goals scored for Independents... Earned honorable mention all-Independent honors.
Before SDSU
Averaged 1.73 goals per game in 2004 as she earned second-team all-Kansas Soccer Coaches Association honors... Was a two-time all-Sunflower League and all-metro 
selection... Tallied 33 goals and 18 assists during her senior season at Olathe South High School... Helped Olathe South capture the 2005 Class 6A Region 3 soccer 
championship... Was a four-year letterwinner who played on Olathe South’s state championship team in 2003... Played club soccer for KCFC Alliance Pumas who won the 
State Cup championship in 2004.
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Kelly Larson: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2005 18 0 0 0 8 .000 0
2006 20 1 1 3 9 .111 0
2007 17 0 1 1 8 .000 0
Career 55 1 2 4 25 .040 0
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (vs College of St. Mary, 9/4/06); Assists: 1 (2x, last: vs North Dakota State, 10/18/07); Points: 2 (vs College 
of St. Mary, 9/4/06); Shots: 3 (vs Mary, 9/9/07); SOG: 2 (vs Mary, 9/9/07)
Career Notes
Eighth on SDSU’s games started list (54)... Fifth on SDSU’s career minutes played 
list (3,844)... 2007 and 2008 Team Captain. 
2007 (junior)
Known mostly for her defense, Larson recorded her second career assist in a 2-1 
OT win versus North Dakota State (Oct. 18)... Started all 17 games for the Jacks in 
2007... Fired eight shots as a junior putting four of them on goal for a .500 shot-on-
goal percentage... Took a career high three shots including two shots-on-goal against 
Mary (Sept. 9)... Played a career-high 1,578 minutes, most on the team and most 
ever in a season... 
Awards:
The Summit League Defensive Player of the Year
All-Summit League First Team Selection
Academic All-Summit League
Summit League Commissioner’s List of Academic Excellence
NSCAA Academic Scholar Athlete All-Region Team
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Player Profiles
2006 (sophomore)
Started all 20 games as a sophomore... Played a total of 1,471 minutes, second-most 
on the team during 2006... Scored her first collegiate goal, recording a goal against 
College of St. Mary (Sept. 4)... Scored her first collegiate assist against IPFW (Oct. 
13).
2005 (freshman)
Saw action in all 18 games as a freshman while starting 17 of them... All 795 minutes 
she played came in the defensive position... Recorded eight shots with seven of them 
being on-goal.
Before SDSU
Was a five-year starter at Mahtomedi High School, earning all-state honors from 
the Minnesota Soccer Coaches Association in 2003... Earned honorable mention 
recognition in 2000, 2002 and 2004... Two-time second-team all-state honoree from 
the St. Paul Pioneer Press (2003, 2004)... Earned all-conference recognition four 
times... Recorded 24 career goals and 42 assists (24-42=90) helping lead Mahtomedi 
to four conference championships and a state Class A title in 2004... Also competed 
in ice hockey at Mahtomedi High School... Nominated for the 2004-05 Athena 
Athlete of the Year award.
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Career Notes
Third on SDSU’s career saves list (177)... Second on SDSU’s 
career goals against average list (1.00)... Second on SDSU’s 
career wins list (15)... Tied for first SDSU’s career ties list (6)... 
Second on SDSU’s career shutout list (10)... Second on SDSU’s 
save percent list (.835).. Tenth on SDSU’s minutes played list 
(2,749).
2007 (junior)
Started 12 of the 13 games she appeared in... Recorded her first 
shutout of the season against conference foe Oakland (Sept. 7) 
in a 3-0 victory... Against Weber State (Sept. 21), tallied career 
highs in saves (15) and shots faced (33) in a 2-2 tie... Ended 
the season with a career best four shutouts in a row against 
Centenary (Oct. 26), Oral Roberts (Oct. 28), Liberty (Nov. 2) 
and Longwood (Nov. 4)... For her efforts Lograsso received The 
Summit League Defensive Player of the Week honors for Nov. 
5.
Awards:
All-Summit League First Team Selection
Academic All-Summit League
Summit League Commissioner’s List of Academic Excellence
The Summit League Defensive Player of the Week (Nov. 5)
2006 (sophomore)
Started 10 of the 15 games she saw action in... Posted a 4-5-2 
record with six shutouts... Lost her first four starts before posting 
a 4-1-1 record in the final seven games of the season... Earned 
her first complete-game shutout against Texas Tech (Oct. 6) 
making a single-game career-high 14 saves in a double-overtime 
0-0 game... Was selected to the United Soccer Conference all-
tournament team after working over 249 minutes of shutout 
soccer including 45 minutes in an 8-0 win over Howard (Nov. 
2), a 0-0 tie against Utah Valley State (Nov. 3), and a 1-0 win 
against North Dakota State (Nov. 5) in the championship 
game.
USC Defensive Player of the Week after recording her second 
complete-game shutout of the season... Won a 3-0 game against 
United Soccer Conference foe IPFW (Oct. 13) to garner her first 
victory of the season.
2005 (freshman)
Made eight starts in goal and played in 10 total games, recording 
just over 857 minutes of work for the Jacks during her freshman 
campaign... allowed 17 goals with a 1.79 goals-against average 
while making 47 saves... Allowed no goals in each of her relief 
appearances against College of St. Mary (Oct. 8) and Utah 
Valley State (Oct. 20)... Made a single-game season-best eight saves against Northern Colorado... Earned her first collegiate win in the season-opener at home against 
Minnesota State (Aug. 26), allowing just one goal... Posted a 4-5-0 record on the season.
Before SDSU
Earned second-team all-conference honors at Ames High School after recording four shutouts in her senior season... Was a member of the Iowa Olympic Development 
Program... Played on seven state championship teams at the club level with Urbandale Premier and Ankeny Premier squads in the Des Moines area.
Nicole Lograsso: Career Stats
Season GP Min GA GAA SV W-L-T SO
2005 10 857:03 17 1.79 47 4-5-0 0
2006 15 1114:57 10 0.81 62 4-5-2 5
2007 13 1180:00 8 0.61 68 7-2-4 5
Career 38 3152:00 35 0.92 109 15-12-6 10
Career Highs
Goals Allowed: 5 (vs Creighton, 8/28/05); Saves: 15 (vs Weber State, 10/21/07); Shots Faced: 33 
(vs Weber State, 10/21/07)
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Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2004 15 0 2 2 11 .000 0
2005 18 0 0 0 12 .000 0
2006 6 2 0 4 7 .286 0
2007 9 0 0 0 5 .000 0
Career 48 2 2 6 30 .067 0
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (2x, last: vs Weber State; 9/8/06); Assists: 1 (2x, last: vs Augustana, 10/24/04); Points: 2 (2x, 
last: vs Weber State, 9/8/06; Shots: 4 (vs Northern Iowa, 9/2/05) SOG: 1 (10x, last: vs IUPUI, 9/10/06)
Career Notes:
Seventh on SDSU’s career minutes played list (3,304)... 
Ranks 24th in scoring all time at SDSU with 2-2=6 
points... 2007 and 2008 Team Captain.
2007 (senior)
Saw little action due to injury... Played in only nine games 
and started six of them... Took  five shots, including two 
on goal... 
Medical Redshirt:
Due to a NCAA rule change, Paswaters received a fifth 
year of eligibility. Paswaters received a medical hardship for 
her 2006 season. The rule change was retro-active which 
allowed her to receive the extra year of eligibility two years 
later.
Awards:
Academic All-Summit League Team
2006 (junior)
In her third season with the Jacks, Paswaters recorded her 
first collegiate goal against College of St. Mary (Sept. 4) 
... Scored her second and final goal of the season against 
Weber State (Sept. 8) in the very next game for a two-game 
scoring streak... After starting the first six games of the 
season, Paswaters suffered a season-ending knee injury... 
She finished the season with two goals, four points, seven 
shots (.286) putting four on goal (.571).
USC Offensive Player of the Week - Paswaters recorded 
two goals on only six shots against College of St. Mary and 
Weber State. She was also named to the Bison Invitational 
all-tournament team for her efforts. 
2005 (sophomore)
As a sophomore, Paswaters started in all 18 contests and 
recorded 12 shots, including four on goal... Was named to 
the Division I Independent Soccer All-Academic Team. 
2004 (freshman)
Stepped into the starting lineup as a true freshman, playing 
either at midfielder of defender, and started all 15 games 
she saw action in during the 2004 campaign... Scored her 
first collegiate point, assisting on SDSU’s third and final goal in a 3-1 victory over Wayne State (9/18) ... Tallied one other assist on the season, helping again on SDSU’s final 
goal of the game, this time in a 4-2 victory over Augustana (10/24)...
Before SDSU
Was a two-time first-team all-area and all-region selection while leading Niwot High School to three top three state tournament finishes... Named to the 4A all-state team 
her senior year... Has extensive Olympic Development Team experience and has played every position except goalkeeper for the St. Vrain Express and Colorado Rush soccer 
clubs... A member of the National Honor Society... Paswaters was also a four-time competitor at the state swim meet...  Named Tri-Valley Conference Female Athlete of the 
Year. 
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Erin Kasmarik: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2005 18 1 0 2 3 .333 0
2006 20 2 2 6 23 .087 0
2007 16 2 3 7 16 .125 0
Career 54 5 5 15 42 .119 0
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (5x, last: vs Longwood, 11/4/07); Assists: 2 (vs Utah Valley, 10/14/07) ; Points: 3 (vs Mary, 
9/9/07); Shots: 5 (vs College of St. Mary, 9/4/06); SOG: 2 (3x, last: vs Southern Utah, 9/13/07)
2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Player Profiles
Career Notes:
Ranks ninth on SDSU’s minutes played list (3,161).
2007 (junior)
As a junior, started 15 of 16 games for the Jacks... Recorded 1-1=3 points against 
Mary (Sept. 9)... Added two assists in a 7-1 rout of Utah Valley (Oct. 14)... Finished 
the season tallying a goal in the final game of the season at Longwood (Nov. 4)... 
Kasmarik fired 16 shots including seven on goal... 
Awards:
Academic All-Summit League
Summit League Commissioner’s List of Academic Excellence
NSCAA Academic Scholar Athlete
2006 (sophomore)
Started 16 of 20 games in which she participated in... Scored a goal in back-to-back 
games against College of St. Mary (Sept. 4) and Weber State (Sept. 8) for a career-
long two-game scoring streak... Took 23 shots compared to just three during her 
first season and added her first career assist in a 3-0 win against IPFW (Oct. 13)... 







Saw action in all 18 games for the Jacks during her freshman campaign.
Independent Defensive Player of the Week after scoring her first collegiate goal in a 
2-1 victory against College of St. Mary (Oct. 9)... Goal against College of St. Mary was 
the only points collected during first season.
     
Before SDSU
Earned all-state and all-
state tournament honors in 
2003 at Coon Rapids High 
School... Was a four-year 
letterwinner and two-time 
all-Northwest Suburban 
Conference selection... 
Coon Rapids reached the 
state tournament in 2003 
and 2004... played club 
soccer for the Coon Rapids 
Cougars and NS Select, 
winning state Chevy Cup 
championships in 2001 
and 2002...Member 
of the National Honor 
Society.
2007 (junior)
Started all 17 games for the Jacks... 
Recorded her second career point, 
an assist, from her defensive position 
against IPFW (Oct. 5)... 
Awards:
Academic All-Summit League
Summit League Commissioner’s List 
of Academic Excellence
NSCAA Academic Scholar Athlete 
All-Region Team
2006 (sophomore)
Played in all 20 games for the Jacks 
as a sophomore... Scored her first 
collegiate point on and assist against 
Howard (Nov. 2) in the opening round 
of the United Soccer Conference 
tournament.
Alex Schaller: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2005 12 0 0 0 4 .000 0
2006 20 0 1 1 10 .000 0
2007 17 0 1 1 7 .000 0
Career 49 0 2 2 21 .000 0
Career Highs
Goals: none; Assists: 1 (2x, last: vs IPFW 10/5/07); Points: 1 (2x, last: vs IPFW 10/5/07); Shots: 5 (vs Texas Tech, 






Saw action in 12 games as a 
freshman... Battled through injury 
for part of the season... Recorded 
four shots on the year.
Before SDSU
Played on two-time state-
tournament qualifying teams at 
Wayzata High School... Team 
finished as state runner-up in 2003 
and in 2004... Has extensive club 
experience including her most 
recent stint with the Blackhawks 
soccer club in St. Paul, a team 
which was a State Cup finalist and 
Midwest Regional champion in 
2004... Recipient of the Minnesota 
Academic Excellence Award.
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2008 South Dakota State Women’s Soccer
Player Profiles
Kellie Van Gerpen: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2005 7 0 0 0 0 .000 0
2006 6 1 1 3 2 .500 0
2007 3 0 0 0 0 .000 0
Career 16 1 1 3 2 .500 0
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (vs Howard, 11/2/06); Assists: 1 (vs College of St. Mary, 9/4/06); Points: 2 (vs Howard, 11/2/06) ; Shots: 1 
(2x, last: vs Howard, 11/2/06) ; SOG: 1 (2x, last: vs Howard, 11/2/06)
2007 (junior)
Played in three games... Did not record a shot. 
Awards:
Academic All-Summit League
Summit League Commissioner’s List of Academic Excellence
2006 (sophomore)
Again, saw limited playing time in six games... Recorded an asist against College of St. Mary for her first collegiate assist 
and point... Scored her first collegiate goal in the first round of the United Soccer Conference tournament.
2005 (freshman)
Saw limited action in seven games as a freshman playing in 114 minutes.
Before SDSU
Was a second-team all-state selection at Brookings High School in 2004, when she led the team in scoring... Was a 
three-year letterwinner and team captain... Gained further experience at the club level with the Brookings Twisters and 






Jessica Heine: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2006 18 0 0 0 7 .000 0
2007 17 2 0 4 5 .400 1
Career 35 2 0 4 12 .167 1
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (2x, last: vs IPFW, 10/5/07);  Assists: none; Points: 2 (2x, last: vs IPFW, 10/5/07); Shots: 2 
(vs IPFW, 10/5/07); SOG: 2 (vs IPFW, 10/5/07)
2007 (sophomore)
Started all 17 games for the Jacks... Recorded the first goal of her career against Oakland (Sept. 7)... The second 
goal, the gamewinner, came in a 4-1 win against IPFW... Fired only five shots from her defensive position, but 
put four on goal for an .800 shot-on-goal percentage... Was second on the team in minutes played (1,525) which 
also ranks third most all-time in a season at SDSU history.
Awards:
Academic All-Summit League
Summit League Commissioner’s List of Academic Excellence
2006 (freshman)
Started in 14 games at the defensive position... Recorded seven shots including two on-goal... Had a single-
game, career-high two shots in a 3-0 loss against IUPUI (Sept. 10).
Before SDSU
Earned first-team all-state honors in her senior season at O’Gorman High School in Sioux Falls after earning 
second-team recognition as a sophomore... Played club soccer for the Dakota Gold Impact, which has won five 
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Career Notes:
Tied for eighth on SDSU’s game-winning goals list (3)...
2007 (freshman)
Tied for the team high in goals scored (5)... Third on the team in points 
(11)... Recorded her first career goal in the second game of the season 
versus Oakland (Sept. 7)... Tallied her second goal in a 2-2 tie against 
Weber State... Followed that up with an assist against Iowa in a 3-2 loss 
for her first multi-game point streak... Notched a goal in a 2-1 win against 
IUPUI... Scored the only two goals at Liberty in a 2-0 win for her first 
multi-goal game... On the season fired 17 shots putting eight of those on 
goal for a .294 shot percentage and .471 shot-on-goal percentage. 
Before SDSU
A three-year letterwinner at Millard North High School... Earned first-team 
all-state honors... A second-team all-metro selection... Helped lead Millard 
North to the 2006 Class A state title with a 19-1 record... A member of 
the Nebraska Olympic Development Program... Played for the Toro Magic 
club team, which has won four Nebraska state championships.
Kaitlin Justice: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2007 17 5 1 11 17 .294 3
Career 17 5 1 11 17 .294 3
Career Highs
Goals: 2 (vs Liberty, 11/2/07); Assists: 1 (vs Weber State, 9/21/07) ; Points: 4 (vs Liberty,11/2/07); 





2008 South Dakota State Profiles
Player Profiles
Daniella Pappas: Career Stats
Season GP Min GA GAA SV W-L-T SO
2006 0 0:00 0 0.00 0 0-0-0 0
2007 4 180:00 2 1.00 9 1-1-0 .5
Career 4 180:00 2 1.00 9 1-1-0 .5
Career Highs
Goals Against: 1 (2x, last: vs Utah Valley 10/14/07); Saves: 4 (vs Utah Valley 10/14/07); Shots 
Faces: 10 (vs Utah Valley 10/14/07)
Career Notes:
Eighth on SDSU’s saves list (9)... Fourth on SDSU’s goals against average 
(1.00). 
2007 (sophomore)
Played in four games, starting two of them for the Jacks... Allowed just one 
goal and made two saves 45 minutes of action in a 2-0 loss at Drake (Sept. 
28)... In her first start of her career against IPFW (Oct. 5), didn’t allow a 
single goal in 45 minutes of work... In Pappas’ second start she made 2 saves 
and didn’t allow a goal against IUPUI (Oct. 7) in 45 minutes...  Allowed just 
one goal and made four saves in a 7-1 rout of Utah Valley (Oct. 14).
2006 (freshman)
Did not see any in-game action for the Jacks as the third goalkeeper on 
the roster.
Before SDSU
Was a four-year letterwinner for two-time state champions Valley High 
School... Member of the Iowa Olympic Development Program... Played on 
six state championship teams at the club level with the West Des Moines 





West Des Moines, Iowa
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2008 South Dakota State Profiles
Player Profiles
2007 (freshman)
Tied for fourth most goals on the team (3)... Tied for third in assists (3)... Fifth on the team in points 
(9)... Recorded her first career goal in a 1-1 tie at Southern Utah (Sept. 13)... After a slow start, finished 
the season strong... Scored a goal against Utah Valley (Oct. 14)... Scored the next game, recording two 
assists, for her first back-to-back scoring game... Added an unassisted goal and gamewinner versus Oral 
Roberts (Oct. 28)... Tallied an assist in the last game of the year against Longwood (Nov. 4)... Scored 
in four of the last six games of the season notching a seven point finish (two goals, three assists)... Fired 




Earned all-state honorable mention honors as a senior at Edina High School... Led her team to a state 
tournament appearance for a second consecutive season... A two-time all-state tournament selection... 
Was named to the all-conference team following her senior season... Played club soccer for the PSA 
Premiere Panthers.
Danni Healy: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2007 17 3 3 9 9 .333 1
Career 17 3 3 9 9 .333 3
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (3x, last: vs Oral Roberts, 10/28/07); Assists: 2 (vs North Dakota State, 10/18/07) ; Points: 
2 (4x, last: vs Oral Roberts, 10/28/07); Shots: 2 (2x, last: vs Oral Roberts, 10/28/07); SOG: 2 (2x, 






Second on the team in assists (4)...  Tied for fourth on the 
team in goals (3)... Started 10 of 17 games in 2007... Scored 
the first goal of the season for the Jacks and the first of her 
career in the first game of the season against Northern Iowa 
(Aug. 31) in a 1-1 tie... Notched her first multi-game scoring 
effort with the lone goal against Creighton (Sept. 16) in a 2-1 
loss and a two assist outing against Weber State (Sept. 21) in 
a 2-2 tie... Tallied an assist against IPFW (Oct. 5)... Added 
another multi-game scoring effort with a goal versus Utah 





Three-time all-conference selection... An all-state midfielder 
during the 2005 and 2006 seasons... 2005 all-metro 
selection... Named to the all-tournament team following her 
final two seasons at Mahtomedi High School... State Cup 
championship club experience having competed for the St. 
Paul Blackhawks and the Bangu Tsunami 89/90 Blue team... 
Won high school state championships in each of her final 
three seasons.
Tory Schiltgen: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2007 17 3 4 10 17 .176 0
Career 17 3 4 10 17 .176 0
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (3x, last: vs Utah Valley, 10/14/07); Assists: 2 (vs Weber State, 9/21/07) ; Points: 2 (4x, 
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2008 South Dakota State
Player Profiles
2007 (freshman)
Played in all 17 games as a freshman... Recorded her first 
collegiate goal in a 7-1 victory against Utah Valley (Oct. 14) 
for her only points of the season... Fired 10 shots for a .100 






Two-time second-team all-state selection at Shawnee Mission 
Northwest High School... A three-time all-conference 
selection... Named to the Kansas City Stars Leading Scorers list 
after netting six goals and eight assists as a junior... Was named 
the Newcomer of the Year following her freshman season in high 
school... Was recognized as one of the top 20 scorers in Johnson 
County... Nine years of experience at the club level competing 
for the KCFC Alliance Heat... Member of the Kansas State 
Olympic Development Program that went undefeated at the 
Region II camp in 2005... Excelled academically as a member of 
the National Honor Society.
Emily Quigley: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2007 17 1 0 2 10 .100 0
Career 17 1 0 2 10 .100 0
Career Highs
Goals: 1 (vs Utah Valley, 10/14/07); Assists: none; Points: 2 (vs Utah Valley, 10/14/07); Shots: 2 






Hampered by an injury in 2007, Drayton logged only six games and 93 minutes 
with two shots. 
Before SDSU
First-team all-conference  in her final season at Burnsville High School... A two-time 
letterwinner... Played club soccer for the Bangu-Tsunami, serving as a captain... An 
honor roll selection... Also lettered three times in badminton.
Lexy Drayton: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2007 6 0 0 0 2 .000 0
Career 6 0 0 0 2 .000 0
Career Highs
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2008 South Dakota State
Player Profiles
2007 (freshman)
Saw limited action in her freshman season playing in six games... Recorded her first 
career point with an assist against Utah Valley (Oct. 14)... Both shots Nagelhout 




Was a first-team all-state selection for two-time state champion Lincoln High 
School in Sioux Falls... Member of the Dakota Gold club team... Played on five 
state championship teams at the club level... also competed in track and field in 
high school.
Elizabeth Nagelhout: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2007 6 0 1 1 2 .000 0
Career 6 0 1 1 2 .000 0
Career Highs
Goals: none; Assists: 1 (vs Utah Valley, 10/14/07); Points: 1 (vs Utah Valley, 10/14/07; Shots: 1 






Appeared in five games for the Jacks... First saw action in a scoreless outing against 
Mary (Sept. 9) in 45 minutes of action... Recorded her first start against Iowa (Sept. 
23), allowing three goals and making five saves... Allowed only one goal and stopped 
four balls in 45 minutes against Drake (Sept. 28)... In a solid outing against IPFW 
(Oct. 5), didn’t allow a goal and stopped four shots.... Two days later held IUPUI 
(Oct. 7) to one goal in a 2-1 win for her first career victory.
Before SDSU
Was a four-time all-conference selection at Wauwatosa West High School... A 2006 
and 2007 all-area selection... Named first-team all-conference following her junior 
year... Nominated to 2007 All-Star Game... Led the Brookfield Red club team to a 
State Cup runner-up performance twice... Also competed in swimming.
Brienna Rogers: Career Stats
Season GP Min GA GAA SV W-L-T SO
2007 5 270:00 5 1.67 13 1-1-0 1.0
Career 5 270:00 5 1.67 13 1-1-0 1.0
Career Highs
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2008 South Dakota State Veterans
Player Profiles
2007 (freshman)





Named first-team all-conference in 2005 and 2006... A three-time all-conference selection... Was twice named 
second-team all-area at Appleton West High School... competed at the club level for the Appleton State 
traveling team... A member of the National Honor Society.
JoLynn Janckila: Career Stats
Season GP G A P Shots Shot Pct. GW
2007 8 0 0 0 0 .000 0
Career 8 0 0 0 0 .000 0
Career Highs






Received a redshirt for the 2007 season. 
Before SDSU
A three-time first-team all-conference selection at Waverly High School... 
Also earned all-conference honors on three occasions in basketball... Lettered 
in volleyball in high school... Earned the Elks Lodge No. 80 Women’s Sports 
Award in the spring of 2006... Won six state championships as a member of 
the Sparta Velocity... Excelled academically, being selected to the academic all-
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2008 South Dakota State Newcomers
Player Profiles
2007
Received a medical hardship for the 2007 season. 
Before SDSU
Three-year captain at Sioux City East High School... earned all-state Elite honors 
following her sophomore and junior seasons... A two-time first-team all-state 
selection... Was voted on the all-conference squad all four years in high school.. 
A member of the Iowa Olympic Development Program... Played club soccer for 
the Gateway City Explosion, Ankeny Elite, and the West Des Moines Soccer 






Ferguson played on a Colorado state championship team at Chapparal High School... 
Played on the Real Colorado National club team that won a national championship 
in 2006... Named Honorable Mention her senior year... Went to high school with 





McArthur played on a Colorado state championship team at Chapparal High 
School...  Named second-team all-conference following her senior season... Voted 
Offensive Player of the Year by her teammates...Scored six goals and four assists her 





Played on the Minnesota Bangu Tsunami Stars team which won the state cup in 
2003, 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2008... At the varsity level, was a state finalist in 2004, 
a state semi-finalist in 2005 and 2006 and won the state title in 2007... Was team 
MVP in 2005 and 2006... Voted all-conference in 2005, 2006 and 2007 and was an 
all-state honorable mention selection in 2006... During her senior season, she tallied 
nine goals and four assists from her defender position...  A member of the National 
Honor Society and graduated Summa Cum Laude... A recipient of the Presidential 
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Bonte has been awarded 21 varsity letters in four sports during her high school 
career... In soccer, she played for Vermillion High School, where she scored 80 career 
goals which earned her all-state honors five times, including first-team recognition 
four times... At the club level, she competed in the Sioux Falls-based Dakota Gold 
Millennium and Impact squads which combined to win five state tournaments... 
She also has been a two-time all-conference selection in basketball, and has earned 
six letters in cross country and track at Beresford High School... She finished in the 
top 10 of the state and field meet five times... Selected as a member of the Girls and 
Women in Sports 2008 South Dakota Elite 15, which honors 15 outstanding senior 
scholar athletes in the state... An academic all-state selection and member of the 
Nation Honor Society.... Bonte was chosen to receive the 2008 Scholar Athlete Milk 
Mustache of the Year Award. She received a $7,500 scholarship and was featured in 





Braffet is an Illinois state leader in scoring who tallied 122 goals and 88 assists from 
her forward position over the past three seasons for Normal Community West High 
School... A four-time all-conference and all-state selection... Named MVP of the 
Chicago Tribune all-state team in 2008, she scored 35 goals and added 28 assists her 
senior season... Finished third at the state tournament in 2008 and a top eight finish 
in 2007... Led the team in scoring and assists in 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008... Her 
extensive club soccer experience includes playing on regional championship teams 
with the Olympic Development Program, KUFC Cosmos and WPSL-Chicago 
Breeze squads. Braffet is a two time qualifier for the state cross country meet and 
played basketball.
School Points (1st) 2007 Record
1. Oakland 61 (5) 10-8-2 (6-2-0)
2. Western Illinois 53 (4) 16-3-1 (8-0-0)
3. South Dakota State 49 9-4-4 (5-1-2)
4. North Dakota State 45 11-7-1 (3-4-1)
5. Oral Roberts 35 8-9-3 (2-3-3)
6. Southern Utah 29 7-6-5 (3-2-3)
7. IUPUI 27 3-12-3 (2-5-1)
8. IPFW 14 1-16-0 (1-7-0)
9. Centenary 11 5-12-2 (0-6-2)
2008 Summit League Women’s Soccer Preseason Poll





Sunday, Aug. 24 // Omaha, Neb.
Quick Facts
Location ..................................................................Omaha, Neb.
Founded (Enrollment) ...............................................1878 (6,992)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ........................................ Missouri Valley Conference
Nickname .......................................................................Bluejays
Colors ...................................................................Blue and White
Home Field .............................Michael G. Morrison, S.J., Stadium
President .............................................Rev. John P. Schlegel, S.J.
Athletics Director .............................................Bruce Rasmussen
Athletics Phone ................................................... (402) 280-2720
Media Relations
Soccer SID ............................................................. Rob Beuerlein
 SID Phone ....................................................... (402) 280-5801
 SID E-mail ................................robertbeuerlein@creighton.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (402) 280-2495
Soccer Press Box Phone ........................ (402) 280-3564 or 3567
Web site ......................................... http://www.gocreighton.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1989
Overall Record ..........................................................194-147-26
Years in Div. I post-season ...................................... 4 (last: 2007)
Missouri Valley Conference Season Titles ...................................1
Missouri Valley Conference Tournament Titles ............................4
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ........................................Bruce Erickson (10th year)
 Alma mater ............................................................Viterbo ‘ 90
 Record at Creighton ..................................................92-76-18
 Career Record .......................................................162-137-24
Assistant Coaches ..... Ileana Moscos, Matt Howe, Ivonne Valentin
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (402) 280-5553
Team Information
2007 Record .....................................................................11-8-2
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 7/4
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 13/8
Newcomers .............................................................................XX
Top Returnee ..................................Marcy Gans (21gp, 13-3=29)
 
Series vs SDSU
Standing ..........................................................SDSU trails, 0-4-0
 home ...........................................................SDSU trails, 0-2-0
 away ............................................................SDSU trails, 0-2-0
 neutral ................................................................................n/a
 overtime ..............................................................................n/a
Goals ................................................................ SDSU trails, 2-11
First Meeting...........................Sept. 4, 2004 at Creighton (L, 0-2)









Friday, Aug. 29 // Des Moines, Iowa
Quick Facts
Location .......................................................... Des Moines, Iowa
Founded (Enrollment) ...............................................1881 (5,617)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ........................................ Missouri Valley Conference
Nickname ...................................................................... Bulldogs
Colors ...................................................................Blue and White
Home Field .................. Cownie Soccer Complex / Drake Stadium
President .............................................................. David Maxwell
Athletics Director ........................................ Sandy Hatfield Clubb
Athletics Phone ................................................... (515) 271-2889
Media Relations
Soccer SID ....................................................... Anthony Reynolds
 SID Phone .................................... (515) 271-3740 / 208-8295
 SID E-mail ...................................anthony.reynolds@drake.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (515) 271-3015
Soccer Press Box Phone ..................................... (515) 208-8295
Web site .................................. http://www.godrakebulldogs.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1989
Overall Record ..........................................................194-147-26
Years in Div. I post-season ...................................... 4 (last: 2007)
Missouri Valley Conference Season Titles ...................................4
Missouri Valley Conference Tournament Titles ............................1
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .........................................Lindsay Horner (first year)
 Alma mater ............................................................Kansas ‘ 01
 Record at Drake .....................................................first season
 Career Record ........................................................first season
Assistant Coaches ................................................Daniell Oswald
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (515) 271-2173
Team Information
2007 Record .....................................................................7-10-2
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 7-4
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 14/7
Newcomers .............................................................................10
Top Returnee ..............................Crystal Townley (19gp, 7-1=15)
 
Series vs SDSU
Standing ..........................................................SDSU trails, 0-3-0
 home ...........................................................SDSU trails, 0-1-0
 away ............................................................SDSU trails, 0-2-0
 neutral ................................................................................n/a
 overtime ..............................................................................n/a
Goals .................................................................. SDSU trails, 1-7
First Meeting.................................. Oct. 7, 2005 at Drake (L, 0-2)
Last Meeting ...............................Sept. 28, 2007 at Drake (L, 0-2)
Minnesota
golden gophers
Tuesday, Aug. 26 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location .........................................................Minneapolis, Minn.
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1851 (50,402)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................................... Big Ten
Nickname ........................................................... Golden Gophers
Colors ............................................................... Maroon and Gold
Home Field ................................... Elizabeth Lyle Robbie Stadium
President .......................................................Robert H. Bruininks
Athletics Director ....................................................... Joel Maturi
Athletics Phone ................................................... (612) 625-4345
Media Relations
Soccer SID .................................................................. Doug Vose
 SID Phone ....................................................... (612) 624-4345
 SID E-mail .................................................vosej004@umn.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (612) 625-0359
Soccer Press Box Phone ..................................... (612) 625-6769
Web site ....................................... http://www.gophersports.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1989
Overall Record ..........................................................194-147-26
Years in Div. I post-season ...................................... 4 (last: 2007)
Big Ten Season Titles .................................................................2
Big Ten Tournament Titles ..........................................................1
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ................................ Mikki Denney Wright (fifth year)
 Alma mater ........................................................Minnesota 96’
 Record at Minnesota ...................................................34-35-6
 Career Record .............................................................34-35-6




Starters Returning/Lost ........................................................ 10/1
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 15/3
Newcomers ...............................................................................4
Top Returnee ..........................Lindsey Schwartz (19 gp, 9-4=22)
 
Series vs SDSU
Standing ..........................................................SDSU trails, 0-2-1
 home ...........................................................SDSU trails, 0-1-1
 away ............................................................SDSU trails, 0-1-0
 neutral ................................................................................n/a
 overtime ..............................................................................n/a
Goals .................................................................. SDSU trails, 2-4
First Meeting..........................Oct. 29, 2004 at Minnesota (L, 1-2)


















Sunday, Aug. 31 // Iowa City, Iowa
Quick Facts
Location ...............................................................Iowa City, Iowa
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1847 (30,409)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................................... Big Ten
Nickname ....................................................................Hawkeyes
Colors ...................................................................Black and Gold
Home Field ................................................ Iowa Soccer Complex
President ..................................................................Sally Mason
Athletics Director ........................................................ Gary Barta
Athletics Phone ................................................... (248) 370-3190
Media Relations
Soccer SID ............................................................... Brad Rudner
 SID Phone ....................................................... (319) 335-9411
 SID E-mail ..................................... bradley-rudner@uiowa.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (319) 335-9417
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site .................................... http://www.hawkeyesports.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1997
Overall Record ............................................................72-103-14
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none 
Big Ten Season Titles ........................................................... none
Big Ten Tournament Titles .................................................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ..............................................Ron Rainey (third year)
 Alma mater ..............................................................Wilkes ‘92
 Record at Iowa ............................................................14-19-6
 Career Record .........................................................104-84-27
Assistant Coaches ............. Eric Golz, Eileen Narcotta, Stacy Welp
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (319) 335-9257
Team Information
2007 Record .......................................................................8-8-4
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 9/2
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................. 16/13
Newcomers .............................................................................10








Goals .................................................................. SDSU trails, 2-3
First Meeting.............................................Sept. 23, 2007 (L, 2-3)









Friday, Sept. 12 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location ............................................................... Cheney, Wash.
Founded (Enrollment) ...............................................1882 (9,841)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ......................................................................Big Sky
Nickname ......................................................................... Eagles
Colors ................................................................... Red and White
Home Field ....................................... Sports and Recreation Field
President .....................................................Dr. Rodolfo Are`valdo
Athletics Director ........................................................Bill Chaves
Athletics Phone ................................................... (509) 359-2463
Media Relations
Soccer SID ......................................................... Matt MacDonald
 SID Phone ........................................................ (509)359-6333
 SID E-mail ....................................mmacdonald@mail.ewu.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (509) 359-2828
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site .................................................http://www.goeags.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1997
Overall Record ............................................................54-123-12
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none 
Big Sky Conference Season Titles ..............................................1
Big Sky Conference Tournament Titles ................................. none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .....................................George Hageage (ninth year)
 Alma mater ........................................................ Richmond ‘88
 Record at Eastern Washington .....................................45-87-9
 Career Record ...........................................................48-118-9
Assistant Coaches .........................................Tamara B. Hageage
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (509) 359-7949
Team Information
2007 Record .......................................................................9-8-0
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 8/3
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 12/5
Newcomers .............................................................................20



















Sunday, Sept. 14 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location ....................................................................Ames, Iowa
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1858 (26,160)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ................................................................. Big Twelve
Nickname ......................................................................Cyclones
Colors .............................................................. Cardinal and Gold
Home Field ...................................................ISU Soccer Complex
President .................................................. Dr. gregory L. Geoffroy
Athletics Director ....................................................Jamie Pollard
Athletics Phone ................................................... (515) 294-0123
Media Relations
Soccer SID ........................................................... Eric Bentzinger
 SID Phone ....................................................... (515) 294-2008
 SID E-mail ....................................................ericb@iastate.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (515) 294-0558
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site .............................................. http://www.cyclones.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1996
Overall Record ............................................................98-118-19
Years in Div. I post-season .........................................................1
Big Twelve Conference Season Titles ................................... none
Big Twelve Conference Tournament Titles............................. none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ........................................Wendy Dillinger (first year)
 Alma mater .............................................................Indiana ‘98
 Record at Iowa State .............................................First Season
 Career Record ............................................. 86-25-8 (6th Year)
Assistant Coaches ......................... Tim Bennett and Ben Madsen
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (515) 294-5328
Team Information
2007 Record .......................................................................8-6-5
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 7/4
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 15/7
Newcomers ...............................................................................7








Goals .................................................................. SDSU trails, 0-1
First Meeting............................. Sept. 9, 2005, at Iowa St. (L,1-0)












Friday, Aug. 31 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location ........................................................... Cedar Falls, Iowa
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1876 (11,853)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ........................................ Missouri Valley Conference
Nickname ...................................................................... Panthers
Colors ........................................................... Purple and Old Gold
Home Field ..................................................Premier Soccer Field
President ..............................................................Benjamin Allen 
Athletics Director ..................................................... Rick Hartzell
Athletics Phone ................................................... (319) 273-2470
Media Relations
Soccer SID .................................................................Kara Moran
 SID Phone ....................................................... (319) 273-5455
 SID E-mail ............................................... kara.moran@uni.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (319) 273-3602
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site ......................................... http://www.unipanthers.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................19XX
Overall Record ...................................................................XXXXX
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Missouri Valley Conference Season Titles ............................. none
Missouri Valley Conference Tournament Titles ...................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .........................................Jennifer Plante (first year)
 Alma mater ...............................................Western Ontario ‘01
 Record at Northern Iowa................................................3-32-0
 Career Record ...............................................................3-32-0
Assistant Coaches ...................Jennifer Plante and Trevor Warren
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (319) 273-5425
Team Information
2007 Record .....................................................................1-16-0
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 9/2
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 15/9
Newcomers ...............................................................................9
Top Returnee ................................... Jackie Gielau (15gp, 4-0=8) 
Series vs SDSU
Standing .........................................................SDSU leads, 2-0-0
 home ..........................................................SDSU leads, 1-0-0
 away ...........................................................SDSU leads, 1-0-0
 neutral ................................................................................n/a
 overtime ..............................................................................n/a
Goals ................................................................. SDSU leads, 5-1
First Meeting................................ Sept. 5, 2005 at home (W, 2-1)









Thursday, Oct. 16 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location ................................................................Seattle, Wash.
Founded (Enrollment) ...............................................1891 (7,529)
Affiliation ........................................Reclassifying NCAA Division I
Conference ..........................................................................None
Nickname ....................................................................Redhawks
Colors ................................................................... Red and White
Home Field ................................................... Championship Field
President ............................................ Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
Athletics Director ...................................................William Hogan
Athletics Phone ................................................... (206) 296-6400
Media Relations
Soccer SID ...........................................................Jason Behenna
 SID Phone ....................................................... (206) 296-5915
 SID E-mail ........................................... behennaj@seattleu.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (206) 296-2154
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site ............................................http://www.goseattleu.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1985
Overall Record ...................................................... First Year Div. I
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Conference Season Titles ..................................................... none
Conference Tournament Titles .............................................. none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .......................................Julie Woodward (11th year)
 Alma mater .............................................Seattle University ‘93
 Record at Seattle.....................................................163-52-19
 Career Record ................................................................. same
Assistant Coaches .........................Rich Schreiner and Aron Hyde
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (206) 296-5482
Team Information
2007 Record (Division II)  ..................................................17-3-1
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 6-5
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 12/8
Newcomers .............................................................................11



















Sunday, Oct. 26 // East Lansing, Mich.
Quick Facts
Location ........................................................East Lansing, Mich.
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1855 (45,520)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................................... Big Ten
Nickname ......................................................................Spartans
Colors ................................................................ Green and White
Home Field ........................................................Old College Field
President ...................................................Dr. Lou Anna K. Simon
Athletics Director ....................................................... Ron Mason
Athletics Phone ................................................... (517) 355-1623
Media Relations
Soccer SID ............................................................................ TBA
 SID Phone ....................................................... (517) 355-2271
 SID E-mail ......................................................................... TBA
 SID Fax ........................................................... (517) 353-9636
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site ........................................http://www.msuspartans.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1986
Overall Record ..........................................................226-159-32
Years in Div. I post-season .................................................... Two
Big Ten Conference Season Titles ...............................................1
Big Ten Conference Tournament Titles ........................................1
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ............................................Tom Saxton (17th  year)
 Alma mater .................................................Mighigan State ‘83
 Record at Mighigan State ......................................165-145-28
 Career Record ................................................................. same
Assistant Coaches .....................Tammy Farnum and Stacy Heller
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (517) 432-0409
Team Information
2007 Record .....................................................................7-10-2
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 7/4
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................. 20/10
Newcomers ...............................................................................9
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Friday, Sept. 26 // Indianapolis, Ind.
Quick Facts
Location ............................................................Indianapolis, Ind.
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1969 (29,933)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ....................................................................... Jaguars
Colors ...........................................................Red, Gold and Black
Home Field ........................................................... Kuntz Stadium
Chancellor ............................................................. Charles Bantz
Athletics Director ..............................................Michael R. Moore
Athletics Phone ................................................... (317) 278-2955
Media Relations
Soccer SID ...............................................................Ed Holdaway
 SID Office / Cell ............................ (317) 274-2725 / 908-2645
 SID E-mail ............................................... eholdawa@iupui.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (317) 278-2683
Soccer Press Box Phone ..................................... (317) 908-2645
Web site ..............................................http://www.iupuijags.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1998
Overall Record ............................................................49-114-15 
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Summit League Season Titles .............................................. none
Summit League Tournament Titles ....................................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .......................................... Chris Johnson (fifth year)
 Alma mater .........................................St. Joseph’s College ‘91
 Record at IUPUI .........................................................24-50-12
 Career Record .......................................................105-129-14
Assistant Coaches ...............................Stacy Downing, Gary Yohe
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (317) 274-1447
Team Information
2007 Overall Record .........................................................3-12-3
 Summit League record ...........................................2-5-1 (fifth)
 Post-season ........................................................................n/a
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 7/4
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 18/7
Newcomers .............................................................................10
Top Returnee .......................... MaryBeth McMillan (18gp, 4-1=9)
Series vs SDSU
Standing ........................................................... SDSU tied, 1-1-0
 home ..........................................................SDSU leads, 1-0-0
 away ...................................................................................n/a
 neutral .........................................................SDSU trails, 0-1-0
 overtime ..............................................................................n/a
Goals .................................................................. SDSU trails, 2-4
First Meeting.......................Sept. 10, 2006 in Fargo, N.D. (L, 0-3)
Last Meeting .................................. Oct. 7, 2007 at home (W, 2-1)
Friday, Oct. 3 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location ...................................................................Macomb, Ill.
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1899 (13,558)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ................................................................Westerwinds
Colors ................................................................. Purple and Gold
Home Field .....................................John MacKenzie Alumni Field
President .......................................................... Dr. Alvin Goldfarb
Athletics Director ....................................... Dr. Tim M. Van Alstine
Athletics Phone ................................................... (309) 298-1190
Media Relations
Soccer SID ..............................................................Greg Bouslog
 SID Office / Cell ............................................... (309) 298-1133
 SID E-mail ................................................gr-bouslog@wiu.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (309) 298-2060
Soccer Press Box Phone ..................................... (309) 333-7073
Web site ......................................... http://www.wiuathletics.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1997
Overall Record ............................................................60-124-12 
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Summit League Season Titles ....................................................1
Summit League Tournament Titles ....................................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ..........................................Tony Guinn (second year)
 Alma mater ..........................................................Carthage ‘89
 Record at Western Illinois ..............................................16-3-1
 Career Record .............................................................46-23-5
Assistant Coaches ............................. Anne Decker, Jason Cherry
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (309) 298-1906
Team Information
2007 Overall Record .........................................................16-3-1
 Summit League record ...........................................8-0-0 (first)
 Post-season ....................................................................1-1-0
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 7/4
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 13/8
Newcomers .............................................................................13
Top Returnee ...................................Ashley Hoch (20gp, 7-5=19)
Series vs SDSU
Standing .........................................................SDSU leads, 1-1-0
 home ..................................................................................n/a
 away ...............................................................................0-1-0
 neutral ........................................................SDSU leads, 1-0-0
 overtime ..............................................................................n/a
Goals ................................................................. SDSU leads, 2-1
First Meeting................... Sept. 12, 2004 in Omaha, Neb. (W, 2-0)
Last Meeting ........................... Oct. 11, 2007 at Macomb  (L, 0-1)
Sunday, Sept. 28 // Fort Wayne, Ind.
Quick Facts
Location ............................................................. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1964 (11,757)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ...................................................................Mastodons
Colors .........................................................Royal Blue and White
Home Field ..........................................................Hefner Stadium
Chancellor .................................................. Dr. Michael A. Wartell
Athletics Director .......................................................Tommy Bell
Athletics Phone ................................................... (260) 481-6643
Media Relations
Soccer SID ................................................................ Rudy Yovich
 SID Office / Cell ............................ (260) 481-6646 / 402-6599
 SID E-mail .................................................... yovichr@ipfw.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (260) 481-6002
Soccer Press Box Phone ..................................... (260) 402-6599
Web site .......................................http://www.gomastodons.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1999
Overall Record ............................................................37-107-11
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Summit League Season Titles .............................................. none
Summit League Tournament Titles ....................................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .................................. Margaret Saurin (second year)
 Alma mater ............................................ Christian Brothers ‘02
 Record at IPFW..............................................................1-16-0
 Career Record ................................................................. same
Assistant Coach ......................................................... Joe DeMay
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (260) 481-0729
Team Information
2007 Overall Record .........................................................1-16-0
 Summit League record ....................................................1-7-0
 Post-season ........................................................................n/a
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 5/6
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ................................................. 5/7
Newcomers .............................................................................14
Top Returnee ...........................Daniella Orlandella (15gp, 3-1=7)
Series vs SDSU
Standing .........................................................SDSU leads, 2-0-0




Goals ................................................................. SDSU leads, 7-0
First Meeting................................ Oct. 13, 2006 at home (W, 3-0)
Last Meeting .................................. Oct. 5, 2007 at home (W, 4-0)
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Sunday, Oct. 12 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location .................................................................... Tulsa, Okla.
Founded (Enrollment) ...............................................1963 (5,109)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ..............................................................Golden Eagles
Colors ...................................... Navy Blue, Vegas Gold, and White
Home Field .................................................ORU Soccer Complex
President .......................................................Dr. Richard Roberts
Athletics Director .......................................................Mike Carter
Athletics Phone ................................................... (918) 495-7151
Media Relations
Soccer SID ..................................................................Cliff Martin
 SID Office / Cell ............................ (918) 495-7181 / 688-2760
 SID E-mail .................................................... clmartin@oru.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (918) 495-7142
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site .................................. http://www.orugoldeneagles.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1997
Overall Record ............................................................102-65-12 
Years in Div. I post-season ..............................................1 (2004)
Summit League Season Titles ................................. 3 (last: 2004)
Summit League Tournament Titles .......................... 2 (last: 2004)
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ................................................Ryan Bush (first year)
 Alma mater .......................................... Southern Nazarene ‘94
 Record at Oral Roberts ............................................102-65-12
 Career Record .........................................................102-65-12
Assistant Coaches ........................................Anthony Richardson
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (918) 495-6806
Team Information
2007 Overall Record ...........................................................5-9-3
 Summit League record ......................................... 1-3-2 (sixth)
 Post-season ........................................................................n/a
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 6/5
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 12/8
Newcomers .............................................................................12








First Meeting.....................................................October 28, 2007
Last Meeting ...........................................................................n/a
Friday, Oct. 10 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location .............................................................. Shreveport, La.
Founded (Enrollment) ..................................................1825 (925)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ..........................................................................Ladies
Colors ..............................................................Maroon and White
Home Field .................................................................Mayo Field
President ....................................................Dr. Keneth L. Schwab
Athletics Director ..................................................Dr. Tom Tallach
Athletics Phone ................................................... (318) 869-5087
Media Relations
Soccer SID ..................................................................Tony Black
 SID Office ........................................................ (318) 841-7260
 SID E-mail ............................................ ablack@centenary.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (318) 869-5128
Soccer Press Box Phone ..................................... (318) 751-3380
Web site .........................................http://www.gocentenary.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................2004
Overall Record ................................................................29-40-2
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Summit League Season Titles .............................................. none
Summit League Tournament Titles ....................................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach .......................................... Chase Wooten (fifth year)
 Alma mater ........................................................ Centenary ‘98
 Record at Centenary ....................................................29-40-2
 Career Record .............................................................20-28-3
Assistant Coaches ....................................................Glenn Evans
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (318) 869-5165
Team Information
2007 Overall Record .........................................................5-12-2
 Summit League record .........................................0-6-2 (ninth)
 Post-season ........................................................................n/a
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 6/5
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 15/5
Newcomers ...............................................................................8
Top Returnee ...............................Lauren Cheaney (19gp, 1-1=3)
Series vs SDSU
Standing ........................................................... SDSU tied, 0-0-1
 home ..................................................................................n/a
 away ............................................................. SDSU tied, 0-0-1
 neutral ................................................................................n/a
 overtime ........................................................ SDSU tied, 0-0-1
Goals ....................................................................SDSU tied, 0-0
First Meeting..............October, 26, 2007 at Centenary (T, 0-0 ot2)
Last Meeting ..............October, 26, 2007 at Centenary (T, 0-0 ot2)
The Summit League Opponents
Opponent Information
Sunday, Oct. 5 // Brookings, S.D.
Quick Facts
Location ............................................................. Cedar City, Utah
Founded (Enrollment) ...............................................1897 (7,509)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ............................................................... Thunderbirds
Colors ...............................................................Scarlet and White
Home Field ...........................................Thunderbird Soccer Pitch
President ....................................................Dr. Michael T. Benson
Athletics Director ....................................................... Ken Beazer
Athletics Phone ................................................... (435) 865-8354
Media Relations
Soccer SID ................................................................ Kyle Cottam
 SID Office / Cell ................... (435) 586-7752 / (812) 251-6901
 SID E-mail ..................................................... cottam@suu.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (435) 865-8037
Soccer Press Box Phone ..................................... (812) 251-6901
Web site .........................................http://www.suu.edu/athletics
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................2001
Overall Record ..............................................................29-79-15 
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Summit League Season Titles .............................................. none
Summit League Tournament Titles ....................................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ........................................ Brian Stock (seventh year)
 Alma mater ...............................................................Akron ‘95
 Record at Southern Utah ...........................................29-79-15
 Career Record ...........................................................29-79-15
Assistant Coaches ................................................Theresa Reedy
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (435) 865-8513
Team Information
2007 Overall Record ...........................................................7-6-5
 Summit League record ........................................3-2-3 (fourth)
 Post-season ....................................................................... 0-1
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 6/5
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 12/8
Newcomers ...............................................................................8
Top Returnee .................................. Shaley Ipson (18gp, 4-2=10)
Series vs SDSU
Standing ..........................................................SDSU trails, 0-1-1
 home ..................................................................................n/a
 away ............................................................SDSU trails, 0-1-1
 neutral ................................................................................n/a
 overtime ..........................................................................0-0-1
Goals .................................................................. SDSU trails, 1-2
First Meeting......................Oct. 9, 2004 at Southern Utah (L, 0-1)
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Sunday, Oct. 20 // Fargo, N.D.
Quick Facts
Location .....................................................................Fargo, N.D.
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1890 (12,258)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ........................................................................... Bison
Colors ...............................................................Yellow and Green
Home Field ..................................................Ellig Sports Complex
President .................................................Dr. Joseph A. Chapman
Athletics Director .......................................................Gene Taylor
Athletics Phone ................................................... (701) 231-8981
Media Relations
Soccer SID ................................................................Matt Russell
 SID Office / Cell ................... (701) 231-8047 / (612) 220-8197
 SID E-mail ......................................Mathew.Russell@ndsu.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (701) 231-8022
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site ................................................http://www.gobison.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1995
Overall Record ............................................................122-82-11 
Years in Div. I post-season ................................................... none
Summit League Season Titles .............................................. none
Summit League Tournament Titles ....................................... none
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ......................................... Pete Cuadrado (fifth year)
Alma mater ................................................ Texas Christian ‘00
 Record at North Dakota State ......................................40-26-5
 Career Record .............................................................40-26-5
Assistant Coaches ................................John Ross, Randy Jewett
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (701) 231-9471
Team Information
2007 Overall Record .........................................................13-7-1
 Summit League record ............ 3-0 (United Soccer Conference)
Post-season ....................................................................... 2-1
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 9/2
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 13/4
Newcomers ...............................................................................5
Top Returnee .........................Michelle Martinez (21gp, 10-5=25)
Series vs SDSU
Standing ..........................................................SDSU trails, 2-5-1
home ...........................................................SDSU trails, 1-2-1
away ............................................................SDSU trails, 0-2-0
neutral ................................................................... Tied, 1-1-0
overtime .......................................................SDSU trails, 0-1-1
Goals ................................................................ SDSU trails, 4-15
First Meeting............ Oct. 15, 2000 at North Dakota State (L, 0-6)









The Summit League Opponents
Opponent Information All-Time Results vs 2008 Opponents
Creighton 0-4-0
9/4/2004 - a L 0 2 
8/28/2005 - h L 1 5
8/30/2006 - a L 0 2
9/16/2007 - h L 1 2
Minnesota 0-2-1
10/29/2004 - a L 1 2
9/11/2005 - a T 0 0 ot2
10/15/2006 - h L 1 2
Drake 0-3-0
10/7/2005 - a L 0 2
9/15/2006 - h L 1 3
9/28/2007 - a L 0 2
Iowa 0-1-0
9/23/2007 - h L 2 3
Eastern Washington 0-0-0
2008 Marks First Meeting
Iowa State 0-1-0
9/9/2005 - a L 0 1 
Northern Iowa 2-0-1
9/2/2005 - h W 2 1
8/25/2006 - a W 3 0  
8/31/2007 - h T 1 1 ot2 
IUPUI 1-1-0
9/10/2006 - 1 L 0 3
10/7/2007 - h W 2 1
1 - Bison Invitational Tournament (Fargo, N.D.)
IPFW 2-0-0
10/13/2006 - h W 3 0
10/5/2007 - h W 4 0
Western Illinois 1-1-0
9/12/2004 - 2 «W 2 0
10/11/2007 - a L 0 2
2-Diadora Classic (Omaha, Neb.)
« First Division I Victory
Southern Utah 0-0-1
9/13/2007 - a T 0 0 
Centenary 0-0-1
10/26/2007 - a T 0 0 ot2
Oral Robets 1-0-0
10/28/2007 - a W 1 0
Seattle 0-0-0
2008 Marks First Meeting
North Dakota State 3-5-1
10/15/2000 - a L 0 6
10/14/2001 - h W 2 1
10/4/2002 - h L 0 3
10/12/2003 - h T 1 1 ot2
9/26/2004 - 4 L 0 2
10/23/2005 - a L 0 1 ot2
10/4/2006 - h L 0 1 
11/5/2006 - 3 W 1 0
10/18/2007 - h W 2 1 ot2
3-United Soccer Conference Tournament (Washington, D.C.)
4-Bluejay Classic (Omaha, Neb.)
Oakland 1-0-0
9/7/2007 - h W 3 0
Michigan State 0-0-0
2008 Marks First Meeting 
Friday, Oct. 24 // Rochester, Mich.
Quick Facts
Location ............................................................ Rochester, Mich.
Founded (Enrollment) .............................................1957 (18,082)
Affiliation .............................................................NCAA Division I
Conference ...................................................The Summit League
Nickname ........................................................... Golden Grizzlies
Colors ...................................................................Gold and Black
Home Field ................................................. Oakland Soccer Field
President ...........................................................Dr. Gary D. Russi
Athletics Director ........................................................ Tracy Huth
Athletics Phone ................................................... (248) 370-3190
Media Relations
Soccer SID .................................................................. Paul Smith
 SID Office / Cell ............................................... (248) 370-3123
 SID E-mail ...........................................smith234@oakland.edu
 SID Fax ........................................................... (248) 370-3138
Soccer Press Box Phone ....................................................... TBD
Web site ........................................... http://www.ougrizzlies.com
Team History
First Year of Soccer ..............................................................1994
Overall Record ............................................................153-79-11 
Years in Div. I post-season ...................................... 5 (last: 2007)
Summit League Season Titles ................................. 5 (last: 2005)
Summit League Tournament Titles .......................... 6 (last: 2007)
Coaching Staff
Head Coach ............................................ Nick O’Shea (14th year)
 Alma mater ........................................................... Oakland ‘06
 Record at Oakland ...................................................163-87-13
 Career Record .........................................................163-87-13
Assistant Coaches ......... Jennifer Perkins, Gordon Gardiner, Dave 
Morgan
Soccer Phone ..................................................... (248) 370-4009
Team Information
2007 Overall Record .........................................................10-8-2
 Summit League record ......................................6-2-0 (second)
 Post-season ....................................................................... 0-1
Starters Returning/Lost .......................................................... 9/3
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ............................................... 20/6
Newcomers ...............................................................................8
Top Returnee .................................Jessica Boyle (20gp, 6-6=18)
Series vs SDSU
Standing ............................................................ SDSU Leads 1-0




Goals ................................................................. SDSU Leads 3-0
First Meeting................................ Sept. 7, 2007 at home (W, 3-0)
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Phone/Fax (318) 841-7260 / 869-5128




Phone/Fax (402) 280-5801 / 280-2495




Phone/Fax (515) 271-3740 / 271-3015









Phone/Fax (260) 481-6646 / 481-6002




Phone/Fax (317) 274-2725 / 278-2683



















Phone/Fax (612) 624-4345 / 625-0359
Press Box (612) 625-6769
Web site www.gophersports.com
North Dakota State Bison
Matt Russell Mathew.Russell@ndsu.edu
Phone/Fax (701) 231-8047 / 231-8022









Phone/Fax (248) 370-4008 / 370-3138
Press Box TBA
Web site www.ougrizzlies.com
Oral Roberts Golden Eagles
Cliff Martin clmartin@oru.edu










Phone/Fax (435) 586-7752 / 865-8037




Phone/Fax (309) 298-1133 / 298-2060








22 UC-Riverside at Southern Utah 3 :00
IPFW at Illinois State 4:00
Michigan State at Oakland 4:00
McNeese State at Centenary 7:00
North Dakota State at Austin Peay 7:00
24 Centenary at Mississippi Valley State 1:00
North Dakota State at Murray State 1:00
South Dakota State at Creighton 1:00
25 IUPUI at Detroit 4:00
26 Minnesota at South Dakota State 6:00
29 Southern Utah at CS-Northridge 11:30
Bowling Green at Oakland 4:00
IPFW at Eastern Michigan 5:00
Centenary at Stephen F. Austin 7:00
IUPUI at Lipscomb 7:00
Oklahoma State at Oral Roberts 7:00
South Dakota State at Drake 7:00
Western Illinois at Iowa 7:00
North Dakota State at Creighton 7:30
31 IPFW at Wright State 1:00
IUPUI at Murray State 1:00
Minnesota at North Dakota State 1:00
Oral Roberts at Arkansas 1:00
South Dakota State at Iowa 1:00
St. Ambrose at Western Illinois 1:00
Central Michigan at Oakland 3:00
SEPTEMBER
5 IUPUI at Valparaiso 4:00
Oakland vs. Cornell (2) 5:00
Arkansas State at Centenary 7:00
Bowling Green at IPFW 7:00
John Brown at Oral Roberts 7:00
Southern Utah at Northern Arizona 7:00
7 Arkansas-Little Rock at Centenary 1:00
IPFW at Butler 1:00
Oakland at St. Bonaventure (2) 1:00
Western Illinois at DePaul 1:00
9 Mary at North Dakota State 4:00
Louisiana-Monroe at Centenary 7:00
11 Oakland at Michigan 7:00
12 IPFW at Central Michigan 4:00
SEPTEMBER
12 North Dakota State vs. Iowa State [1] 4:30
Arkansas State at Oral Roberts [3] 7:00
Centenary at Texas State 7:00
Eastern Washington State at SDSU [1] 7:00
13 Utah Valley at Southern Utah 2:00
14 NDSU vs. Eastern Washington [1] 10:30
Oral Roberts vs Middle Tenn. State [3] 11:00
IUPUI at Northern Iowa 12:00
Centenary at Houston Baptist 1:00
Iowa State at South Dakota State [1] 1:00
Northern Illinois at Western Illinois 1:00
Oakland at Nebraska 2:00
Valparaiso at IPFW 3:00
15 UC-Irvine at Southern Utah 2:00
16 Western Illinois at Northern Iowa 6:00
Oral Roberts at Tulsa 7:00
18 Oral Roberts at Texas Tech 7:00
19 Western Illinois at Illinois State 4:00
North Dakota State at Nebraska 5:00
South Dakota State at Northern Iowa 6:00
Centenary at Northwestern State 7:00
IPFW at Cleveland State 7:00
Oakland at Kentucky 7:00
South Dakota at IUPUI 7:00
20 UT-San Antonio at Southern Utah 12:00
21 Oral Roberts vs. Loyola Marymont [4] 11:00
Green Bay at Oakland 12:00
Eastern Michigan at IUPUI 1:00
North Dakota State at Northern Iowa 1:00
Eastern Illinois at Western Illinois 2:00
Centenary at McNeese State 4:00
24 Centenary at Nicholls State 4:00
25 • Western Illinois at Southern Utah 4:00
26 Louisiana Tech at Centenary 7:00
Missiouri State at Oral Roberts 7:00
• North Dakota State at IPFW 7:00
• South Dakota State at IUPUI 7:00
27 Northern Colorado at Southern Utah 2:00
28 • North Dakota State at IUPUI 1:00
29 Detroit at Oakland
OCTOBER
3 • Southern Utah at North Dakota State 4:00
• Western Illinois at South Dakota State 6:00
• Oakland at Centenary 7:00
• IUPUI at IPFW 7:30
5 Indiana State at IUPUI 1:00
North Dakota State at Iowa 1:00
• Southern Utah at South Dakota State 1:00
Western Illinois at Drake 1:00
Youngstown State at IPFW 1:00
• Oakland at Oral Roberts 7:00
10 • IUPUI at Oakland 4:00
• Oral Roberts at North Dakota State 4:00
• IPFW at Western Illinois 4:00
• Centenary at South Dakota State 7:00
11 Westminster at Southern Utah 2:00
12 IUPUI at Cleveland State 12:00
• Centenary at North Dakota State 1:00
• Oakland at IPFW 1:00
• Oral Roberts at South Dakota State 1:00
14 Creighton at Western Illinois 4:00
Detriot at IPFW 4:00
16 Seattle at South Dakota State 7:00
17 • Western Illinois at Oakland 4:00
• Oral Roberts at Centenary 7:00
• Southern Utah at IUPUI 7:00
18 Seattle at North Dakota State 12:00
19 • Western Illinois at IUPUI 1:00
• Southern Utah at Oral Roberts 2:00
20 • South Dakota State at North Dakota State 3:00
24 • Centenary at Western Illinois 3:00
• IPFW at Southern Utah 3:00
• South Dakota State at Oakland 4:00
Butler at IUPUI 7:00
26 South Dakota State at Michigan State 12:00
• Centenary at Southern Utah 1:00
• North Dakota State at Oakland 1:00
• Oral Roberts at Western Illinois 1:00
28 Evansville at IUPUI 4:30
31 • Oakland at Southern Utah 3:00
• IPFW at Centenary 7:00
• IUPUI at Oral Roberts 7:00
NOVEMBER
1 • North Dakota State at Western Illinois 1:00
2 • IPFW at Oral Roberts 12:00
• IUPUI at Centenary 1:00
Summit League Championships
7 Summit League Semifinals TBA
9 Summit League Championship TBA
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2007 Season in Review
2007 Schedule & Results
Record Overall Home Away Neutral
All Games 9-4-4 6-2-2 3-2-2 0-0-0
Summit League 5-1-2 4-0-0 1-1-2 0-0-0
Non-Conference 4-3-2 2-2-2 2-1-0 0-0-0
Date Opponent W/L Score Shots Overall Summit Attend?? Goalie of Record
Aug. 31 Nothern Iowa T 1-1 17-16 0-0-1 0-0-0 101 Nicole Lograsso (T, 0-0-1)
Sept. 7 *Oakland W 3-0 14-10 1-0-1 1-0-0 74 Nicole Lograsso (W, 1-0-1)
Sept. 9 Mary W 2-0 19-5 2-0-1 1-0-0 276 Nicole Lograsso (W, 2-0-1)
Sept. 13 at Southern Utah T 1-1 6-24 2-0-2 1-0-1 260 Nicole Lograsso (T, 2-0-2)
Sept. 16 Creighton L 1-2 11-16 2-1-2 1-0-1 97 Nicole Lograsso (L, 2-1-2)
Sept. 21 Weber State T 2-2 12-34 2-1-3 1-0-1 n/a Nicole Lograsso (T, 2-1-3)
Sept. 23 Iowa L 2-3 12-14 2-2-3 1-0-1 197 Brienna Rogers (L, 0-1-0)
Sept. 28 at DU-W L 0-2 3-20 2-3-3 1-0-1 150 Daniella Pappas (L, 0-1-0)
Oct. 5 IPFW W 4-0 27-8 3-3-3 2-0-1 217 Daniella Pappas (W, 1-1-0)
Oct. 7 IUPUI W 2-1 16-8 4-3-3 3-0-1 52 Breienna Rogers (W, 1-1-0)
Oct. 11 at Western Illinois L 0-1 7-12 4-4-3 3-1-1 481 Nicole Lograsso (L, 2-2-3)
Oct. 14 Utah Valley W 7-1 20-17 5-4-3 3-1-1 306 Nicole Lograsso (W, 3-2-3)
Oct. 18 North Dakota State W 2-1 17-13 6-4-3 4-1-1 238 Nicole Lograsso (W, 4-2-3)
Oct. 26 at Centenary T 0-0 22-11 6-4-4 4-1-2 87 Nicole Lograsso (T, 4-2-4)
Oct. 28 at Oral Roberts W 1-0 10-6 7-4-4 5-1-2 342 Nicole Lograsso (W, 5-2-4)
Nov. 2 at Liberty W 2-0 10-14 8-4-4 0-0-0 193 Nicole Lograsso (W, 6-2-4)
Nov. 4 at Longwood W 2-0 10-7 6-9-2 0-0-0 131 Nicole Lograsso (W, 7-2-4)
• Summit League game
SHOT STATISTICS SDSU OPP
Goals-Shot attempts 32-233 15-235
Goals scored average 1.88 0.88
Shot pct. .137 .064
Shots on goal-Attempts 122-233 110-235
SOG pct. .524 .468
Shots/Game 13.7 13.8
Assists 26 7
Corner Kicks 65 77
Goals off Corner Kicks 0 1
Penalty Kicks 1-1 0-0





Off Corner Kicks 0 1
PENALTIES SDSU OPP
Fouls 150 136
Yellow Cards 8 9
Red Cards 0 1
ATTENDANCE SDSU OPP
Total 2232 1089
Dates/Avg Per Date 10/223 7/156
Neutral Site #/Avg 0/0
GOALS BY PERIOD 1 2 0T 0T2 Total
South Dakota State 16 15 0 1 32
Opponents 7 8 0 0 15
SAVES BY PERIOD 1 2 0T 0T2 Total
South Dakota State 43 44 2 6 95









ATTENDANCE Gms Total Avg.
Total 17 3321 195
Home 10 2232 223
Away 7 1089 156
Neutral 0 0 0
Go Big. Go Blue. Go Jacks.
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Opponent Date G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P
Northern Iowa Aug. 31 DNP 0-1=1 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0
*Oakland Sept. 7 DNP 0-2=2 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 DNP 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0
Mary Sept. 9 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-1=1 DNP 0-1=1 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-1=3 0-0=0 0-0=0
*at Southern Utah Sept. 13 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0
Creighton Sept. 16 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0
Weber State Sept. 21 0-0=0 0-1=1 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0
Iowa Sept. 23 0-0=0 0-1=1 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-1=1 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0
at DU-W Sept. 28 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0
*IPFW Oct. 5 0-0=0 2-0=4 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-1=3 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0
*IUPUI Oct. 7 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-0=2 DNP 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0
*at Western Illinois Oct. 11 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0
Utah Valley Oct. 14 0-0=0 2-0=4 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-1=1 1-0=2 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-2=2 DNP 0-0=0
*North Dakota State Oct. 18 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 2-0=4 0-2=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-1=1
*at Centenary Oct. 26 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0
*at Oral Roberts Oct. 28 DNP 0-1=1 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0
at Liberty Nov. 2 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 2-0=4 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0
at Longwood Nov. 4 DNP DNP 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-1=1 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-0=2 DNP 0-0=0
SEASON TOTALS 0-0=0 5-6=16 0-1=1 0-0=0 2-3=7 3-3=9 2-0=4 3-0=6 0-0=0 5-1=11 2-3=7 0-0=0 1-0=1
* Summit League Game
No Name GP-GS Min. GA GAAvg Svs Pct W L T Sho GP-GS Min. GA GAAvg Svs Pct W L T Sho
24 Nicole Lograsso 13-12 1180:00 8 0.61 68 .895 7 2 4 5.0 6-5 600:00 3 0.45 29 .906 3 1 2 3.0
0 Daniella Pappas 4-2 180:00 2 1.00 9 .818 1 1 0 0.0 2-2 90:00 0 0.00 3 1.000 1 0 0 0.0
00 Brienna Rogers 5-1 270:00 5 1.67 13 .722 1 1 0 0.0 2-0 90:00 1 1.00 4 .800 1 0 0 0.0
TM Team 0-0 0:00 0 0.00 5 1.000 0 0 0 2.0 0-0 0:00 0 0.00 4 1.000 0 0 0 1.0
Total 17 1630:00 15 0.83 95 .864 9 4 4 7.0 8 780:00 4 0.46 40 .909 5 1 2 4.0
Opponents 17 1630:00 32 1.77 90 .738 4 9 4 3.0 8 780:00 13 1.50 42 .764 1 5 2 2.0
Overall Summit League Only
SHOTS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total SHOTS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
South Dakota State 112 106 6 9 233 South Dakota State 70 38 5 6 119
Opponents 109 112 5 9 235 Opponents 42 43 2 5 92
GOALS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total GOALS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
South Dakota State 16 15 0 1 32 South Dakota State 8 4 0 1 13
Opponents 7 8 0 0 15 Opponents 1 3 0 0 4
SAVES BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total SAVES BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
South Dakota State 43 44 2 6 95 South Dakota State 17 18 1 4 40
Opponents 39 47 1 3 90 Opponents 22 17 1 2 42
CORNERS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total CORNERS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
South Dakota State 23 41 0 1 65 South Dakota State 14 23 0 1 38
Opponents 44 29 3 1 77 Opponents 20 12 1 0 33
FOULS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total FOULS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
South Dakota State 68 73 4 5 150 South Dakota State 37 40 4 3 84
Opponents 66 59 5 6 136 Opponents 28 28 3 4 63
Overall Goaltending Summit League Only
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Opponent Date G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P G-A-P GA-Sv GA-Sv GA-Sv
Northern Iowa Aug. 31 0-0=0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 DNP 1-6 DNP DNP T, 1-1
*Oakland Sept. 7 1-0=2 DNP DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-2 DNP DNP W, 3-0
Mary Sept. 9 0-0=0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0 DNP 0-0 W, 2-0
*at Southern Utah Sept. 13 0-0=0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 1-9 DNP DNP T, 1-1
Creighton Sept. 16 0-0=0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 DNP 2-8 DNP DNP L, 1-2
Weber State Sept. 21 0-0=0 DNP DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-2=2 1-0=2 DNP 2-15 DNP DNP T, 2-2
Iowa Sept. 23 0-0=0 DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 2-0=4 DNP DNP DNP 3-5 L, 2-3
at DU-W Sept. 28 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 1-2 1-4 L, 0-2
*IPFW Oct. 5 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-1=1 0-1=1 1-0=2 0-0=0 DNP 0-1 0-4 W, 4-0
*IUPUI Oct. 7 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-1=1 DNP DNP 0-2 1-0 W, 2-1
*at Western Illinois Oct. 11 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 1-5 DNP DNP L, 0-1
Utah Valley Oct. 14 0-0=0 0-1=1 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-0=0 1-0=2 1-0=2 DNP 0-2 1-4 DNP W, 7-1
*North Dakota State Oct. 18 DNP DNP DNP DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-1=1 0-0=0 DNP 1-6 DNP DNP W, 2-1
*at Centenary Oct. 26 DNP DNP 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-7 DNP DNP T, 0-0
*at Oral Roberts Oct. 28 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0 DNP DNP W, 1-0
at Liberty Nov. 2 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-1=1 DNP 0-6 DNP DNP W, 2-0
at Longwood Nov. 4 DNP 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 0-0=0 DNP 0-2 DNP DNP W, 2-0
SEASON TOTALS 1-0=2 0-1=1 0-0=0 0-0=0 1-0=2 0-1=1 3-4=10 5-2=12 5-4=14 8-68 2-9 5-13






SDSU leads at halftime ....................................... 7-0-2
SDSU trails at halftime ........................................ 0-3-0
Game tied at halftime .......................................... 2-1-2
In overtime ........................................................... 1-0-4
Games decided...
Ties .............................................................................4
By one goal ............................................................ 3-3
By two goals ........................................................... 3-1
By three or more goals ........................................... 3-0
Shots on Goal
SDSU leads ......................................................... 7-0-0
SDSU trails .......................................................... 2-4-4
Shots on Goal even ............................................. 0-0-0
Fouls
SDSU leads ......................................................... 0-0-0
Opponent leads ................................................... 0-0-0
Fouls even ........................................................... 0-0-0
Shots on Goal
SDSU < 5 ............................................................. 5-3-1
SDSU 5-9 ............................................................ 1-1-3
SDSU 10-14 ........................................................ 3-0-0
SDSU 15+ ............................................................ 0-0-0
Opponent < 5 ...................................................... 0-5-0
Opponent 5-9 ...................................................... 4-4-2
Opponent 10-14 .................................................. 0-0-1
Opponent 15+ ..................................................... 0-0-1
Scoring
SDSU scores zero goals ...................................... 0-2-1
SDSU scores one goal ........................................ 1-1-2
SDSU scores two goals....................................... 5-1-1
SDSU scores three goals .................................... 1-0-0
SDSU scores four goals ...................................... 1-0-0
SDSU scores five or more goals ......................... 1-0-0
Opponent scores zero goals ............................... 0-6-1
Opponent scores one goal .................................. 1-3-2
Opponent scores two goals ................................ 2-0-1
Opponent scores three goals .............................. 1-0-0
Opponent scores four goals ................................ 0-0-0












Summit League ................................................... 5-1-2
Missouri Valley Conference ................................. 0-2-1
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference ............ 1-0-0
Big Sky ................................................................ 0-0-1
Big Ten ................................................................. 0-1-0
United Soccer Conference .................................. 2-0-0
Big South Conference ......................................... 1-0-0
South Dakota State’s Record When...
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2007 Season in Review
2007 Individual Statistics - Overall
SCORING Overall
No. Name Pos. GP-GS Min G A Pts Sh Sh% SOG SOG% GW PK
8 Kellyn Farrell 15-15 1191 5 6 16 55 ,091 28 .509 2 0
10 Kelsey Worcester 17-17 1062 5 2 12 30 .167 17 .567 0 0
5 Chelsea Goosen 16-16 1351 2 3 7 22 .091 8 .364 1 0
20 Tory Schiltgen 17-10 970 3 4 10 17 .176 9 .529 0 0
19 Kaitlin Justice 17-10 1043 5 1 11 17 .294 8 .471 3 0
9 Erin Kasmarik 16-15 1082 2 3 7 16 .125 7 .438 0 0
18 Heather Hill 15-8 405 3 0 6 15 .200 9 .600 1 0
17 Emily Quigley 17-0 730 1 0 2 10 .100 5 .500 0 0
24 Danni Healy 17-3 712 3 3 9 9 .333 7 .778 1 0
14 Kelly Larson 17-17 1578 0 1 1 8 .000 4 .500 0 0
21 Chelsea Lira 11-0 303 1 0 2 7 .143 4 .571 0 0
4 Alex Schaller 17-17 1509 0 1 1 7 .000 3 .429 0 0
15 Jessica Heine 17-17 1525 2 0 4 5 .400 4 .800 1 1-1
11 Jessica Paswaters 9-6 316 0 0 0 5 .000 2 .400 0 0
3 Kerstyn Farrell 17-17 1521 0 1 1 3 .000 2 .667 0 0
13 Elizabeth Nagelhout 6-0 144 0 1 1 2 .000 2 1.000 0 0
6 Liz Lane 8-2 169 0 0 0 2 .000 1 .500 0 0
26 Lexy Drayton 6-0 93 0 0 0 2 .000 1 .500 0 0
25 Kayla Perleberg 5-0 142 0 0 0 1 .000 1 1.000 0 0
2 Kellie Van Gerpen 3-0 62 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0
16 JoLynn Janckila 8-0 276 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0
28 Betsy Yungbauer 2-0 40 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0
Total 17 - 32 26 90 233 .137 122 .524 9 1-1
Opponents 17 - 15 7 37 235 .064 110 .468 4 0-0
SCORING Summit League Games
No. Name Pos. GP-GS Min G A Pts Sh Sh% SOG SOG% GW PK
8 Kellyn Farrell 8-8 670 2 3 7 32 .062 17 .531 0 0
10 Kelsey Worcester 8-8 462 1 1 3 12 .083 5 .417 0 0
5 Chelsea Goosen 8-8 643 2 1 5 14 .143 5 .357 1 0
20 Tory Schiltgen 8-4 458 0 2 2 5 .000 3 .600 0 0
19 Kaitlin Justice 8-3 530 2 0 4 7 .286 2 .286 2 0
9 Erin Kasmarik 8-7 532 0 0 0 10 .000 4 .400 0 0
18 Heather Hill 7-5 185 1 0 2 9 .111 4 .444 0 0
17 Emily Quigley 8-0 367 0 0 0 4 .000 1 .250 0 0
24 Danni Healy 8-1 340 2 2 6 5 .400 3 .600 1 0
14 Kelly Larson 8-8 764 0 1 1 3 .000 1 .333 0 0
21 Chelsea Lira 4-0 84 1 0 2 3 .333 1 .333 0 0
4 Alex Schaller 8-8 741 0 1 1 2 .000 0 .000 0 0
15 Jessica Heine 8-8 725 2 0 4 4 .500 4 1.000 1 1-1
11 Jessica Paswaters 5-3 144 0 0 0 3 .000 1 .333 0 0
3 Kerstyn Farrell 8-8 737 0 0 0 2 .000 1 .500 0 0
13 Elizabeth Nagelhout 2-0 41 0 0 0 1 .000 1 1.000 0 0
6 Liz Lane 3-1 56 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0
26 Lexy Drayton 1-0 26 0 0 0 2 .000 1 .500 0 0
25 Kayla Perleberg 1-0 45 0 0 0 1 .000 1 1.000 0 0
2 Kellie Van Gerpen 1-0 29 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0
16 JoLynn Janckila 2-0 75 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0
28 Betsy Yungbauer 1-0 29 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0
Total 8 - 13 11 37 119 .109 55 .462 5 1-1
Opponents 8 - 4 2 10 92 .043 44 .478 1 0-0
2007 Individual Statistics - Summit League Only
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-- Game 5 --
Creighton 2
South Dakota State 1
Sept. 16, 2007 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D. 
2-1-2 / 1-0-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
CU 1 1 - 2
SDSU 0 1 - 1
First Half
37:15 CU 1-0 Lindsay Vaught (unassisted)
Second Half
65:39 CU 2-0 Marcy Gans (Heather Duncan)
86:37 SDSU 2-1 Tory Schiltgen (2) (unassisted)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
CU 9 7 - 16
SDSU 4 7 - 11
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 2-1-2) 3-5-x 8 90:00 2
NIU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Kristen Casey 2-4-x 6 90:00 1
-- Game 6 --
South Dakota State 2
Weber State 2
Sept. 21, 2007 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D. 
2-1-2 / 1-0-2 The Summit League
1 2 OT O2 F
SDSU 1 1 0 0 2
WSU 1 1 0 0 2
First Half
14:33 SDSU 1-0 Kelsey Worcester (1) (Kellyn Farrell, 
Tory Schiltgen)
43:53 WSU 1-1 Natalie Blaylock (Hayley McCoy)
Second Half
48:54 SDSU 2-1 Kaitlin Justice (2) (Tory Schiltgen)




1 2 OT O2 F
SDSU 7 4 0 1 12
WSU 13 18 1 2 34
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (T, 2-1-3) 0-1-0-0 6 110:00 1
TM 0-1-0-1 1 0
UNI 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Holly Senter 1-0-0-0-0 5 110:00 1
-- Game 4 --
South Dakota State 1
Southern Utah 1
Sept. 12, 2007 / Cedar City, Utah 
2-0-2 / 1-0-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT O2 F
SDSU 1 0 0 0 1
SUU 0 1 0 0 1
First Half
34:15 SDSU 1-0 Dani Healy (1) (unassisted)
Second Half




1 2 OT O2 F
SDSU 5 0 1 0 6
SUU 9 11 2 2 24
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso 
(T, 2-0-2)
0-1-0-0 6 110:00 1
SUU 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Holly Senter 1-0-0-0-0 5 110:00 1
-- Game 1 --
South Dakota State 1
Northern Iowa 1
Aug. 31 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D. 
0-0-1 / 0-0-0 The Summit League
1 2 OT O2 F
SDSU 1 0 0 0 1
WSU 0 1 0 0 1
First Half
32:58 SDSU 1-0 Tory Schiltgen (1) (Kellyn Farrell)
Second Half





1 2 OT O2 F
SDSU 7 7 1 2 17
UNI 8 4 2 2 16
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso 
(T, 0-0-1)
0-1-0-0 6 110:00 1
UNI 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Heidi O’Mara 1-0-0-0-0 5 110:00 1
2007 Season in Review
Game Recaps
-- Game 2 --
South Dakota State 3
Oakland 0
Sept. 7 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D. 
1-0-1 / 1-0-0 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 1 2 - 3
OU 0 0 - 0
First Half
17:48 SDSU 1-0 Kaitlin Justice (1) (Kellyn Farrell)
Second Half
71:47 SDSU 2-0 Jessica Heine, Penalty Kick
81:04 SDSU 3-0 Chelsea Lira (1) (Kellyn Farrell)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
SDSU 8 6 - 14
OU 6 4 - 10
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 1-0-1) 1-1-x 2 90:00 0
NIU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Kim Herbst 2-2-x 4 90:00 3
-- Game 3 --
South Dakota State 2
Mary 0
Sept. 9 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D.
2-0-1 / 1-0-0  The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 1 1 - 2
Mary 0 0 - 0
First Half
1:07 SDSU 1-0 Kellyn Farrell (1) (Chelsea Goosen, 
Erin Kasmarik)
Second Half
51:30 SDSU 2-0 Erin Kasmarik (1) (Kerstyn Farrell)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
SDSU 4 15 - 19
Mary 2 3 - 5
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 2-0-1) 0-0-x 0 45:00 0
Brienna Rogers 0-0-x 0 45:00 0
Mary 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Carly Feiler 1-9-x 10 90:00 2
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-- Game 8 --
Drake 2
South Dakota State 0
Sept. 28, 2007 / Des Moines, Iowa
2-3-3 / 1-0-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
DRAKE 1 1 - 2
SDSU 0 0 - 0
First Half
02:49 DRAKE 0-1 Ali Walsh (Nikki Thaden)
Second Half
61:57 DRAKE 0-2 Nikki Thaden (unassisted)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
DRAKE 8 12 - 20
SDSU 0 3 - 3
Goaltending
DRAKE 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Jenny Schroeder 0-1-x 1 90:00 0
UWGB 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Daniella Pappas 2-4-x 6 90:00 2
2007 Season in Review
Game Recaps
-- Game 7 --
Iowa 3
South Dakota State 2
Sept. 23, 2007 /  Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D.
2-2-3 / 1-0-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
IOWA 3 0 - 3
SDSU 0 2 - 2
First Half
08:53 IOWA 0-1 Sarah Stephenson (unassisted)
10:36 IOWA 0-2 Own Goal
42:43 IOWA 0-3 Alexandria Seydel (unassisted)
Second Half
47:09 SDSU 1-3 Kelsey Wocester (2) (Kellyn Farrell)
81:14 SDSU 2-3 Kelsey Worcester (3) (Kaitlin Justice)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
IOWA 11 3 - 14
SDSU 0 12 - 12
Goaltending
IOWA 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Lindsey Boldt 0-4-x 4 90:00 2
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Brienna Rogers (L, 0-1-0) 4-1-x 5 90:00 3
-- Game 9 --
South Dakota State 4
IPFW 0
Oct. 5, 2007 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D.
3-3-3 / 2-0-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 3 1 - 4
IPFW 0 0 - 0
First Half
16:43 SDSU 1-0 Jessica Heine (2) (unassisted) (PK)
22:27 SDSU 2-0 Kellyn Farrell (2) (Alex Schaller, Tory 
Schiltgen)
27:49 SDSU 3-0 Kellyn Farrell (4) (unassisted)
Second Half
56:16 SDSU 4-0 Kelsey Worcester (4) (Chelsea 
Goosen)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
SDSU 17 10 - 27
IPFW 3 5 - 8
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Daniella Pappas 1-x-x 1 45:00 0
Brienna Rogers x-4-x 4 45:00 0
UMW 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Malinda Holmer 5-6-x 11 90:00 4
Team 1-0-0 1 xx:xx 0
-- Game 10 --
South Dakota State 2
IUPUI 1
Oct. 7, 2007 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D.
4-3-3 / 3-0-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 0 0 - 0
IUPUI 1 2 - 3
First Half
15:13 SDSU 1-0 Heather Hill (1) (Kelsey Worcester)
Second Half
50:58 IUPUI 1-1 MaryBeth McMillan (unassisted)
66:31 SDSU 2-1 Kaitlin Justice (3) (unassisted)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
SDSU 8 8 - 16
IUPUI 6 2 - 8
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Daniella Pappas 2-x-x 2 45:00 0
Brienna Rogers (W, 1-1-0) x-0-x 0 45:00 1
UNC 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Jamie Farrell 1-2-x 3 90:00 2
-- Game 11 --
Western Ilinois 1
South Dakota State 0
Oct. 11, 2007 / Macomb, Ill.
4-4-3 / 3-1-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
WIU 0 1 - 1




75:27 WUI 0-1 Katelyn Wisner (Robyn Ruypers)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
WIU 5 7 - 12
SDSU 5 2 - 7
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (L, 2-2-3) 5-5-x 10 90:00 1
WIU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Meghan Tyk 1-1-x 2 90:00 0
Team 1-x-x 1 xx:xx x
-- Game 12 --
South Dakota State 7
Utah Valley 1
Oct. 14, 2007 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D.
5-4-3 / 4-1-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 3 4 - 7
UVU 0 1 - 1
First Half
15:45 SDSU 1-0 Kellyn Farrell (4) (unassisted)
17:22 SDSU 2-0 Kellyn Farrell (5) (Erin Kasmarik)
37:27 SDSU 3-0 Danni Healy (2) (unassisted)
Second Half
50:43 SDSU 4-0 Emily Quigley (1) (Erin Kasmarik)
52:23 SDSU 5-0 Kelsey Worcester (5) (Chelsea 
Goosen)
56:55 SDSU 6-0 Heather Hill (2) (unassisted)
71:01 SDSU 7-0 Tory Schiltgen (3) (Elizabeth 
Negelhout)
84:08 UVU 7-1 Chelsey Ellison (unassisted)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
SDSU 11 9 - 20
UVU 7 10 - 17
Goaltending
UVU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Mallory Schott 5-x-x 5 45:00 3
Hailey Brown x-5-x 5 45:00 4
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 3-2-3) x-2-x 2 45:00 0
Daniella Pappas 4-x-x 4 45:00 0
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-- Game 14 --
South Dakota State 0
Centenary College 0
Oct. 18, 2007 / Shreveport, La.
6-4-4 / 4-1-2 The Summit League
1 2 OT OT2 F
SDSU 0 0 0 0 0








1 2 OT OT2 F
SDSU 9 6 4 3 22
CC 5 3 0 3 11
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 4-2-3) 2-2-0-3 7 110:00 0
Team 1-x-x-x 1 xxx:xx x
CC 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Ali Hilsher 2-3-0-1 6 110:00 0
2007 Season in Review
Game Recaps
-- Game 13 --
South Dakota State 2
North Dakota State 1
Oct. 18, 2007 / Fishback Soccer Park / Brookings, S.D.
6-4-3 / 4-1-1 The Summit League
1 2 OT OT2 F
SDSU 1 0 0 0 1
NDSU 1 0 0 1 2
First Half
21:19 NDSU 0-1 Quin Ryan (unassisted)





104:00 SDSU 2-1 Chelsea Goosen (2) Tory Schiltgen, 
Danni Healy)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT OT2 F
SDSU 10 4 0 3 17
NDSU 4 9 0 0 13
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 4-2-3) 2-4-0-0 6 110:00 1
SDSU 1-2-OT-O2 Tot Min GA
Monica Morgan 2-1-0-1 4 110:00 2
-- Game 15 --
South Dakota State 1
Oral Roberts 0
Oct. 28, 2007 / Tulsa, Okla.
7-4-4 / 5-1-2 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 1 0 - 1
OR 0 0 - 0
First Half




1 2 OT F
SDSU 8 2 - 10
OR 4 2 - 6
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 5-2-4) 0-0-x 0 90:00 0
Team x-1-x 1 xx:xx x
OR 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Stef Gurley 4-2-x 6 90:00 1
Team 1-x-x 1 xx:xx x
-- Game 17 --
South Dakota State 2
Longwood 0
Nov. 4, 2007 / Farmville, Va.
9-4-4 / 5-1-2 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 2 0 - 2
LW 0 0 - 0
First Half
2:08 SDSU 1-0 Heather Hill (3) unassisted)




1 2 OT F
SDSU 5 5 - 10
LW 4 3 - 7
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 7-2-3) 1-1-x 2 90:00 0
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Anne Whitmore 1-3-x 4 90:00 2
-- Game 16 --
South Dakota State 2
Liberty 0
Nov. 4, 2007 / Lynchburg, Va.
8-4-4 / 5-1-2 The Summit League
1 2 OT F
SDSU 0 2 - 2




57:38 SDSU 1-0 Kaitlin Justice (4) (unassisted)
81:46 SDSU 2-0 Kaitlin Justice (5) (Kelsey Worcester)
Shots by Period
1 2 OT F
SDSU 4 6 - 10
LU 5 9 - 14
Goaltending
SDSU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Nicole Lograsso (W, 6-2-3) 4-2-x 6 90:00 0
LU 1-2-OT Tot Min GA
Lauren Kamphuis 1-x-x 1 45:00 0
Ashley Nyholt x-1-x 1 45:00 2
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2007 Season in Review
Summit League Regular Season
Standings
W L T Pts. Pct. Stk GF GA H A W L T Pct. Stk GF GA H A N OT
* Western Illinois 8 0 0 24 1.000 W10 16 3 4-0-0 4-0-0 16 3 1 .825 L1 36 16 8-0-0 7-3-1 1-0-0 3-0
* Oakland 6 2 0 18 .750 W5 14 7 4-0-0 2-2-0 10 8 2 .550 L1 29 29 7-2-2 3-6-0 0-0-0 1-0
# South Dakota State 5 1 2 17 .750 W1 13 4 4-0-0 1-1-2 9 4 4 .647 W3 28 15 6-2-2 3-2-2 0-0-0 1-0
* Southern Utah 3 2 3 12 .562 W3 12 12 2-0-2 1-2-1 7 6 5 .528 L1 23 33 5-1-3 1-3-2 1-2-0 0-0
# North Dakota State 3 4 1 10 .438 L1 13 9 2-2-0 1-2-1 11 7 1 .605 L1 30 22 8-2-0 2-2-1 1-3-0 0-4
* Oral Roberts 2 3 3 9 .438 L2 10 7 1-2-1 1-1-2 8 9 3 .475 L3 24 30 6-4-1 2-3-2 0-2-0 0-1
IUPUI 2 5 1 7 .312 L2 11 14 2-1-1 0-4-0 3 12 3 .250 L3 15 31 2-4-2 1-7-1 0-1-0 1-1
IPFW 1 7 0 3 .125 L4 1 25 1-3-0 0-4-0 1 16 0 .059 L4 10 66 1-8-0 0-8-0 0-0-0 0-1
Centenary 0 6 2 2 .125 L2 2 11 0-2-2 0-4-0 5 12 2 .316 L2 15 27 3-4-2 2-8-0 0-0-0 0-1
* - Clinched berth into The Summit League Championship
# - South Dakota State and North Dakota State not eligible for post season
Player School GP Points
1 Kristi Tomxzyk OU 20 9-7-25
2 Shakira Duncan ORU 20 10-1-21
3 Ashley Hoch WIU 20 7-5-19
4 Jessica Boyle OU 20 6-6-18
5 Kellyn Farrell SDSU 15 5-6-16
Bess Rapp WIU 20 6-4-16
7 Brittany O’Neal CC 18 6-3-15
Michelle Martinez NDSU 19 6-3-15
9 Jamie Hulet OU 20 6-2-14
Katelyn Wisner WIU 20 6-2-14
Scoring, All Games
School GP Goals G/Gm
1 Western Illinois 20 36 1.80
2 South Dakota State 17 32 1.88
3 North Dakota State 14 30 1.58
4 Oakland 20 29 1.45
5 Oral Roberts 20 24 1.20
6 Southern Utah 18 23 1.28
7 IUPUI 18 15 0.83
8 Centenary 19 15 0.79
9 IPFW 17 10 0.59
Scoring Offense, All Games
School GP Goals G/Gm
1 South Dakota State 17 15 0.88
2 Western Illinois 20 16 0.80
3 North Dakota State 19 22 1.16
4 Centenary 19 27 1.42
5 Oral Roberts 20 30 1.50
Oakland 20 30 1.50
7 IUPUI 18 31 1.72
8 Southern Utah 18 33 1.83
9 IPFW 17 66 3.88
Goals Allowed, All Games
Name School GP Points
1 Kristi Tomxzyk OU 8 5-4-14
2 Katelyn Wisner WIU 8 5-2-12
3 Misako Inaba WIU 8 3-4-10
Ashley Hoch WIU 8 3-4-10
5 Lorraine Thompson NDSU 8 4-1-9
6 Angie Pilat IUPUI 8 3-2-8
Jamie Hulet OU 8 4-0-8
Shaley Ipson SUU 8 3-2-8
9 Kellyn Farrell SDSU 8 2-3-7
Bess Rapp WIU 8 3-1-7
Shakira Duncan ORU 8 3-1-7
Scoring, The Summit League Only
School GP GA Avg.
1 Western Illinois 8 3 0.37
2 South Dakota State 8 4 .046
3 Oral Roberts 8 7 0.80
4 Oakland 8 7 0.86
5 North Dakota State 8 9 1.04
6 Centenary 8 30 1.30
7 Southern Utah 8 12 1.37
8 IUPUI 8 14 1.69
9 IPFW 8 25 3.12
Goals Against Average, The Summit League Only
Summit League Regular Season Statistics
School GP Goals G/Gm
1 Western Illinois 8 16 2.00
2 Oakland 8 14 1.75
3 South Dakota State 8 13 1.62
North Dakota State 8 13 1.62
5 Southern Utah 8 12 1.50
6 IUPUI 8 11 1.38
7 Oral Roberts 8 10 1.25
8 Centenary 8 2 0.25
9 IPFW 8 1 0.12
Scoring Offense, The Summit League Only
School GP Goals Avg/G
1 Western Illinois 8 3 0.38
2 South Dakota State 8 4 0.50
3 Oakland 8 7 0.88
Oral Roberts 8 7 0.88
5 North Dakota State 8 9 1.12
6 Centenary 8 11 1.38
7 Southern Utath 8 12 1.50
8 IUPUI 8 14 1.75
9 IPFW 8 25 3.12
Goals Allowed, The Summit League Only 
School GP GA Avg.
1 Western Illinois 20 16 0.78
2 South Dakota State 17 15 0.83
3 North Dakota State 19 22 1.11
4 Centenary 19 27 1.39
5 Oral Roberts 20 30 1.44
6 Oakland 20 30 1.46
7 IUPUI 18 31 1.65
8 Southern Utah 18 33 1.72
9 IPFW 17 66 3.85
Goals Against Average, All Games
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SDSU Women’s Soccer History
Year-by-Year Summary
Year GP W-L-T Conf. W-L-T Finish GF GA Coach Captains
2000 17 5-12-0 NCC 1-8-0 8th 23 52 Lang Wedemeyer Jennifer Briggs
2001 20 13-6-1 NCC 5-4-0 4th 57 39 Lang Wedemeyer Jennifer Briggs
2002 18 10-8-0 NCC 2-6-0 t-7th 45 28 Lang Wedemeyer Jennifer Briggs and Melissa Speiser
2003 19 8-5-6 NCC 2-2-3 4th 28 10 Lang Wedemeyer Erin Miller and Alissa Bernth
Division I era
2004 17 5-10-1 IND n/a n/a 18 27 Lang Wedemeyer Michelle Rahe, Alissa Bernth and Molly Scharfenkamp
2005 18 5-12-1 IND n/a n/a 13 33 Lang Wedemeyer none - based on rotation basis
2006 20 8-9-3 USC 2-1-0 1st* 32 22 Lang Wedemeyer Maggie Eilers and Vanessa Paswaters
2007 17 9-4-4 SL 5-1-2 3rd 32 15 Lang Wedemeyer Kelly Larson and Vanessa Paswaters
* Based on tournament finish
NCC - North Central Conference
IND - Division I Independent
USC - United Soccer Conference
SL - The Summit League
Name School Year Pos.
Jesica Boyle Oakland Jr. M
Shakira Duncan Oral Roberts Fr. F
Ashley Hoch Western Illinois Sr. M
Misako Inaba Western Illinois Sr. M
Nicole Lograsso South Dakota State Jr. GK
Kelly Larson South Dakota State Jr. D
Natalya Manyan Oral Roberts Jr. D
Kristi Mitchell Oakland Sr. D
Kim Schuneman Western Illinois Jr. D
Kristi Tomczyk Oakland Sr. F
Katelyn Wisner Western Illinois Jr. F
2007 Summit League Conference Awards
First-Team All-Conference Second-Team All-Conference
Name School Year Pos.
Kimly Anderson Southern Utah Jr. D
Lainey Bruhn Western Illinois Jr. D
Kellyn Farrell South Dakota State Jr. F
Emily Gagnon Oral Roberts Sr. M
Sheri Levack IUPUI Sr. F
Michelle Martinez North Dakota State Sr. F
Angie Pilat IUPUI Sr. M
Patty Fomeo North Dakota State Sr. M
Robyn Ruypers Western Illinois Sr. F
Abbey Stratton North Dakota State Fr. D
Meghan Tyk Western Illinois So. GK
Name School Year Pos.
Danielle Clark IUPUI Fr. M
Candice D’Arcangeli North Dakota State Fr. M
Catie Depew Centenary Fr. D
Shakira Duncan Oral Roberts Fr. F
Allison Goettsche Southern Utah Fr. D
Jessica Heninger Southern Utah Fr. M
Jamie Hulet Oakland Sr. F
Kelsey Pillsbury Western Illinois Fr. M
Quin Ryan North Dakota State Fr. F
Abbey Stratton North Dakota State Fr. D
Elizabeth Watza Oakland Fr. GK
 Newcomer Team
End of the Year Awards
Date Player School
Sept. 4 Robyn Ruypers Western Illinois
Sept. 10 Kellyn Farrell South Dakota State
Sept. 17 Michelle Martinez North Dakota State
Sept. 24 Sheri Levack IUPUI
Oct. 1 Katelyn Wisner Western Illinois
Oct. 8 Lorraine Thompson North Dakota State
Oct. 15 Quin Ryan North Dakota State
Oct. 22 Chelsea Goosen South Dakota State
Oct. 29 Misako Inaba Western Illinois
Nov. 5 Shaley Ipson Southern Utah
Offensive Player of the Week
Date Player School
Sept. 4 Monica Morgan North Dakota State
Sept. 10 Ali Hilsher Centenary
Sept. 17 Stef Gurley Oral Roberts
Sept. 24 Jamie Farrell IUPUI
Oct. 1 Stef Gurley Oral Roberts
Oct. 8 Kim Herbst Oakland
Oct. 15 Meghan Tyk Western Illinois
Oct. 22 Jamie Farrell IUPUI
Oct. 29 Stef Gurley Oral Roberts
Nov. 5 Nicole Lograsso South Dakota State
Defensive Player of the Week
OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Kristi Tomczyk, Oakland
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Kelly Larson, South Dakota State
NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR
Shakira Duncan, Oral Roberts
COACH OF THE YEAR
Tony Guinn, Western Illinois
Kelly Larson, the Summit League Defensive Player of the Year 
and First-Team All-Conference selection, started in all 17 games 
for the Jacks. 
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SDSU Women’s Soccer History
Year-by-Year Offensive Statistics
YEAR GP G A PTS G/Gm SH SH/Gm SH% SOG SOG% CK PK Fouls YC RC
2000 17 23 16 62 1.40 242 14.2 .095 40 .165 37 1-3 97 3 0
2001 Ñ 20 Ñ 57 Ñ 46 Ñ 160 Ñ 2.80 Ñ 429 21.5 .133 Ñ 239 Ñ .557 Ñ 79 Ñ 5-5 179 Ñ 10 0
2002 18 45 36 126 2.48 391 Ñ 21.7 Ñ .115 62 .159 72 1-2 187 7 Ñ 2
2003 19 28 25 81 1.47 401 21.1 .070 147 .367 60 0-0 221 9 1
Division I era
2004 17 18 16 52 1.05 198 11.6 .091 92 .465 38 0-0 173 5 0
2005 18 13 9 35 0.71 189 10.5 .069 96 .508 29 0-2 210 7 0
2006 Ñ 20 32 24 88 1.60 286 14.3 .112 137 .479 68 0-3 Ñ 231 3 0
2007 17 32 26 90 1.77 233 13.7 .137 122 .524 65 1-1 150 8 0
D1 Totals 72 95 75 265 1.32 906 12.6 .105 447 .493 200 1-6 764 23 0
All-Time 146 248 198 694 1.70 2369 16.2 .105 935 .395 448 8-16 1448 52 3
Ñ school record
Key
GP: Games Played / G: Goals / A: Assists / PTS: Points Scored (Goals [2] + Assists [1]) / G/Gm: Goals per Game / SH: Shots / SH/Gm: Shots per Game / SH%: Shot Percentage / SOG: Shots on Goal / 
SOG%: Shots on Goal Percentage / CK: Corner Kicks / PK: Penalty Kicks Made/Taken / YC: Yellow Cards / RC: Red Cards
Annual Statistical Leaders
Year Goals Assists Points Made Penalty Kicks Shots
2000 12, Jennifer Briggs / So. 5, Nellie Stebbins / Jr. 28, Jennifer Briggs / So. 1, Jennifer Briggs / So. 68, Jennifer Briggs / So.
2001 Ñ 18, Janine Fagan / Jr. Ñ 10, Jennifer Briggs / Jr. Ñ 40, Janine Fagan / Jr. Ñ 3, Melissa Speiser / So. Ñ 79, Janine Fagan / Jr.
2002 13, Jennifer Briggs / Sr. 5, Janine Fagan / Sr. 28, Jennifer Briggs / Sr. 1, Cassy Hitt / So. 75, Jennifer Briggs / Sr.
2003 6, Melissa Speiser / Sr. 4, Melissa Spiser / Sr.
4, Michelle Rahe / Jr.
16, Melissa Speiser / Sr. none 75, Michelle Rahe / Jr.
Division I era
2004 9, Kelsey Worcester / Fr. 4, Michelle Rahe / Sr. 19, Kelsey Worcester / Fr. none 30, Kelsey Worcester / Fr.
2005 5, Kelsey Worcester / So. 2, Kelsey Worcester / So.
2, Kellyn Farrell / Fr.
12, Kelsey Worcester / So. none 36, Kelsey Worcester / So.
2006 8, Chelsea Goosen / So. 4, Kelsey Worcester / Jr.
4, Kellyn Farrell / So.
18, Chelsea Goosen / So. none 68, Kellyn Farrell / So.
2007 5, Kellyn Farrell / Jr.
5, Kelsey Worcester / Sr.
5, Kaitlin Justice / Fr.
6, Kellyn Farrell / Jr. 16, Kellyn Farrell / Jr. 1, Jessica Heine / So. 55, Kellyn Farrell / Jr.
Ñ school record
Left: Kellyn Farrell led 
the Jacks in Scoring in 
2007. She also ranks 
in the top 10 in points, 
goals, game-winning 
goals, assists, shots 
attempted, shots on 
goal, games started and 
minutes played. 
Right: Jennifer Briggs 
played only three years 
for the Jacks. In that 
time she ranks first 
all-time in points, goals, 
assists, shots attempted 
and second in shots 
on goal. 
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SDSU Women’s Soccer History
Year-by-Year Goaltending Statistics
YEAR GP Min GA GAA W L T SO SV PCT
2000 17 1544:38 52 3.03 5 Ñ 12 0 2 Ñ 162 .757
2001 Ñ 20 1831:26 39 1.92 Ñ 13 6 1 6 138 .780
2002 18 1631:18 28 1.54 10 8 0 4 116 .806
2003 19 Ñ 1859:54 Ñ 10 Ñ 0.48 8 5 Ñ 6 Ñ 11 111 Ñ.917
Division I era
2004 17 1550:00 27 1.57 5 11 1 2 158 .854
2005 18 1655:14 33 1.79 5 Ñ 12 1 1 92 .736
2006 Ñ 20 1854:38 22 1.07 8 9 3 8 102 .823
2007 17 1630:00 15 0.83 9 4 4 7 95 .864
D1 Totals 72 97 1.35 27 35 9 18 447 .822
All-Time 146 226 1.55 63 67 16 41 974 .812
Ñ school record
Key
GP: Games Played / Min: Minutes Played / GA: Goals Against / GAA: Goals-Against Average / W: Wins / L: Losses / T: Ties / SO: Shutouts / SV: Saves / PCT: Save Percentage
Annual Statistical Leaders
Year Goalie Saves Save Percentage Victories Shutouts Goals-Against Average
2000 Ñ 138, Molly Lennon / So. .762, Molly Lennon / So. 4, Molly Lennon / So. 2, Molly Lennon / So. 3.33, Molly Lennon / So.
2001 137, Brittany Frazier / Fr. .778, Brittany Frazier / Fr. Ñ 13, Brittany Frazier / Fr. 6, Brittany Frazier / Fr. 1.92, Brittany Frazier / Fr.
2002 94, Brittany Frazier / So. .803, Brittany Frazier / So. 10, Brittany Frazier / So. 4, Brittany Frazier / So. 1.46, Brittany Frazier / So.
2003 108, Erin Miller / Sr. Ñ.915, Erin Miller / Sr. 8, Erin Miller / Sr. Ñ 8, Erin Miller / Sr. Ñ 0.51, Erin Miller / Sr.
Division I era
2004 121, Jennifer Davis / So. .858, Jennifer Davis / So. 3, Brittany Frazier / Sr. 1, Bittany Frazier / Sr.
1, Jenn Davis / So
1.40, Brittany Frazier / Sr.
2005 47, Nicole Lograsso / Fr. .734, Nicole Lograsso / Fr. 4, Nicole Lograsso / Fr. 1, Jenn Davis / Jr. 1.79, Nicole Lograsso / Fr.
2006 62, Nicole Lograsso / So. .861, Nicole Lograsso / So. 4, Nicole Lograsso / So.
4, Jenn Davis / Sr.
6, Nicole Lograsso / So. 0.81, Nicole Lograsso / So.
2007 68, Nicole Lograsso / Jr. .895, Nicole Lograsso / Jr. 7, Nicole Lograsso / Jr. 5, Nicole Lograsso / Jr. 0.83, Nicole Lograsso
Ñ school record
Note
min. 33% of team minutes played to qualify for save percentage and goals-against average
Nicole Lograsso ranks in the top-five of all goaltending categories at SDSU. Brittany Frazier ranks first in SDSU history in wins, saves, minutes and shutouts. 
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Janine Fagan played 
just two seasons at 
South Dakota State 
University and ranks 
second all-time in 
goals and points. 
Fagan also holds 
several other career, 
season and individual 
game records.
Career Scoring Leaders
Name GP G A PTS PTS/GM YEARS
1 Jennifer Briggs 55 39 16 94 1.71 2000-02
2 Janine Fagan 38 28 9 65 1.71 2001-02
3 Kelsey Worcester 72 24 9 57 0.79 2004-07
4 Melissa Speiser 72 19 8 46 0.64 2000-03
5 Kellyn Farrell 53 12 12 36 0.68 2005-p
6 Amy Goodrich 64 12 11 35 0.55 2001-04
7 Chelsea Goosen 54 14 5 33 0.61 2005-p
8 Michelle Rahe 72 10 11 31 0.43 2001-04
9 Molly Scharfenkamp 74 5 11 21 0.28 2001-04
Alissa Bernth 67 7 7 21 0.31 2001-04
11 Susan Mason 20 7 6 20 1.00 2001
12 Heather Hill 65 7 3 17 0.26 2004-07
13 Erin Kasmarik 54 5 5 15 0.28 2005-p
14 Cassy Hitt 28 3 8 14 0.50 2001-02
15 Kara Carpenter 37 4 5 13 0.35 2002-03
16 Sarah Bryant 34 5 2 12 0.35 2003-04
17 Kaitlin Justice 17 5 1 11 0.65 2007-p
Kerstyn Farrell 55 3 5 11 0.20 2005-p
19 Anne Baltzersen 16 3 4 10 0.62 2002
Tory Schiltgen 17 3 4 10 0.59 2007-p
21 Nellie Stebbins 16 2 5 9 0.60 2000
Josie Hutchinson 49 4 1 9 0.18 2000-02
Danni Healy 17 3 3 9 0.52 2007-p
24 Vanessa Paswaters 48 2 2 6 0.15 2004-p
Kayla Larson 6 2 2 6 1.00 2002
Name G Years
1 Jennifer Briggs 39 2000-02
2 Janine Fagan 28 2001-02
3 Kelsey Worcester 24 2004-07
4 Melissa Speiser 19 2000-03
5 Chelsea Goosen 14 2005-p
6 Kellyn Farrell 12 2005-p
Amy Goodrich 12 2001-04
8 Michelle Rahe 10 2001-04
9 Susan Mason 7 2001
Alissa Bernth 7 2001-04
Heather HILL 7 2004-07
Name A Years
1 Jennifer Briggs 16 2000-02
2 Kellyn Farrell 12 2005-p
3 Michelle Rahe 11 2001-04
Amy Goodrich 11 2001-04
Molly Scharfenkamp 11 2001-04
6 Janine Fagan 9 2001-02
Kelsey Worcester 9 2004-07
8 Cassy Hitt 8 2001-02
Melissa Speiser 8 2000-03
Alissa Bernth 7 2001-04
Top 10 Goal-Scoring Leaders Top 10 Assist-Scoring Leaders
Individual Career Records
Games Played
74 Molly Scharfenkamp 2001-04
Games Started
71 Maggie Eilers 2003-06
Minutes Played
4824 Kelsey Worcester 2004-07
Goals
39 Jennifer Briggs 2000-02
Assists
16 Jennifer Brigs 2000-02
Points
94 Jennifer Briggs 2000-02
Shots
219 Jennifer Briggs 2000-02
Shot Percentage
.220 Janine Fagan 2001-02
Shots on Goal
77 Kelsey Worcester 2004-07
Game-Winning Goals
8 Jennifer Briggs 2000-02
8 Janine Fagan 2001-02
8 Kelsey Worcester 2004-07
Penalty-Kick Goals
3 Melissa Speiser 2000-03
Multi-Goal Games
10 Jennifer Briggs 2000-02
Saves
267 Brittany Frazier 2001-04
Saves/gm
10.62 Molly Lennon 2000
Goals-Against Average
0.51 Erin Miller 2003
Wins
26 Brittany Frazier 2001-04
Losses
19 Jenn Davis 2003-06
Ties
6 Erin Miller 2003
6 Nicole Logasso 2005-p
Shutouts
11 Brittany Frazier 2001-04
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ALL-AMERICAN — Erin 
Miller transferred to South 
Dakota State University 
following a three-year playing 
career at the University of 
Nebraska. During her one 
season at SDSU, Miller 
posted a 8-5-6 record and 
a .51 goals-against average 
enroute to becoming the 
first All-American in school 
history. Miller was also 
named the co-Most Valuable 
Player of the North Central 
Conference in 2003.
Name Min SV SOG PCT YRS
1 Erin Miller 1,780 108 118 .915 2003-04
2 Nicole Lograsso 3,152 177 136? .835 2005-p
3 Jenn Davis 2,682 202 250 .808 2003-06
4 Brittany Frazier 3,703 267 336 .795 2001-04
5 Molly Lennon 1,163 138 181 .762 2000
min. 1,000 minutes played
Name Min GA SV GAA YRS
1 Erin Miller 1,780 10 108 0.51 2003-04
2 Nicole Lograsso 3,152 35 177 1.00 2005-p
3 Jenn Davis 2,682 48 202 1.61 2003-06
4 Brittany Frazier 3,703 69 267 1.68 2001-04
5 Molly Lennon 1,163 43 138 3.33 2000
min. 1,000 minutes played
Name W T Pct YRS
1 Brittany Frazier 26 1 .646 2001-04
2 Nicole Lograsso 15 6 .556 2005-p
Erin Miller 8 6 .579 2003
4 Jenn Davis 7 3 .293 2003-06
5 Molly Lennon 4 8 .333 2000
Name SO YRS
1 Brittany Frazier 11 2001-04
2 Nicole Lograsso 10 2005-p
3 Erin Miller 8 2003
4 Jenn Davis 3 2003-06
5 Molly Lennon 2 2000
Name SV SV% YRS
1 Brittany Frazier 267 .795 2001-04
2 Jenn Davis 202 .808 2003
3 Nicole Lograsso 177 .835 2005-p
4 Molly Lennon 138 .762 2000
5 Erin Miller 108 .915 2003
6 Melissa Speiser 41 .774 2000-03
Name SO YRS
1 Brittany Frazier 3,703 2001-04
2 Nicole Lograsso 3,152 2005-p
3 Jenn Davis 2,682 2003-06
4 Erin Miller 1,780 2003














1578 Kelly Larson 2007
Goals
18 Janine Fagan 2001
Assists
10 Jennifer Briggs 2001
Points
40 Janine Fagan 2001
Shots
79 Janine Fagan 2001
Shot Percentage
.417 Melissa Speiser 2001
Shots on Goal
48 Janine Fagan 2001
Game-Winning Goals
7 Janine Fagan 2001
Penalty-Kick Goals
3 Melissa Speiser 2001
Multi-Goal Games
5 Janine Fagan 2001
Saves
138 Molly Lennon 2000
Saves/gm
10.62 Molly Lennon 2000
Goals-Against Average
0.51 Erin Miller 2003
Wins
13 Brittany Frazier 2001
Losses
8 Jenn Davis 2004
Ties
6 Erin Miller 2003
Shutouts
8 Erin Miller 2003
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Miscellaneous Team Records
Games
Most Games Played - Season 20 twice, last: 2006
Most Games Won - Season 13 2001 (13-6-1)
Most Home Games Won - Season 6 3x, last: 2007
Fewest Games Won - Season 5 3x, last: 2005
Most Games Lost - Season 12 twice, last: 2005
Most Games Tied - Season 6 2003
Most Consecutive Wins - Season 4 twice, last: Sept. 11-21, 2002
Most Consecutive Wins 5 Oct. 28, 2000 - Sept. 2, 2001
Most Consecutive Home Wins 5 Sept. 15 - Oct. 20, 2001
Most Consecutive Losses 8 Sept. 24 - Oct. 22, 2000
Most Consecutive Winless Games 9 Sept. 8 - October 6, 2006
Most Overtime Games - Season 9 2003
Most Consecutive Overtime Games - Season 4 twice, last: Oct. 19 - Nov. 2, 2003
Most Overtime Wins - Season 2 2003
Goals
Most Goals - Half 6 twice, last: vs. Si Tanka (Huron), 2nd half; Sept. 9, 2003
Most Goals - Game 10 vs. Si Tanka (Huron); Sept. 9, 2003
Most Goals Scored - Season 57 2001
Fewest Goals Scored - Season 13 2005
Most Goals Against - Game 8 Northern Colorado; Oct. 7, 2000
Most Goals Against - Season 52 2000
Fewest Goals Against - Season 10 2003
Most Corner Kicks - Season 79 2001
Most Penalty Kicks - Season 5 2001
Most Shots on Goal - Game 25 vs. Augustana; Oct. 25, 2002
Most Shots on Goal - Season 239 2001
Fewest Shots on Goal - Game 0 3x, last: vs. Southeast Missouri; Oct. 28, 2005
Fewest Shots on Goal - Season 40 2000
Assists
Most Assists - Half 6 3x, last: vs. College of St. Mary; Sept. 4, 2006
Most Assists - Game 9 twice, last: vs. College of St. Mary; Sept. 4, 2006
Most Assists - Season 46 2001
Fewest Assists - Season 9 2005
Points
Most Points - Half 18 vs. Sioux Falls; Sept. 11, 2002
Most Points - Game 28 vs. Si Tanka (Huron); Sept. 9, 2003
Most Points - Season 160 2001
Fewest Points - Season 35 2005
Penalties
Most Fouls - Half 16 vs. Weber State, 2nd half; Sept. 8, 2006
Most Fouls - Game 29 vs. Weber State; Sept. 8, 2006
Most Fouls - Season 231 2006
Most Yellow Cards - Season 10 2001
Most Red Cards - Season 2 2002
Other Team Records
Most Saves - Half 12 3x, last: vs. Nebraska-Omaha, 1st half; Oct. 31, 2004
Most Saves - Game 20 vs. Marquette; Aug. 29, 2004
Most Saves - Season 162 2000
Most Consecutive Halves Without Scoring a Goal 17 Sept. 9, 2005 (1st half) - Oct. 9, 2005 (2nd half)
Most Consecutive Halves With At Least One Goal 7 Nov. 4, 2001 (2nd half) - Sept. 7, 2002 (2nd half)
Shortest Span Between Goals 14 seconds Tasha Swift (28:05) - Chelsea Goosen (28:19)
vs. College of St. Mary; Sept. 4, 2006
Individual Game Records
Goals
5 Jennifer Briggs 9/3/00
5 Janine Fagan 11/2/02
Assists
3 Kelsey Worcester 9/4/06
3 Molly Scharfenkamp 9/7/03
Points
11 Jennifer Briggs 9/3/00
Shots
14 Jennifer Briggs 11/2/02
Shots on Goal
71 Jennifer Briggs 2000-02
Saves
20 Jenn Davis 8/29/04
Quickest Goal
0:45 Jennifer Briggs 9/15/02
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2000 (5-12-0; 1-8-0 NCC)
• First Season of Women’s Soccer
• Ninth Place, North Central Conference
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
date rank opponent loc  result
A27 - MSU-Moorhead 1 L 0 1 ot
A27 - Northern State a L 1 2 
S2 - Minnesota-Morris a L 1 3  
S3 - Sioux Falls 2 W 8 0  
S10 - SW Minnesota State h L 0 7  
S13 - Morningside a W 3 2  
S19 - Sioux Falls h W 2 0  
S23 - + Morningside h W 1 0  
S24 - + South Dakota h L 1 4  
S30 - + Augustana a L 0 1 ot
O7 - + Northern Colorado h L 0 8 
O8 - + Nebraska Omaha h L 2 6 
O14 - + North Dakota a L 1 2 
O15 - + North Dakota State a L 0 6 
O21 - + St. Cloud State a L 0 5 
O22 - + MSU-Mankato a L 0 4 
O28 - Briar Cliff a W 3 1 
+  North Central Conference game
1-NSIC/NCC Crossover (Aberdeen, S.D.)
2-UMM Lotto Championships (Morris, Minn.)
Scoring Leaders
Player G A P GW
Jennifer Briggs 12 4 28 2
Melissa Speiser 6 2 14 2
Nellie Stebbins 2 5 9 0
 
Goalkeepers
Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Molly Lennon 4 8 0 3.03 162 .757
Melissa Speiser 1 3 0 2.49 22 .733
Nellie Stebbins 0 1 0 0.98 2 .667
2001 (13-6-1; 5-4-0 NCC)
• NCC Tournament Finalist
• Fourth Place, North Central Conference
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
date rank opponent loc  result
A25 - Northern State 1 W 2 0 
A26 - Minnesota-Morris a W 4 1 
S1 - Bemidji State a W 6 0 
S2 - MSU-Moorhead a W 4 2 
S7 - Missouri Southern h T 3 3 ot2
S9 - Rockhurst h L 1 7 
S12 - SW Minnesota State a W 2 1 ot
S15 - Mary (N.D.) h W 1 0 
S22 - + Morningside a W 2 0 
S23 - + South Dakota a L 0 1 
S26 - Sioux Falls a W 2 0 
S29 - + Augustana h W 6 0 
O5 - + Northern Colorado a L 1 4 
O7 - + Nebraska Omaha a L 2 6 
O13 - + North Dakota h W 6 2 
O14 - + North Dakota State h W 2 1 
O20 - + St. Cloud State h W 4 1 
O21 - + MSU-Mankato h L 1 6 
O27 - Briar Cliff h W 6 1 
N4 - MSU-Mankato 2 L 2 3 
+  North Central Conference game
1  NSIC/NCC Crossover (Morris, Minn.)
2  NCC Tournament (Mankato, Minn.)
Scoring Leaders
Player G A P GW
Janine Fagan 18 4 40 7
Jennifer Briggs 14 10 38 2
Susan Mason 7 6 20 2
Amy Goodrich 4 4 12 1
Melissa Speiser 5 1 11 0
 
Goalkeepers
Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Brittany Frazier 13 6 1 1.92 137 .778
2002 (10-8-0; 2-6-0 NCC)
• Seventh Place, North Central Conference
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
date rank opponent loc  result
A30 - Wayne State a W 2 0 
A30 - Northwest Missouri 1 W 4 1 
S7 - Missouri-Rolla h W 3 0 
S8 - Winona State h L 0 3 
S11 - Sioux Falls h W 8 0 
S14 - MSU-Moorhead h W 6 0 
S15 - Emporia State h W 2 1 
S21 - Southwest Baptist 2 W 2 1 ot
S22 - Minnesota-Duluth 2 L 0 1 
S28 - + MSU-Mankato h W 2 1 
O4 - + North Dakota State h L 0 3 
O6 - + St. Cloud State h L 2 3 ot
O11 - + South Dakota a L 0 2 
O13 - + Nebraska Omaha a L 0 5 
O19 14 + Northern Colorado h L 0 1 
O20 - + North Dakota h L 1 4 
O25 - + Augustana a W 5 1
N2 - SW Minnesota State h W 8 1 
+  North Central Conference game
1  Wayne State Invitational (Wayne, Neb.)
2  UNO Tournament (Omaha, Neb.)
Scoring Leaders
Player G A P GW
Jennifer Briggs 13 2 28 4
Janine Fagan 10 5 25 1
Anne Baltzersen 3 4 10 0
Alissa Bernth 4 0 8 1
 
Goalkeepers
Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Brittany Frazier 10 6 0 1.46 94 .803
Melissa Speiser 0 2 0 2.21 19 .826
Mariah Farley 0 0 0 1.92 3 .750
2003 (8-5-6; 2-2-3 NCC)
• Fourth Place, North Central Conference
• NCC Tournament Finalist
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
date rank opponent loc  result
A30 - Truman State a L 0 2 
S3 - Si Tanka (Huron) h W 10 0  
S6 - SW Minnesota State a W 2 0 
S7 - Minnesota-Crookston h W 3 0  
S13 - Minnesota-Duluth a T 0 0 ot2
S14 - Winona State a W 3 1
S20 - Wayne State h W 4 0 
S27 - Central Missouri State a L 0 1 
S28 - Missouri-Rolla 1 W 2 0
O5 - + St. Cloud State a T 0 0 ot2
O6 - + MSU-Mankato a L 0 1 ot
O11 6 + North Dakota h W 0 1 ot2
O12 - + North Dakota State h T 1 1 ot2
O17 - + South Dakota a L 0 2
O19 8 + Nebraska-Omaha h T 0 0 ot2
O24 - + Augustana a W 2 1 ot
O26 - Northern State h T 0 0 ot2
N2 - St. Mary (Neb.) h T 0 0 ot2
N7 23 MSU-Mankato 2 L 0 1
+  North Central Conference game
1  CMSU Classic (Warrensburg, Mo.)
2  NCC Tournament (Mankato, Minn.)
Scoring Leaders
Player G A P GW
Melissa Speiser 6 4 16 0
Molly Scharfenkamp 5 3 13 2
Amy Goodrich 5 3 13 2
Michelle Rahe 4 4 12 2
 
Goalkeepers
Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Erin Miller 8 5 6 0.51 108 .915
Jenn Davis 0 0 0 0.00 11.000
2004 (5-11-1)
First Season at NCAA Division I Level
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
date rank opponent loc  result
A27 - Wisconsin-Milwaukee a L 0 2
A29 - Marquette 1 L 0 1
S4 - Creighton a L 0 2
S10 - George Washington 2 L 0 1
S12 - Western Illinois 2 W 2 0
S18 - Wayne State h W 3 1
S24 - Long Beach State 3 L 0 3
S26 - North Dakota State 3 L 0 2
O3 - Mary (N.D.) h W 3 1
O7 - Utah Valley State a L 0 3
O9 - Southern Utah a L 0 1
O15 - Northern Colorado a L 2 3
O17 - Carroll College 4 W 2 0
O23 - St. Mary (Neb.) h T 1 1 ot2
O24 - Augustana h W 4 2
O29 - Minnesota a L 1 2
O31 22* Nebraska-Omaha h L 0 2
* Division II ranking
1  Milwaukee Cup (Milwaukee, Wis.)
2  Diadora Classic (Omaha, Neb.)
3  Bluejay Classic (Omaha, Neb.)
4  UNC Classic (Greeley, Colo.)
Scoring Leaders
Player G A P GW
Kelsey Worcester 9 1 19 3
Michelle Rahe 1 4 6 1
Sarah Bryant 2 1 5 0
Lisa Robinson 2 0 4 0
Amy Goodrich 1 2 4 0
 
Goalkeepers
Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Jenn Davis 2 8 1 1.64 121 .858
Brittany Frazier 3 2 0 1.40 36 .837
2005 (5-12-1)
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
date rank opponent loc  result
A26 - Minnesota State h W 4 1
A28 - Creighton h L 1 5
S2 - Northern Iowa h W 2 1
S9 - Iowa State a L 0 1
S11 - at Minnesota a T 0 0 ot2
S16 - Wisconsin-Green Bay h L 0 3
S23 - Oregon a L 0 2
S25 20 Oregon State a L 0 3
S30 - Wyoming a L 0 4
O2 - Nevada 1 L 0 1
O7 - Drake a L 0 2
O9 - St. Mary’s (Neb) a W 2 1 ot
O14 - Montana h W 2 1
O16 - Northern Colorado h L 0 2
O20 - Utah Valley State h L 0 2
O23 - North Dakota State a L 0 1 ot2
O28 - Southeast Missouri a L 0 2
O30 - Murray State a W 2 1
1  Wyoming Cowgirl Shootout (Laramie, Wyo.)
Scoring Leaders
Player G A P GW
Kelsey Worcester 5 2 12 3
Chelsea Goosen 4 0 8 1
Kellyn Farrell 2 2 6 1
 
Goalkeepers
Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Nicole Lograsso 4 5 0 1.79 47 .734
Jenn Davis 1 7 1 1.80 42 .724
2006 (8-9-3; 2-1-0 USC)
• USC Tournament Champions
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer
date rank opponent loc  result
A25 - Northern Iowa a W 3 0
A27 - Northern Illinois a W 3 2
A30 - Creighton a L 0 2
S4 - St. Mary (Neb.) h W 7 0
S8 - Weber State 1 T 2 2 ot2
S10 - IUPUI 1 L 0 3
S15 - Drake h L 1 3
S22 - Wisconsin-Green Bay a L 0 1
S24 - Wisconsin-Milwaukee a L 0 1
S29 - Northern Colorado 2 L 0 3
O1 - Montana a L 0 1
O4 - ^ North Dakota State h L 0 1
06 - Texas Tech h T 0 0 ot2
O13 - ^ IPFW h W 3 0
O15 - Minnesota h L 1 2
O20 - ^ Utah Valley State a W 1 0
O21 - Dixie h W 2 1
N2 - Howard 3 W 8 0
N3 - Utah Valley State 3 T 0 0 ot#
N5 - North Dakota State 3 W 1 0
^  United Soccer Conference game
1  Bison Invitational Tournament (Fargo, N.D.)
2  Montana Tournament (Missoula, Mont.)
3  USC Tournament; Washington, D.C.
#  SDSU wins shootout 4-1 to advance to championship
Scoring Leaders
Player G A P GW
Chelsea Goosen 8 2 18 3
Kellyn Farrell 5 4 14 2
Kelsey Worcester 5 4 14 2
 
Goalkeepers
Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Nicole Lograsso 4 5 2 0.81 62 .861
Jenn Davis 4 4 1 1.46 38 .760
2007 (9-4-4; 5-1-2 Summit League)  
Head Coach Lang Wedemeyer      
        
date rank opponent loc  result   
A31 - Northern Iowa h T 1 1 ot2
S7 - Oakland h W 3 0  
S9 - Mary h W 2 0  
S13 - Southern Utah a T 1 1 ot2 
S16 -  Creighton h L 1 2  
S21 - Weber State h T 2 2 ot2 
S23 - Iowa h L 2 3  
S28 - DU-W a L 0 2  
O5 - IPFW h W 4 0  
O7 - IUPUI h W 2 1  
O11 - Western Illinois a L 0 1  
O14 - Utah Valley h W 7 0  
O18 - North Dakota State h W 2 1 ot2 
O26 - Centenary a T 0 0 ot2 
O28 - Oral Roberts a W 1 0  
N2 - Liberty a W 2 0  
N4 - Longwood a W 2 0  
        
Scoring Leaders      
Player   G A P  GW 
Kellyn Farrell 5 6 16  2 
Kelsey Worcester 5 2 12  0 
Kaitlin Justice 5 2 11  3 
        
Goalkeepers      
        
        
   















Player W L T GAA Sv Sv%
Nicole Lograsso 7 2 4 0.61 68 .895
Daniella Pappas 1 1 0 1.00 9 .818
Brienna Rogers 1 1 0 1.67 13 .722
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SDSU Women’s Soccer History
South Dakota State Alumni
---A--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
none
---B--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Baltzersen, Anne 02 M 16 3 4 10 34 .088 0 Oslo, Norway
Beastrom, Brittney 00 D 2 0 0 0 0 .000 0 Pierre, S.D.
Bernth, Alissa 01-04 F 67 7 7 21 162 .043 2 Ralston, Neb.
Brause, Karoline 03-06 D 52 1 1 3 18 .056 0 Fergus Falls, Minn.
Bray, Elise 03-04 D 16 0 0 0 4 .000 0 Brettendorf, Iowa
Briggs, Jennifer 00-02 M-F 55 39 16 94 219 .178 8 Osseo, Minn.
Brown, Janel 03-06 M 63 1 2 4 24 .042 0 Des Moines, Iowa
Bryant, Sara 03-04 F 34 5 2 12 32 .156 0 Kansas City, Mo.
---C--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Carpenter, Kara 02-03 M-D 37 4 5 13 61 .066 1 Manhattan, Kan.
Christensen, Jessica 00 M 16 0 0 0 14 .000 0 Sioux City, Iowa
---D--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Dagerman, Abbey 02 M 17 1 2 4 8 .125 0 Omaha, Neb.
Davis, Jenn 03-06 GK 40 0 3 3 1 .000 0 Raytown, Mo.
Ñ Drayton, Lexy 06-P
Drews, Abby 03 M-D 19 0 1 1 7 .000 0 Omaha, Neb.
Duffy, Abby 00-01 M 33 0 1 1 32 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
---E--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Eilers, Maggie 03-06 D 73 0 2 2 15 .000 0 Brookings, S.D.
---F--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Fagan, Janine 01-02 M 38 28 9 65 127 .220 8 Newcastle, England
Failla, Carly 01-02 M 37 1 2 4 19 .053 1 Omaha, Neb.
Farley, Mariah 02-03 GK 6 0 0 0 0 .000 0 Lihue, Hawaii
Ñ Farrell, Kellyn 2005-P M-F Littleton, Colo.
Ñ Farrell, Kerstyn 2005-P D Littleton, Colo.
Frazier, Brittany 01-04 GK 45 1 0 2 3 .333 0 Laramie, Wyo.
---G--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Goodrich, Amy 01-04 F 64 12 11 35 124 .097 4 Coralville, Iowa
Ñ Goosen, Chelsea 05-P M Olathe, Kan.
---H--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Hasis, Jennifer 01-04 D 66 0 1 1 18 .000 0 Roanoke, Va.
Ñ Healy, Danni 07-P Edina, Minn.
Ñ Heine, Jessica 06-P D Sioux Falls, S.D.
Hill, Heather 04-07 M 65 7 3 17 63 .111 2 Spearfish, S.D.
Hitt, Cassy 01-02 M 28 3 8 14 24 .125 0 Ogden, Utah
Hoefert, Kara 00 M-F 15 0 0 0 4 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Hoppes, Dessie 01-03 D 52 0 2 2 9 .000 0 Fremont, Neb.
Husby, Jenny 00 D 15 0 0 0 5 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Hutchinson, Josie 00-02 F-D 49 4 1 9 30 .133 0 Newcastle, Wyo.
---I--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
none
---J--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Ñ Janckila, JoLynn 07-P D Appleton, Wis.
Ñ Justice, Kaitlin 07-P M Omaha, Neb.
---K--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Ñ Kasmarik, Erin 05-P M-F Coon Rapids, Minn.
---L--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Lane, Liz 04-07 M 47 o 1 1 10 .000 0 West Des Moines, Iowa
Larson, Kayla 02 F 6 2 2 6 7 .286 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Ñ Larson, Kelly 05-P D Mahtomedi, Minn.
Lee, Amanda 01 D 9 0 0 0 5 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Lennon, Molly 00 GK 13 0 0 0 0 .000 0 Sioux City, Iowa
Lira, Chelsea 06-07 F 27 2 0 4 15 .133 0 Leavenworth, Kan.
Ñ Lograsso, Nicole 05-P GK Ames
---M--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Mason, Susan 01 F 20 7 6 20 51 .137 2 Omaha, Neb.
Miller, Erin 03 GK 19 0 1 1 6 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
---N--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Nagelhout, Elizabeth 07-P F Sioux Falls, S.D.
Nelson, Natalie 00 M 8 0 1 1 3 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Newton, Cristina 00 F 14 0 0 0 12 .000 0 Spearfish, S.D.
Noel, Janelle 02 M-D 18 0 3 3 13 .000 0 San Juan, Trinidad
Nuss, Diana 06 M 8 0 0 0 4 .000 0 Brandon, S.D.
---O--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
none
---P--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Ñ Pappas, Daniella 2006-P GK West Des Moines, Iowa
Ñ Paswaters, Vanessa 2004-P M-D Longmont, Colo.
Piorier, Stephanie 00 M 16 0 0 0 18 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Pudenz, Annie 05 M 16 0 0 0 9 .000 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
---Q--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Ñ Quigley, Emily 07-P F/F Lenexa, Kan.
---R--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Rada, Brandi 01 M-D 19 1 2 4 7 .143 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Rahe, Michelle 01-04 M 72 10 11 31 182 .055 4 Kearney, Neb.
Roberdeau, Amanda 00 F 13 1 0 2 5 .200 1 Bismarck, N.D.
Robinson, Lisa 04-05 F 35 2 1 5 26 .077 0 Rapid City, S.D.
Ñ Rogers, Brienna 07-P Wauwatosa, Wis.
Rounds, Erika 00-01 D 33 0 2 2 13 .000 0 Pierre, S.D.
---S--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Sakata, Erin 05-06 M-F 37 0 3 3 21 .000 0 Merced, Calif.
Schafer, Stephanie 00 F 17 1 1 3 17 .059 0 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Ñ Schaller, Alex 2005-P D-M Maple Grove, Minn.
Scharfenkamp, Molly 01-04 F-M 74 5 11 21 82 .061 2 Omaha, Neb.
Schiermeister, Ashley 03 F 17 1 0 2 19 0.53 1 Bondurant, Iowa
Ñ Schlitgen, Tory 07-P M Hugo, Minn.
Schramm, Valerie 03-04 F 8 0 0 0 2 .000 0 North Platte, Neb.
Schwab, Becky 00-01 D 28 0 2 2 1 .000 0 Aberdeen, S.D.
Sorlie, Stine 02-03 M-D 30 0 0 0 10 .000 0 Oslo, Norway
Speiser, Melissa 00-03 GK-M 72 19 8 46 121 .157 3 Casper, Wyo.
Stebbins, Nellie 00 F-GK 15 2 5 9 22 .091 0 Rapid City, S.D.
Swift, Natasha 06 D-M 20 1 0 2 20 .050 0 Littleton, Colo.
---T--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Thorbjornsen, Melissa 02 F 9 1 2 4 7 .143 0 Rapid City, S.D.
Touby, Katherine 03-04 F 3 0 0 0 1 .000 0 Cheyenne, Wyo.
Tritz, Rachael 06 D 14 0 1 1 2 .000 0 Sioux City, Iowa
---U--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
none
---V--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Ñ Van Gerpen, Kellie 2005-P F Brookings, S.D.
---W--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Waedekin, Erica 03 D 2 0 0 0 0 .000 0 Mukwanago, Wis.
Wells, Nicki 03 M 14 0 0 0 4 .000 0 Ankeny, Iowa
Wey, Christine 04 M 1 0 0 0 1 .000 0 Brookings, S.D.
Wiemann, Megan 05 F 1 0 0 0 0 .000 0 Brookings, S.D.
Worcester, Kelsey 04-07 F 72 24 9 57 141 .170 8 Anamosa, Iowa
---XYZ--- Career P GP G A Pts Sh Sh% GW Hometown
Ñ Yungbauer, Betsy 07-P D Woodbury, Minn.
---GOALIES--- Career GP Min GA GAA SV W L T SO Hometown
Davis, Jenn 03-06 40 2682:08 48 1.61 202 7 19 3 3 Raytown, Mo.
Farley, Mariah 02-03 6 82:38 1 1.09 3 0 0 0 0 Lihue, Hawaii
Frazier, Brittany 01-04 45 3703:00 69 1.68 267 26 14 1 11 Larmie, Wyo.
Lennon, Molly 00 13 1163:08 43 3.33 138 4 8 0 2 Sioux City, Iowa
Ñ Lograsso, Nicole 05-P Ames, Iowa
Miller, Erin 03 19 1780:08 10 0.51 108 8 5 6 8 Sioux Falls, S.D.
Ñ Pappas, Daniella 06-P West Des Moines, Iowa
Ñ Rogers, Brienna 07-P Wauwatosa, Wis.
Speiser, Melissa 00-03 72 452:11 12 2.39 41 1 5 0 0 Casper, Wyo.
Stebbins, Nellie 00 15 92:14 1 .098 2 0 1 0 0 Rapid City, S.D.
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Kelsey Worcester Fr. F 2004
Kellyn Farrell So. F 2005
All-Independent Honorable Mention
Alissa Bernth Sr. M/D 2004
Jennifer Davis So. GK 2004
Chelsea Goosen So. F/M 2005
Independent All-Academic
Alissa Bernth Sr. M/D 2004
Molly Scharfenkamp Sr. D 2004
Heather Hill Jr. M 2005
Vanessa Paswaters Jr. M/D 2005
Maggie Eilers Sr. D 2005
Independent Newcomer of the Year
Kelsey Worcester Fr. F 2004
Soccer Buzz Magazine All-National Team
Molly Scharfenkamp Sr. D 2004
Kelsey Worcester Fr. F 2004
ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District VII Team
Maggie Eilers Sr. D 2005-06
Chelsea Goosen Jr. M 2006
Kellyn Farrell (1st team) Jr. M/F 2007 
Liz Lane Sr. M 2007
United Soccer Conference All-Tournament Team
Kellyn Farrell So. F 2005
Natasha Swift Fr. M 2005
Maggie Eilers Sr. D 2005
Nicole Lograsso So. GK 2005
USC Tournament MVP
Kellyn Farrell So. F 2005
All-Summit League - First Team
Kelly Larson Jr. D 2007 
Nicole Lograsso Jr. GK 2007
All-Summit League - Second Team
Kellyn Farrell Jr. M/F 2007
All-Summit League Defensive Player of the Year
Kelly Larson Jr. D 2007
Academic All-Summit League
Kellyn Farrell Jr. M/F 2007
Kerstyn Farrell Jr. D 2007
Chelsea Goosen Jr. M 2007
Danielle Healy Fr. F 2007
Jessica Heine So. D 2007
Heather Hill Sr. M 2007
Jolynn Janckila Fr. D 2007
Erin Kasmarik Jr. M/F 2007
Liz Lane Sr. M 2007
Kelly Larson Jr. D 2007
Nicole Lograsso Jr. GK 2007
Elizabeth Nagelhout Fr. F 2007
Danielle Neuhalfen Fr. M/D 2007
Vanessa Paswaters Jr. M/D 2007
Kayla Perleberg Fr. F 2007 
Emily Quigley Fr. F/D 2007
Brienna Rogers Fr. GK 2007
Alex Shaller Jr. M/D 2007
Tory Schiltgen Fr. M 2007 
Kellie VanGerpen Jr. F 2007
Kelsey Worcester Sr. F 2007
Summit League Commissioner’s List of Academic 
Excellence
Kellyn Farrell Jr. M/F 2007 
Kerstyn Farrell Jr. D 2007 
Chelsea Goosen Jr. M 2007 
Jessica Heine So.  D 2007 
Erin Kasmarik Jr. M/F 2007 
Liz Lane Sr. M 2007 
Kelly Larson Jr. D 2007 
Nicole Lograsso Jr. GK 2007
Alex Schaller Jr. M/D 2007 
Kellie VanGerpen Jr. F 2007 
Kelsey Worcester Sr. F 2007 
NSCAA Scholar Athlete All-Region Team
Kellyn Farrell Jr. M/F 2007 
Kerstyn Farrell Jr. D 2007 
Chelsea Goosen Jr. M 2007 
Erin Kasmarik Jr. M/F 2007
Kelly Larson Jr. D 2007
Alex Schaller Jr. M/D 2007
NSCAA Schollar Athlete All-American Team
Kelly Larson Jr. D 2007
    
wDivision II era
First Team All-NCC
Erin Miller Sr. GK 2003
Second Team All-NCC
Michelle Rahe Jr. M 2003
Honorable Mention All-NCC
Jennifer Briggs So. F 2000-01
Janine Fagan Jr. F 2001
Alissa Bernth Fr. M 2001
Carly Failla Fr. D 2001
NCC Player of the Year
Erin Miller Sr. GK 2003
NCC All-Academic
Josie Hutchinson So. F 2000-02
Erica Rounds So. D 2000-01
Stephanie Schafer Jr. F 2000
Amy Goodrich So. M 2002-03
Melissa Speiser Jr. D 2002-03
Jennifer Hasis So. D 2002-03
Janine Fagan Sr. F 2002
Alissa Bernth Jr. M 2003
Molly Scharfenkamp Jr. D 2003
Kara Carpenter Sr. M/D 2003
Dessie Hoppes Jr. D 2003
Second Team All-Region
Jennifer Briggs Jr. F 2001
NSCAA All-Central Region
Erin Miller Sr. GK 2003
NSCAA All-America Second Team
Erin Miller Sr. GK 2003
Player of the Week
2001 (North Central Conference)
9/18 Janine Fagan Offense
2002 (North Central Conference)
9/17 Jennifer Briggs Offense
10/1 Melissa Speiser Offense
11/5 Janine Fagan (2) Offense
2003 (North Central Conference)
9/16 Erin Miller Defense
10/14 Amy Goodrich Offense
10/14 Erin Miller (2) Defense
2004 (Independent)
9/14 Jennifer Davis Defense
10/5 Kelsey Worcester Offense
10/26 Sarah Bryant Offense
10/26 Kelsey Worcester (2) Rookie
2005 (Independent)
9/26 Jennifer Davis (2) Defense
10/9 Erin Kasmarik Defense
2006 (United Soccer Conference)
8/29 Kerstyn Farrell Offense
9/12 Vanessa Paswaters Offense
9/19 Karoline Brause Defense
10/17 Nicole Lograsso Defense
2007 (The Summit League)
9/10 Kellyn Farrell Offense
10/22 Chelsea Goosen Offense
11/5 Nicole Lograsso Defense



































The Summit League, renamed on June 1, 2007 from the Mid-Continent Conference, celebrated its 25th year as an 
NCAA Division I athletics conference during the 2006-07 academic year. The Mid-Con is wrapping up a year in which its 
student-athletes, coaches, administrators and teams continued to strengthen its reputation as a nationally-competitive 
and well-respected league.
 
In May 2007, the Mid-Con Presidents Council embraced the Summit Plan, a strategic plan that places a renewed 
emphasis on improving the academic and athletic performances of all its student-athletes. Included in the plan was the 
creation of a new image of the conference and the unveiling of a new name. The Summit League is the third name the 
conference has held in its 25 years as an NCAA sanctioned league.
 
The Summit League’s current member schools are Centenary College of Louisiana, IPFW (Indiana University-Purdue 
University-Fort Wayne), IUPUI (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis), UMKC (University of Missouri-Kansas 
City), North Dakota State University, Oakland University, Oral Roberts University, South Dakota State University, Southern 
Utah University and Western Illinois University. The member schools pride themselves on providing quality athletic, 
academic and social experiences for their student-athletes.
 
The Summit League sponsors 19 championship sports, which include: baseball, men’s and women’s basketball, 
men’s and women’s cross country, men’s and women’s golf, men’s and women’s soccer, softball, men’s and women’s 
swimming & diving, men’s and women’s indoor track & field, men’s and women’s outdoor track & field, men’s and 
women’s tennis, and volleyball.
Staff
Commissioner ............................................................................................................................................. Tom Douple
Associate Commissioner ............................................................................................................................. Greg Walter
Associate Commissioner ................................................................................................................. Myndee Kay Larsen
Director of Media Relations ..................................................................................................................................... TBA
Assistant Director of Media Relations ........................................................................................................... Greg Mette
Manager of Conference Operations ......................................................................................................Vanessa Quimpo
Administrative Assistant ............................................................................................................................Brenda Hilton
Past Champions
Year Regular Season Tournament
1999 Oakland Oral Roberts
2000 Oral Roberts Oakland
 Oakland
2001 Oakland Oakland
2002 Oral Roberts Oakland
2003 Oakland Oakland




2007 Western Illinois Oakland
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 With a record enrollment of 11,706 students in the 
fall of 2007, South Dakota State is the state’s largest 
institution of high education. 
Early History
Located in Brookings, SDSU was authorized in 1881 by 
the Territorial Legislative Assembly and serves as the 
state’s land-grant institution. Territorial Council member 
John O’Brien Scobey, failing to obtain the penitentiary 
for Brookings, managed to secure Dakota Agricultural 
College for his city. 
 Although allocations fell short of the actual cost, the 
school was able to open in the fall of 1884 because the 
president, George Lilley, was willing to advance $500 
— one-third of his salary — to finish three rooms in the 
new Central Building. 
 In 1887, the Agricultural Experiment Station was 
established under the federal Hatch Act and linked to the 
University to conduct research that concerned agriculture 
and the home. The Cooperative Extension Service was 
added in 1914 through the Smith-Lever Act.
 During the first year of operation, only preparatory 
classes were held. College classes started in 1885 with 
five teachers, 17 freshman and 61 preparatory students. 
Growth was slow and erratic for many years, but by the 
turn of the 20th century there were 242 students.   
 By 1990, enrollment topped more than 9,000 
students. Today, students from all 50 states and more 
than 40 nations attend SDSU.More than 67,000 degrees 
have been granted since the college was chartered in 
1881.
Colleges Established
The structure of the college became more complex as 
enrollments increased. The first nine chairs of instruction 
established in 1884 included agriculture, science, 
mathematics, English, modern languages, military 
tactics, veterinary science, practical business, political 
and domestic economy, and music. 
 By 1907, the year the name of the institution was 
changed to South Dakota State College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts, there were 22 departments on campus. 
 In 1964, when “State College” was renamed South 
Dakota State University, there were six colleges; today 
degrees are offered through these eight colleges:
• Agricultural and Biological Sciences
• Arts and Science
• Education and Counseling
• Engineering





 SDSU also offers degree programs through the 
University Center in Sioux Falls. Evening, RDTN, Internet 
and off-campus courses are coordinated through the 
Office of Academic Affairs and Outreach.
SDSU by the Numbers
 In its 125-year history, South Dakota State has grown 
from a campus of 80 acres in 1881 to a 422-acre campus 
with facilities worth more than $380 million.   
The University owns or leases another 15,000 acres for 
research throughout the state.
 A University Student Union expansion and renovation 
project was completed in the summer of 2005, as was 
Caldwell Hall, a suite-style residence hall. 
 
Other recent building projects have included:
• Crothers Engineering Hall — $7 million expansion;
• A $3.6 million equestrian center; and
• Solberg Hall — multi-million dollar renovation.
 In addition, the Enterprise Institute building, which 
also houses the SDSU Foundation, was completed in 
the fall of 2004. The Enterprise Institute is designed to 
facilitate SDSU and industry resources to encourage 
and assist the establishment of entrepreneurial growth 
enterprises in the region.
 Several other building projects are under way or in 
the planning stages, including:
• A $48 million, 144,000-square-foot Integrated Sciences 
Complex;
• Harding Hall South, a 30,000-square-foot building 
that will house an expansion within the College of 
Engineering;
• The $6 million Dykhouse Student-Athlete Center;
• A $7.8 million campus wellness center.
 More than 200 majors, minors and options are 
available at SDSU with more than 2,500 different course 
offerings. 
 Master’s degrees are offered in more than 30 areas 
and doctorates are available in eight fields. 
 SDSU is accredited by the North Central Association 
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AGGIE SCHOOL CLOCK TOWER—The clock tower sits in front 
of the Tompkins Alumni Center on the west side of campus. The 
alumni center is host to many university and alumni functions 
throughout the year.
The Coughlin Campanile (left and previous page) is considered 
South Dakota State University’s most recognizable landmark. The 
campanile’s cornerstone was laid on June 10, 1929, by Charles 
Coughlin and its chimes have called students to classes with its 
famous Westminster peals ever since.
South Dakota State University
You Can Go Anywhere From Here
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of Colleges and Secondary Schools and 
numerous departments on campus have earned 
accreditation from various agencies. 
More than 2,000 people are employees 
of SDSU, and the University’s total operating 
budget was more than $195 million in Fiscal 
Year 2007.
Supplementing classroom instruction are 
the Harding Distinguished Lecture Series, 
the F.O. Butler Lectures, the Lusk Lecture 
and the Amdahl, Schultz-Werth and Griffiths 
endowments. 
Students also have the opportunity to choose 
from more than 200 clubs and organizations 
active on campus.
Research
SDSU has the highest percentage of 
undergraduates involved in research of any South 
Dakota public university. SDSU is large enough 
to offer competitive research opportunities, yet 
small enough to foster student-faculty learning 
opportunities.
In 2006, SDSU was recognized by the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching as the state’s only RU/H (research 
university/high research activity) institution. 
This prestigious ranking recognizes the growth 
of doctoral programs, degrees granted and 
competitive funds obtained.
Major areas of research at SDSU include:
• Engineering and technology research into 
photovoltaic devices, nanotechnology, materials 
science, wind power, surface transportation 
systems, signal and image processing, water 
treatment, computer sciences, software 
engineering and computational science and 
statistics.
• Agricultural sciences research on crops, 
livestock and the spectrum of related 
issues, such as agricultural biotechnology, 
infectious diseases (animal and zoonotic), food 
manufacturing, bio-based energy and products, 
economics and horticulture.
• Management and conservation of natural 
resources, with research on soil and water 
quality, soil fertility, conservation farming 
practices, wildlife and fisheries, climate change, 
landscape ecology and livestock waste.
• Health sciences, nutritional sciences and 
wellness research programs in pharmaceutical 
sciences, nutrition and exercise physiology, 
muscle-bone relationships, cancer prevention, 
nursing and infectious disesases.
• Renewable energy research is developing bio-
based energy technologies, while promoting 
diversification and environmental sustainability 
of America’s agriculture.
SDSU has been selected as one of five 
universities to serve as a regional center for 
the Sun Grant Initiative. The Sun Grant Initiative 
is a concept to solve America’s energy needs 
and revitalize rural communities with Land-
Grant university research, education and 
Extension programs on renewable energy and 
bio-based non-food industries. The Sun Grant 
Initiative will involve several SDSU departments, 
including mechanical engineering, biology 
and microbiology, the Geographic Information 
Science Center of Excellence, nutrition and food 
sciences, chemistry and plant science.
• The Economics Department is studying the 
economic impact of ethanol development on 
the state’s economy and the logistics of using 
biomass for producing renewable fuels.
• Over the next five years, $69 million in federal 
funds is to be awarded to SDSU and six other 
universities to serve as Vanguard centers for 
the National Children’s Study. The NCS will 
study more than 100,000 children across the 
country from conception to age 21.As part of 
the Governor’s 2010 Initiative, a goal is for 
South Dakota to become a recognized leader 
in research and technology development. To 
realize this goal, SDSU faculty are involved in 
five research centers:
• Center for Infectious Disease Research and 
Vaccinology
• Center for Bioprocessing Research and 
Development
• Center for Drought Tolerance Biotechnology
• Center for Accelerated Applications at the 
Nanoscale
• Center for the Research and Development of 
Light-Activated Materials
An agreement between SDSU and Argonne 
National Laboratory will develop opportunities 
for SDSU faculty and students working in 
partnership to pursue fields of science that 
advance science and technology-driven 
economic development in South Dakota.
Museums and Attrations
The educational opportunities don’t end in 
the classroom or laboratory as South Dakota 
State University is home to several facilities, 
including museums and gardens, which highlight 
South Dakota history and heritage.The South 
Dakota Art Museum houses several collections, 
including early Sioux Indian tribal art, the famed 
Harvey Dunn paintings of pioneer life and the 
exclusive  Vera Way Marghab linens.The State 
Agricultural Heritage Museum transformed the 
former Stock Judging Pavilion into a home for 
exhibits that record and preserve the agrarian 
heritage of South Dakota. The 70-acre McCrory 
Gardens and South Dakota Arboretum, located 
south and east of campus, provide a beautiful 
COOLIDGE-SYLVAN THEATRE—The Sylvan Theatre, located on the southwest corner 
of campus, is an outdoor amphitheater that has been the site of concerts, graduations 
and inaugurations of university presidents since its dedication by President Calvin 
Coolidge in September 1927.
SOUTH DAKOTA ART MUSEUM—The museum is home to several collections, including 
early Sioux Indian tribal art, the famed Harvey Dunn paintings of pioneer life, and the 
exclusive Vera Way Marghab linens. The South Dakota Art Museum also has a variety of 
other exhibits throughout the year. 
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES—SDSU has the highest 
involvement of undergraduates in research of any South 
Dakota public university. The university is large enough 
to offer the opportunities, yet small enough to foster 
student-faculty learning opportunities.
South Dakota State University
You Can Go Anywhere From Here
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setting for area residents and tourists to enjoy a 
stroll through the radiant colors and fragrances 
of one of the top 10 small ornamental gardens 
in the nation. It is also recognized as an All-
American Display Garden, one of only 13 in 
the nation.In 1993, McCrory Gardens was 
designated an All-American Judging Garden to 
conduct research on annual flowers.In 1982, the 
area north of the formal garden was dedicated 
to the planting and testing of ornamental trees 
and shrubs. The 45-acre site was designated 
the South Dakota State Arboretum in 1988.
Perhaps South Dakota State’s most recognizable 
landmark is the 165-foot Coughlin Campanile, 
the state’s largest chimes tower. A climb of 179 
steps leads to a panoramic view of the city.The 
statuesque structure on the west end of campus 
was a $65,000 gift from 1909 engineering 
graduate Charles Coughlin, who later went 
on to become head of the Briggs & Stratton 
Corporation. Coughlin laid the campanile’s 
cornerstone on June 10, 1929. Since then, its 
chimes have called students to classes with 
the famous Westminster peals.An alumni-
sponsored project to restore the campanile was 
completed in the summer of 2001.Adjacent to 
the campanile, Coolidge-Sylvan Theatre has 
provided a restful, green haven for students 
since its dedication by President Calvin Coolidge 
in September 1927.Over the years the outdoor 
amphiteater has been the site of concerts, 
graduations and inaugurations for university 
presidents.Woodbine Cottage, the home of the 
university president, is a charming example of 
Queen Anne architecture. Built in 1887 by South 
Dakota Agricultural College’s second president, 
Dr. Lewis McLouth, the home is crowned by 
multiple roof lines.The house also has served as 
a women’s dormitory, music hall and infirmary.
State’s Largest Library
The Hilton M. Briggs Library, the state’s 
largest, was opened in 1977 and joined South 
Dakota’s statewide automated library network 
in 1988. Through the library, users have access 
to holdings from all 10 of the state’s libraries, 
including official documents and more than 1 
million other holdings at Briggs.
The Brookings Community
Today, Brookings is a growing community of 
about 18,700 people. Located 20 miles west 
of the Minnesota border and 50 miles north 
of Sioux Falls in east-central South Dakota, 
Brookings is situated at the intersection of U.S. 
Highway 14 and Interstate 29.
The community also is home to several 
recognizable companies including Rainbow Play 
Systems, Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 
(3M), Larson Manufacturing, and Daktronics, 
a leading manufacturer of scoreboards and 
display systems.
some in formation for this section is courtesy of SDSU, the City of Brookings, the 
Brookings Summer Arts Festival and Downtown Brookings Inc.
South Dakota State University
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HILTON M. BRIGGS LIBRARY—Shown above is the entrance to South Dakota’s largest 
library, which was opened in 1977 and later joined the state’s automated library network 
in 1988. Through the library, users have access to holdings from all 10 of South Dakota’s 
libraries, including official documents and more than 1 million other holdings in Briggs.
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM—Originally constructed as the 
Stock Judging Pavilion, the South Dakota Agricultural Heritage Museum is now home to 
exhibits that record and preserve the agrarian heritage of the state.
MEMORIAL PARK—Memorial Park, located between 
DuPuy Military Hall and Briggs Library in the center of 
campus, honors SDSU students who have served in the 
armed forces, including Congressional Medal of Honor 
recipients Capt. Willibald Bianchi and Col. Leo Thorsness. 
The park was dedicated in the fall of 2000. 
WOODBINE COTTAGE—Built in 1887 by SDSU’s second 
president, Dr. Lewis McLouth, Woodbine Cottage serves 
as the home of the university president. Over the years, 
the house has also served as a women’s dormitory, music 
hall and infirmary.
McCRORY GARDENS—The 70-acre McCrory Gardens 
and South Dakota Arboretum are located south and 
east of SDSU’s campus. The gardens provide a beautiful 
setting for area residents and tourists to enjoy a stroll 
through the radian colors and fragrances of one of the top 
10 small ornamental gardens in the nation.
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SDSU Women’s Soccer Media Outlets
Radio
KJJQ - 910 AM
Contact .............................................Tyler Merriam - Sports Director
 E-mail .................................................. tylermerriam@brookings.net
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 692-1430 / 692-4441
 Web .................................................http://www.brookingsradio.com
KBRK - 1430 AM
 Contact .................................................Dellas Cole - Sports Director
 E-mail ................................................. dcole@kbrk.threeeagles.com
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 692-1430 / 692-4441
 Web .................................................http://www.brookingsradio.com
WNAX - 570 AM
 Contact .............................................Steve Imming - Sports Director
 E-mail ................................................................imming@wnax.com
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 668-1179 / 665-8788
 Toll Free ................................................................. 1-800-843-0089
 Web ............................................................... http://www.wnax.com
KWSN - 1230 AM
 Contact ............................................. Craig Mattick - Sports Director
 E-mail .................................................. craig.mattick@bybradio.com
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 271-5873 / 336-0415
 Web ............................................................... http://www.kwsn.com
Newspaper
Brookings Register
Contact .................................................Troy Maroney - Sports Editor
 E-mail ................................................sports@brookingsregister.com
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 692-6271 / 692-2979
 Web ............................................. http://www.brookingsregister.com
Sioux Falls Argus Leader
 Contact ............................................... Terry Vandrovec - Beat Writer
 E-mail .................................................tvandrovec@argusleader.com
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 977-3923 / 977-3933
 Web ......................................................http://www.argusleader.com
Aberdeen American News
 Contact .............................................John Papendick - Sports Editor
 E-mail ............................................ jpapendick@aberdeennews.com
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 622-2323 / 225-0421
 Web .................................................http://www.aberdeennews.com
Yankton Press & Dakotan
 Contact ........................................... James Cimburek - Sports Editor
 E-mail ................................................ james.cimburek@yankton.net
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 665-7811 / 665-1721
 Web ............................................................. http://www.yankton.net
Rapid City Journal
 Contact ............................................... Andrew Cutler - Sports Editor
 E-Mail .......................................andrew.cutler@rapidcityjournal.com
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 394-8300 / 342-4610
 Web ................................................http://www.rapidcityjournal.com
Watertown Public Opinion
 Contact .............................................. Roger Merriam - Sports Editor
 E-mail .......................................................rogerm@thepublicopinion
 Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 886-6901 / 886-4280
 Web .............................................. http://www.thepublicopinion.com
SDSU Collegian
 Contact ..............................................Ariy-El Boynton - Sports Editor
 E-mail ...................................................collegian.sports@gmail.com
 Phone ...................................................................... (605) 688-6164
 Web ...................................................http://www.sdsucollegian.com
News Organizations
The Associated Press, Sioux Falls
Contact ................................................. Wayne Ortman - Staff Writer
E-mail ............................................................... apsiouxfalls@ap.org
 Phone/Fax .................................. 1-800-952-9911 / (605) 332-3931
 Web ..................................................................... http://www.ap.org
Dakota News Network, Fargo, N.D.
 Contact .......................................................Steve Carlson - Reporter
 E-mail ......................................................... stevecarlson@quest.net




Contact ............................................Mark Ovenden - Sports Director
 .................................................... Jason Anschutz - Weekend Sports
E-mail .................................................................... sports@kdlt.com
Phone/Fax ............................................. (605) 361-1357 / 361-3982
Web ..................................................................http://www.kdlt.com
KELO-TV — CBS
 Contact ................................................... Jay Elsen - Sports Director
 E-mail ..............................................................jelsen@keloland.com
 Phone .......................................................................... (605) 357-56
 Contact ............................................David McCoy - Weekend Sports
 E-mail .......................................................... dmccoy@keloland.com
 Phone ...................................................................... (605) 357-5675
 Office Phone/Fax ................................... (605) 336-1300 / 336-7936
 Web ...........................................................http://www.keloland.com
KSFY-TV — ABC
 Contact ........................................ Erik Thorstenson - Sports Director
 E-mail ......................................................... ethorstenson@ksfy.com
 Phone ...................................................................... (605) 373-7376
 Contact ................................................Tim Peters - Weekend Sports
 E-mail ...................................................................tpeters@ksfy.com
 Phone ...................................................................... (605) 373-7369
 Office Phone/Fax ................................... (605) 336-1300 / 336-7936
 Web ................................................................. http://www.ksfy.com
Media Information
Ñ Credentials - All requests for media credentials for 
SDSU home soccer games should be directed to the 
South Dakota State sports information department at 
least 24 hours prior to the event.
Credentials will be mailed if requests are received a 
week or more in advance. Otherwise, credentials may 
be picked up at the Jackrabbit Ticket Office inside the 
Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center weekdays from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m., or at the Fishback Soccer Park ticket 
table one hour prior to the start of the event.
Due to limited seating, only working media will be 
allowed access on a first-come, first-served basis.
The following guidelines apply specifically to 
Internet sites:
• No more than two people working for the official 
Web site of the opponent and/or its official conference 
site will be issued credentials.
• Web sites whose content centers around message 
boards and chat rooms where users can post 
anonymous information and/or rumors are ineligible 
for any consideration for credentials or access.
• Credentials will not be granted to any agency 
operating sites that are in any way affiliated with 
gambling, or to freelance or fan-based sites that 
are not affiliated with a legitimate news-gathering 
organization.
The final decision for credentials remains at the 
sole discretion of the South Dakota State sports 
information department.
Ñ Statistics - The South Dakota State sports 
information office will keep official statistics and will 
distribute final statistics to teams and members of 
the media within 15 minutes after the conclusion of 
a game.
Ñ On the Web - The latest Jackrabbit news and 
updates can be viewed on the Internet at www.
GoJacks.com, the official site of South Dakota State 
University athletics. Box scores, statistics and a game 
recap will be posted within an hour following the 
conclusion of a contest.
Ñ Interview Policy - Outside of athletics events, 
interviews with South Dakota State University 
student-athletes must be arranged 24 hours in 
advance Monday through Thursday by contacting 
the SDSU sports information office or the head 
coach of the sport involved. Please do not contact 
the student-athlete directly without prior approval 
— phone numbers of SDSU student-athletes will not 
be released
 Media members should understand that all return 
calls will be made collect or via a toll-free number, 
unless the student-athlete does the interview from the 
sports information office. Jackrabbit student-athletes 
will not be available for interviews prior to a contest 
the day of a game, but will be available for post-game 
interviews 10 minutes after the conclusion of contests 
by contacting a member of the sports information 
staff or coaching staff.
Contact Information
Media inquiries for Jackrabbit soccer should be 
directed to Chris McKeown, graduate assistant sports 
information director.
Office ............................................ (605) 688-4822
Cell ............................................... (605) 695-6698
Fax ................................................ (605) 688-5999
e-mail .......................chris.mckeown@sdstate.edu
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South Dakota State University
Administration
Fred Oien
Athletic Director, South Dakota State University
South Dakota State University ‘72
Dr. Fred Oien became the 11th director of 
athletics at South Dakota State University 
on July 1, 1990.
 Oien earned his bachelor’s degree from 
SDSU in 1972 and has been on the South 
Dakota State University staff since 1979. 
In 1981, he began serving as the business/
ticket manager and continued in that 
role until his appointment as director of 
athletics.
 A 1968 graduate of Baltic (S.D.) 
High School, Oien added his master’s degree 
from SDSU in 1975 and then completed 
his doctorate (Ed.D) at the University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst in 1979.
 Prior to joining the SDSU staff, Oien taught physical education and health 
at Brookings Middle School from 1973-79, during which time he was the 
varsity golf coach for both boys and girls, the middle school basketball coach, 
and the middle school football coach.
 Oien also was the women’s golf coach at South Dakota State, guiding 
the Jackrabbits to one North Central Conference championship. The SDSU 
women’s golf team of 1982 was later voted the South Dakota Women’s 
College Team of the Year.
 Along with his duties as the athletics director, Oien also serves as the 
Deparment Head for the Department of Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation at SDSU.
Mylo Hellickson
Faculty Athletic Representative, South Dakota State University
North Dakota State University ‘64
Dr. Mylo Hellickson has been South Dakota State 
University’s Faculty Athletic Representative 
to the NCAA since 1977. He also serves as 
the chairman of the Athletic, Intramural and 
Recreation Committee on campus.
Hellickson returned to the classroom 
as a professor in agricultural engineering 
after serving several years as Director of 
Agricultural Extension at SDSU. He has 
been on staff at South Dakota State since 
1969, serving as a professor in agricultural 
engineering until he was appointed as head 
of that department during the summer of 
1982.
Dr. Hellickson’s specialty has been in the 
area of livestock structures and environment with recent emphasis on solar 
energy use in agriculture. 
A native of Belfield, N.D., Hellickson earned a bachelor’s degree in 
agricultural engineering from North Dakota State University in 1964. He later 
added a master’s degree in agricultural engineering in 1966 from his Alma 
mater before continuing his education at West Virginia University, where he 
earned his Ph.D. in engineering in 1969.
Hellickson was presented the North Central Conference Meritorious 
Service Award at the November 1990 meetings. 
David Chicoine
President, South Dakota State University
South Dakota State University ‘69
Dr. David L. Chicoine became the 19th president of South Dakota State 
University on January 1, 2007. He is the third alumnus to serve as president 
of the institution.
Dr. Chicoine has over 30 years of experience in higher education 
with the University of Illinois. He is a nationally recognized economist, 
specializing in public finance, taxation, and rural economics. His higher 
education administrative experience includes service as Head of the 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Dean of the College of 
Agriculture, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Serving most recently as Vice President for 
Technology and Economic Development for the University of Illinois system 
and interim Vice President for Academic Affairs, Chicoine started his career 
as an Extension economist and specialist with the University of Illinois 
Cooperative Extension Service. 
As vice president at the University of Illinois, he restructured the 
university’s technology licensing offices, reaching new milestones each 
year; launched the university’s early stage capital and business development 
services company, IllinoisVENTURES, LLC, that supported start-up projects, 
securing special state and university funding for operations and pre-seed 
investing and facilitated the creation of the $26.5 million early stage Illinois 
Emerging Technologies Fund; and he oversaw the expansion of research 
parks and incubators at the university’s Urbana-Champaign and Chicago 
campuses. 
As dean, he transitioned the College of Agriculture, Consumer and 
Environmental Sciences (ACES) from 14 administrative units to seven 
academic departments and the Information Technology unit; completed 
a capital campaign for ACES surpassing the final goal of $115 million by 
raising $134 million in private gifts; grew the ACES endowment to $60 
million; established $15 million in 
annual private gift support, funding 
endowed positions, scholarships and 
fellowships, and program support for 
teaching, research, and Extension; 
and he oversaw the completion of the 
$22 million ACES Library, Information 
and Alumni Center where $11 million 
was from gifts from ACES alumni and 
friends.
 He has co-authored four books, 
12 book chapters and more than 100 
invited and/or peer reviewed academic 
journal articles. Dr. Chicoine served 
as an advisor to the Illinois General 
Assembly on tax issues, farmland 
property tax assessments, public 
finance and rural economic issues. He 
served as a member of the Illinois Governor’s Council of Economic Advisors, 
and was a member of the board of the Illinois State Treasurer’s Technology 
Development Fund. He currently is a tenured faculty member in the SDSU 
Department of Economics, where he has been recognized as a Distinguished 
Alumnus. 
 Chicoine served as the faculty representative to the Big Ten Conference 
and the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) for the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He served as chair of the Budget and Finance 
Committee for the Big Ten Conference for nine of his eleven year term.
 Dr. Chicoine is a graduate of SDSU with a B.S. in agribusiness in 1969, 
and the University of Delaware where he received an M.S. in agricultural 
economics in 1971. In 1978 he received an M.A. in economics from Western 
Illinois University, and in 1979 he completed his Ph.D. in agricultural 
economics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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HOME GAMES IN BOLD and held at Fishback Soccer Park. Times local to game location. Schedules subject to change.
*Summit League Game PE085 08/08
AUGUST
24 Creighton, Omaha, Neb., 1 p.m.
26 Minnesota, 6 p.m.
29 Drake, Des Moines, Iowa, 7 p.m.
31 Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1 p.m.
SEPTEMBER
12-14 SDSU Invitational
12 Eastern Washington, 7 p.m.
14 Iowa State, 1 p.m.
19 Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa, 6 p.m.
26 *IUPUI, Indianapolis, Ind., 7 p.m.
28 *IPFW, Fort Wayne, Ind., 1 p.m.
OCTOBER
03 Western Illinois, 6 p.m.
05 *Southern Utah, 1 p.m.
10 *Centenary, 7 p.m.
12 *Oral Roberts, noon
16 Seattle, 7 p.m.
20 *North Dakota State, Fargo, N.D., 3 p.m.
24 Oakland, Rochester, Mich., 4 p.m.
26 Michigan State, East Lansing, Mich., noon
NOVEMBER
07-09 The Summit League Championships
(Western Illinois), Macomb, Ill., TBA
